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Preface
In this thesis a number of boundary value problems regarding 
the diffraction and propagation of long waves created in a water 
sheet in the presence of some combinations of vertical plane 
boundaries is studied.
The whole system has been assumed to be on a'rotating earth, 
except in the last problem (Chapter VI) where the rotation has 
been neglected. Also the differential equations governing the 
considered effect have been reduced to a linearised form.
As regarding the history of the subject we mention that the 
dyndmical theory of long waves progressing along a channel, when the 
geostrophic effect is ignored, was given by Lagrange in 1781.
Lord Rayleigh in 1876 used the method of studying waves of 
constant form by considering the motion relative to the axes moving 
with the wave.
The geostrophic effect in the study of the dynamics of small
seas was introduced by Lord Kelvin (1879), who thus accounted for
the transverse surface elevation across a channel, but his investi­
gation was restricted to the so called harmonic Kelvin wave.
In 1910 H. Poincard investigated some more general harmonic 
waves and his results were applied by H. Sverdrup to the tides of 
the Artie Sea in 1926.
During and since World War II a great number of physical
problems concerning surface waves in water have been investigated
and various mathematical methods of solutions have been employed
in this field of mathematical physics. Among the mathematical tools 
used, especially in the linearised case, are integral equation methods, 
conformal mapping and complex variable theory in general, the Laplace 
and Fourier transform techniques and methods employing Green*s func­
tions .
In the present work the main methods used are based on the 
Wiener-Hopf technique. In all cases the problem is transferred 
directly to the Fourier transform domain where the boundary and 
continuity conditions are applied. This leads to a single functional 
equation for two unknown functions, the Wiener-Hopf equation, in the 
complex a-plane (a being the complex Fourier transform variable), 
which is solved by analytic continuation. This approach is suggested 
by Jones (1952) and has the advantage of bypassing the integral equation 
formulation also available, but more complicated in general, for solving 
problems of the type being examined (e.g. Copson, 1946).
In Chapter I the basic differential equations of the motion of 
a perfect fluid on a rotating earth are derived and they are reduced 
to the linearised case of long waves.
Chapter II deals with the possible modes which may exist in a 
rotating rectangular channel. The method applied is that of separation 
of variables. -
In Chapter III the problem of radiation of long waves from a 
rotating Channel with one semi-infinite and one infinite vertical 
barrier is investigated. An exact solution is obtained for the field 
inside the semi-infinite channel while the far field in the open region 
is evaluated asymptotically.
The transmission and reflexion of long waves in a rotating 
bifurcated channel is developed in Chapter IV and an exact solution 
is derived for the whole field.
Chapter V is concerned with the radiation and transmission 
of long waves from a rotating semi-infinite channel enclosed in 
parallel walls. Again an exact solution is found in an explicit 
form over the entire field.
In the problems of Chapters III, IV and V the derived Wiener- 
Hopf equations are of the standard form. A generalised Wiener-Hopf 
equation arises in the problem of diffraction of a plane harmonic 
wave by a step which is discussed in Chapter VI. This equation can
be solved only approximately because of the appearance of an infinite
set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations. The field solution 
is given in an asymptotic form similar to that of the open region
in the problem of Chapter III.
i
The theory of the problem in Chapter III corresponds to the 
tidal wave leaving the North Sea as well as to the tide coming out 
of the Gulf of California.
The models in Chapters IV and V are of less oceanographic 
interest but may have applications to the diffraction of tides in 
the East and West Indies.
Finally, the results of the problem in Chapter VI may describe 
approximately the situation regarding the tidal waves which appear 
off the west coast of Africa.
All the problems considered in this work are reduced to their
analytical equivalents in acoustics and electromagnetism when we 
take the angular velocity of the rotating system equal to zero.
Let it be noted lastly, that we specify in Appendix A a 
suitable branch of the function y - (a2 - k2) 1 arising from the 
transformation of the reduced wave equation (Helmholtz*s equation) 
which governs the considered effect.
Ch a p t e r  1
DERIVATION OF THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATIONS 
OF THE MOTION OF AN INCOMPRESSIBLE PERFECT 
FLUID ON A ROTATING EARTH
In this chapter a set of equations governing the motion of a 
perfect incompressible fluid (water) is derived with respect to a frame 
of reference fixed to the rotating earth.
These equations, being initially non-linear, are linearised by 
making several assumptions, the main of which is that the vertical 
component of the acceleration of the fluid is negligible in comparison 
with its horizontal components, and are eventually adapted to the case 
of the so-called long waves.
§1 Preliminaries
1.1 RELATIVE VELOCITY AMD ACCELERATION
Consider a Cartesian frame of reference oxyz moving relative to
the Cartesian frame of reference OXYZ which is supposed at rest, with
instantaneous angular velocity , while the instantaneous velocity
• • *
of its origin o is..V .
Let P be a particle which moves with arbitrarily varying velocity 
and acceleration Yr relative to oxyz . Then its velocity V 
and acceleration y with respect to OXYZ are given by the relations
V = V + ft a  r + V .......(1-1)o r
y = y  +11 A r +  n A (fi' A r ) + 2 (l A V +  y ....(1.2)' 'o r 'r
4 _ dS
where £2 = —  , dt
Yo is the acceleration of the origin o with respect to OXYZ
r is the position vector 6P (see fig. 1.1).
and
The term 2£2i a V is the Coriolis acceleration. 
1 r
XFig. 1.1
• ♦ • *>■ #
In the following the quantities and y^ are briefly called the
relative velocity and the relative acceleration respectively.
1.2 MOTION WITH RESPECT TO THE NOTATING EARTH
Suppose now that the frame oxyz is fixed in the earth, assumed 
as a sphere, with the origin o on its'surface. The earth's angular 
velocity ft is supposed constant and parallel to the axis OZ of the 
inertial frame OXIZ and the centre of the terrestial globe is taken 
as the origin 0 .
North
South
Fig. 1.2
But, since we consider only points near to the earth surface,
I™** I #
rI is small. Thus the term ft a (ft a  r) is small compared with the - 
other terms on the right of equ.(l.2) and so it can be ignored. Hence
y = y + 2ft a V '+ y •   (1*3)o r r
. .
On the other hand the acceleration y is given by
->■ r\
Y = “ft .bo o
where b is the projection of the point o on the axis OZ (Fig. 1.2)
If P is a free particle near the earth surface, then its accel-
. - > ■  , , . ,
eration g relative to OXYZ is due only to the gravity force given
by Newton’s gravitational law, i.e.
■> _ G.M ±
ga " R3
• • • •where G is the gravitational constant, M is the earth mass and R
is the position vector Oo (Fig. 1.2).
Thus equ. . (1.3) becomes [|>e Ye(.uAive ^ c c e 4
pvt'tick
g ~ —ft2 bo + 2ft A V + (y ) => 
a r r
(f ) = g + .ft2 ko - 2ft a V =  g - 2ft a  V ...____(1.1+)r a r r
The quantity g + ft2 bo = g (Fig. 1.3) is called gravitational a
acceleration and represents the usual (relative to the earth) accel­
eration of a particle being at rest with respect to the earth.
In the general case the acceleration of the particle P is given 
by the expression:
y = — 0,^- bo + 2£2 a ........(1 • 5)
(North)
Fig. 1.3
In Fig. (1.3) <f> is the so-called celestial latitude of the
point o , -while <f>^ is its geocentric latitude.
We determine now the directions of the frame of reference totyz 
as follows:
The axis oz has the direction of the vector -g , i.e. k = t t t  »
Isl
. ■ . . "■)■ ». "t- I aIso »
the axis oy has the direction of the vector k a  bo (i.e. j = ;
. • • \the axis ox has the direction of the vector k a  j (i.e. k a  j = i;,
•where l, j, k are the unit vectors on ox, oy and oz respectively;..
(Fig. I.U). (We note that ox is not a tangent to the earth surface, but
it lies on the plane of bo and OZ .)
z A
(to the east)
(centi<
(to the south)
Fig. I.k
The components of the earth’s angular velocity with respect to 
oxzy are then
= tt(-cos<pi + sin^k) , Q = Jfi| 
Thus, if we write
(1.6)
f = ui + vj + wk 9 (1.7)
we shall have
1 k
-ficos<j> o . ftsin<|>
u v w
-ft vs in cj>?+ft (us in <j>+wco s <j>) j-fi vc os <j>k 
 (1.8)
§2 The Equations o f Motion o f a  Perfect Incompressible Fl ui d 
Relative t o t h e Rotating Earth
2.1 THE DYHAMICAL EQUATIOHS OF MOTIOS
Euler’s equations of motion of a perfect fluid give us the 
acceleration vector of a fluid particle P , lying round the space- 
point M , say, in terms of the pressure of the fluid and the external 
forces exerted on P at the moment considered.
So, if the motion is referred to the inertial frame of reference 
OXYZ , as - has been taken in §1, then Euler’s equation can he 
written as:
Here y is the acceleration of the elementary mass of P , p is the
• • • idensity of the fluid at M , F is the external force per unit mass at 
M and p is the pressure at M , all these quantities being consid­
ered at the time t .
On the other hand, we can consider the above elementary mass as 
the particle P of §1 for which equ. (j.5) holds. Thus equ. (2.1) becomes
1
y = F - -grad p (2.1)
(2.2)
where the relative velocity v ana acceleration y are referred tor r
the frame oxyz as has been determined in the previous section.
Since (equ. 1,7)
where u, v, w are the components of the relative velocity in the 
x, y and z directions respectively, all being functions of x, y, z 
and t , we have
. :.d .v . a v . ^_ r r _ r r . ftr „\3=
" S T ~  T T  + ( r r *
: D . .3 . 9 .9 9 _ . „ -, v r _ r ^ r . ■ r . r n . i 3 ^ 3 , ^ 9where —  -rr + uv~ + vr— •+ wv—  , V = i—  + j-r—  + k—Dt 9t 3x 3y 3z 9 3x ■ 9y 3z
and the suffix r denotes that the relevant differentiation is per-
. . ^
formed relative to oxyz , i.e. l, j, k are taken constants.
Further, we can write
$ = $ , + | = f2 + | - SJ2 b? ,
a
• • • m
where g^ is the gravitational force per unit mass near the earth 
surface and the resultant of all the other external forces (per
unit mass) exerted to the mass element.
Thus equ. (2,2) can now be written as
. 9 V „n ■ »■>• 4- T’ T* n i > 1
-ft2 bo + 2ft A Vr + + (VrV)Vr = Fi + g - ft2 bo - ~  grad p
or
+ 2fl A $ = 2 + ?! - 1  grad p ....... (2.3)
9t r r r 1 p
Equ. (2.3) is the dynamical vector equation of motion of the fluid 
relative to the rotating frame oxyz , i.ei. to the rotating earth.
The vectors V^, ft, g and Fj can be expressed by their compo­
nents in oxyz . The vector grad p was initially referred to the 
frame OXYZ , but, since the grad of a scalar is invariant with respect 
to the orthogonal transformation from OXYZ to oxyz , we can express
grad p in terms of x, y, z and their unit vectors J, J, k by the
same form as in OXYZ , i.e. grad p 3x *■ ' 3y  ^ ’ 3z 
Thus equ. (2.3) can be expressed in scalar forms as follows:
3u , 3u _3u 3u on • , _ /± \ 1 3p-r—  + ur—  + V7T- + w- 2fivsm(f) = (Fi ) --- -r^3t 3x 3y 3z Y x 'x p 3x
3v 3v , 3v , 3v , on/ • , , 
3 t + u ^  + v3^ + w 9l + 2fi(usm<|)+wcos<J))
-  ' _  J L  3  P.
y ~ p 3y
(Fx)
3w 3w 3w _3w 00 x+ ur—  + vr—  + Wr 2ftvcosd> = (F-. )
3y 3z 1 z3t 3x
l l E
p 3z
Equations (2.jJ+) are referred to the particular frame of reference 
oxyz , that is to the frame whose axes have a particular orientation 
given in § 1. '
If we wish to express the equations of the fluid motion with respect 
to another frame of reference having a different orientation to the above, 
we have to transform equs. (2.^) appropriately.
The most important case is that where oz remains the same and 
only the horizontal axes, ox’ and oy1 say, may be taken in any per­
pendicular horizontal directions.
Suppose now that the axis ox1 makes an angle 0 with ox axis 
(tt > 0 > 0) (Fig. 1.5).
A y (to the east)
x (to the south)
Fig. 1.5
Then the components of ft regarding o x ^ ’z will he
ft = ft(-cos<f> cosei' + cos<j>sin0,j ’ + sin$k) .......(2.5)
Thus, if u', v T, w are the components of in oxTy ,z , i.e. if
v -7- -r -*■
Y = u 1 i1 + v 1,]1 + wk r (2.6)
then
•> ->• 
ft A V = r
-4-
i’
•COS(f>COS0
u'
->
k
cos$sin0 sin<f>.
v ’ w'
= fi(wcos^sin0-v’sin4>)i' +
+ ft(u’sin<f> + w. cos(f>cos0) j ’ +
+ ft(-v!cos<f>.cos0 - u 5 cos<f>. sin0)k . (2.7)
Hence equ. (2.3)‘ referred to the new frame of reference ox'y/z , 
again fixed in the earth, gives
chx* . , 3u’ . ,9u’ . 3u’ . nrst • n . • /^ \ 1 3p_ _  + u . _  + v , _  + + 2!2(wcos<t,sine-T'sin^) = ( F ^ , -  -  r
3v
3t
- + + v f-~^r + w ~ -  + 2ft(uf sin<|>+wcos<f>cos0) = (?i)^f- “•3yf 3z y 1 P ^y’
~  + u ’~ r  + v'— r + + 2ft(-v'cos(|)cos0-uf cos<f>sin0) = -g+(F]) "* ~  *7^
3t 3x’ 3y' 3z Y 7 z P 3z
(2.8)
Equations (2.8) are the dynamical scalar equations of the motion of 
the fluid relative to the rotating earth with any orientation of the 
horizontal axes ox' and oy1 (remaining perpendicular to each other).
2.2 THE 'KINEMATIC-AL EQUATION OF MOTION
(equation of continuity for an incompressible fluid with free surface)
To the dynamical equations (2.8) we must join the kinematical rela­
tion, i.e. the equation of continuity. '
This equation is adapted to problems of the present work.
Let us suppose that we have a sheet of an incompressible fluid
(water) near the surface of the rotating earth. Let zq be the ordin­
ate of the free surface when there is relative equilibrium in ox'y*2 
under the gravity alone.
Since the dimensions of the sheet are supposed very small compared
with the earth radius, the slope of this surface is everywhere very
. . (*) 
small and so we can suppose that this is a plane.
Thus we can take zq = 0 everywhere in the sheet.
Let h be the depth of the sheet from the free surface in the
undisturbed condition to the bottom of the sheet) h is then a function
of x1 and y 1 only.
Let also £ be the elevation, corresponding to the point (x*, y f)9
of the free surface above the undisturbed level. Then £ = c(x' * y*» **)•
The equation of continuity may be obtained now by calculating the 
flux of the fluid into the column which stands on the fixed elementary 
rectangle Ax’Ay1 (Fig. 1.6).
(*) This implies that the latitude remains sensibly constant in the
whole field considered.
W y ’-jOj _fiy
A x V  1
Fig. 1.6
So during the time At we have 
u(h+?)Ay’At + v'(h+c)Ax’At =
= u(h+c)Ay’At + v(h+£)Ay1 At +
+ 1^7 {u(h+c)Ayf At} . Ax' + {v(h+c)Axf At} Ay1 
+ — • {Ax’Ay’ (h+c) } At
or
~,{u*(h+c)} + -— 7- (v(h+c)} + -|^ -= 0  . .......(2 .9)
Expression (2.9) is the equation of continuity for the case of an 
incompressible.fluid moving along two dimensions (x1, y f) o Its form
is exactly the same when referred to the frame oxyz instead of the
/
framee ox’y ’z .
The three dynamical equations (2.8) together with the equation of 
continuity (2.9) constitute the system of equations of motion of the 
considered sheet of fluid.
On the basis of these equations we can derive the equation govern­
ing the surface elevation of the fluid sheet (water on sea-surface) for 
the instance of propagation of long waves as we shall see later.
6  The Equations o f Motion of Lo n g Waves o n a  Rotating Ea r t h
In the present work we shall assume that the effect under con­
sideration is governed by the just determined.equations (2.8) and
(2.9) in a linearized form. Moreover, the vertical velocity and accel­
eration are 'assumed negligible in comparison with the horizontal ones 
respectively. Specifically we assume that
i) The quantities g and h are finite,
ii) The quantities u, v*, £ and Q are small in comparison with the
above g and h and of the same order q , say (q = /u^+v2 ) .
(%}
•••\ rm, 4--4.- 3u 3u* 3v' 3v’ 3v‘ , 3c J «ill) The quantities w, — , — , — „ — , — , — , and ^  are of
order q2 .
iv) The quantities —  and ~  are of order q3 and
v) Quantities of order higher than q are negligible compared to
g or h or any quantity of order q .
3.1 . THE LINEARIZED SYSTEM OF'EQUATIONS OF MOTION
On the basis of the above (i-v) and of the assumption that no 
external forces exist other than the gravitational one (i.e. Fj = 0)
equs. (2.8) become:
(*) The order of can be found from the equation of continuity
3t
(2.9) . Indeed, from there -jj- = °(h^ )  = 0(<12) -at least.
We note that the last equation has this form because the third of 
equs. (2.8) has all the terms involved in its left hand side of order 
greater than or equal to (q2) and, hence, negligible compared -with 
g of the right hand side.
From that equation, after one integration -with respect to z we
get
p = - pgz + y(x* , y T, t) 
where 'Kx1 , y', t) is an arbitrary function of x 1 , y ’ and t .
Yet, using the fact that p is constant always and everywhere 
on the free surface of the fluid, this constant being p^ say, we 
shall have
PQ = “pgc + » y f 9 t) =^ > Y(x* , y* , t) = p0+p.gc •
Hence the above equation becomes
P ~ PQ = pg(c-z) .  (3.2)
Equation (3.2) shows that, in the case considered, the pressure 
at any point P(x! , y 1 , z) is sensibly equal to the statical pressure 
due to the depth (c-z) of P below the free surface.
In virtue of equ. (3. .2) we have
Hence the two first equs. (3.1) take the form
I r  “ 2Jiv’sin  ^= -B ffr
 ^  ...(3.1+)
I r  + snu’sin* = J
The right hand sides of both these equations are functions only 
of x, y* and t , i.e. are independent of z (since £ = £(x^y»t) " 
see p. 2i ) and we deduce, therefore, that in this type of motion the 
horizontal acceleration is the same at all depths. This means that if 
the particles, which belong to the same vertical line, have once the 
same horizontal, velocity, they will remain at any time in the same 
vertical line. Then the horizontal velocity depends cnly on x*, yf and
u = .u(x*, y\'t) , v = v^x1, y1; t) .
On the other hand, according to conditions (i) and (ii), equation 
of continuity (2.9) becomes
~r(uh) + -~7(vh) + |^ - = 0 . ....... (3. 5)
The two equs. (3.^0 together with equ. (3.5) constitute a system 
of linear differential equations, the linearized equations of motion 
of the fluid sheet.
In the following we drop the primes of the variables in (3.1+) and
(3.5) for convenience. [We note that the above equations have exactly 
the same form when referred to the frame oxyz ( Ch., equs. (2.U).lv
Also'we. put = 2ftsin<{> . Then the three equations of motion 
are written as follows:
' 8u 8c
 ftjv = -g —8t 8x
3v J. n • 3?
at + - -s
K
8t
.......(3*6)
The ahove set of equations remains valid as long as the extent 
of the field is of such a scale that the sphericity of the earth may
he neglected, that is the latitude remains sensibly constant. Equs.
(3.6) may be considered as the linearized expression of the so-called 
f-plane system of equations of motion (see G. Vercais, 1973).
3.2 THE DIFFERENTIAL EQUATION FOR THE SURFACE ELEVATION
Next, by some manipulation, we shall get, from the system (3.6), 
an equation containing only one dependent variable, the required sur­
face elevation c = C(x, y; t) . In the following we suppose that the 
depth h is constant.
Differentiating with respect to x, y and t the first, second
and third equations (3.6) respectively, we get, provided that is
constant:
(*) The letter has been chosen here instead of the usual f
because the latter is used in several other meanings throughout this 
work.
92u _ 9v
9x9t 1 9x
32v , o 3u
9y9t 1 9y
92u 92v+
= -g
= “g
92C
9xz
92?
sy2"
9t9x 9tay
1  92c
h. at7
(3.7)
Differentiating alternatively the first and second of the equs
(3.6) with respect to y and x respectively we have:
92u
9y9t 1 9y
a2v , o 'in
9x9t 1 9x
9y9x
9Z£
9x9y
(3.8)
Next, hy subtracting the above equations (3.3), we obtain:
32u 92v  . 0 /3u 9v\ _ n
9y9t 9x9t 1 9x 9y
and using the third of equs. (3.6) we get
92u 92v _ SU 9£ _ n
9y9t 9x9t “'h
Integrating the last equation with respect to the time t we get
ft
(3.9)
where H(x, y) is an arbitrary function of x and y only. To 
determine R(x, y) we male the following reasoning:
At the time of the beginning of the effect described by these 
equations (t = 0, say), when no disturbance exists everywhere in the 
fluid, we have a zero velocity and elevation, that is 
u(x, y; 0) = v(x, y; 0) = e(x, y; 0) = 0 .
From this it implies that = ("f^-t-g = 0 everywhere.
Hence = 0 = H(x, y)
t=0
and thus
-'■ir + l ^ - r - c  = o • .......(3.10)9y 9x h
Adding the first two equations of (3*7) we get
+ i!h_ + n (in _ iZ) = V2.
9xat 3y8t 1 3y 9x' 6
(V2C = £ c +.l£c) .
v  ^ 9X2 ay2'
Next, using the third of equs. (3-7) as well as equ. (3-10), we 
obtain the desired equation in c , that is
V2c - + | ^ )  = 0  (3-11)
Further, differentiating the firs~ of (3.6) with respect to t 
we have
92u _ o = -o- 3 g 
St7  1 9t s 9t9x
and, using the second of (3-6), we obtain for u
0 + M [ J l U  + g .|) + 8 f ^ -  0   (3.12)
and similarly for v
- sf^) + s f ^  = 0 • .......(3.13)
Equations (3.12) amd (3-13) may be used to determine u(x, y; t) 
and v(x, y; t) after the determination of c(x, y; t) from equ. (3.11
3.3 THE STEADY-STATE ' CASE
Usually we are interested in a solution of the steady-state form 
f(x, y, t) = f(x, y)cos(-wt+e) , i.e. a simple harmonic solution in t , 
where co is the constant frequency and f(x, y) and e = e (x , y) are 
functions of x and y only ( f may he any of C9 u or v ).
The equations of motion are shortened if we assume a complex factor 
(#)
^i( mt+e) _ ei£ e^ iwk instead of cos(-wt+e) and reject, in the
end, the imaginary parts of our expressions. This is permissible as 
long as we deal with linear differential equations and linear boundary 
conditions. So if we take
\ i( mt+e) „ / \ iwtf(x, y)e = fi(x, y)e
i.e. if
?l(x, y) = f(x, y)e1£  (3.1*0
then equs. (3.11)9 (3.12) and (3.13) take the form respectively 
(V2+k2)d = 0 (a)
9^1
hi2Ul = -i(0 gj" + iil —  (b)
Hi Hi
hk2V! = -S2i —  - io. gj- (c)
(3.15)
with 0)2_ft2
k2 =  . , (c2 5 gh) .  (3.16)
c2
(*) This factor is used throughout this work.
Equation (3.15) is the equation of the harmonic elevation of the 
a
free surface of the fluid.
Equations (3.15)^ and (3.15)c are the equations of the horizontal 
harmonic motion of the fluid.
We assume that w > ftj and to = 0(q) . Hence k is real and of
order q as well. Moreover, as we show in Chapter II, p.i^O 9 the
1
quantity (gh)2 represents the velocity of propagation of the Kelvin 
waves travelling along a channel. Thus their wave-length X^.
(X = 2 ttc/co = 2Tr(gh)2 /to) is large comparing with the depth of the fluid 
sheet (see §3, ii) and this fact justifies the term "long waves" 
adopted for the waves of this type.
Note
In our earlier derivation, equation (3.10) - the validity of which 
is necessary for equs. (3.15) to be valid - holds when we consider an 
initial value problem rather than the steady-state case just examined. 
Nevertheless equ. (3.10) also holds in the latter case, as we can 
readily verify by using equs. ‘(3-15)» although u^ and vj can
never be simultaneously zero in the total field (something which was 
supposed in the initial value problem in order that we could deter­
mine the function R(x, y)).
We might justify the validity of equ. (3.10) for the steady-state 
instance, bearing in mind the fact that the steady-state solution comes 
from the initial value solution for t «> .
Ch a p t e r II
THE SOLUTIONS OF THE 
STEADY-STATE WAVE EQUATION 
(HELMHOLTZ’S EQUATION) IN A ROTATING CHANNEL
In this chapter the set of all possible waves of a given (constant) 
frequency w which may exist in a rotating channel of constant depth 
are determined.
Also the main properties of the existing modes are described.
The results of this investigation are often used in the following 
part of this work.
si The Fo r m o f th e General Solution
1.1 THE FORM OF A POSSIBLE SOLUTION OF THE PROBLEM
. II (*)
Let us consider the channel |y| < d , aj < x < a2 where d
is positive and a^ ,^ a2 are real.
We suppose that the depth of the channel from its mean free
surface is. constant. j, y
(o9d)
(0,0)
(o,-d)
......
Fig. II. 1
(*) The frame of reference (x, y, z) used here as well as in all the 
following chapters coincides with the frame of reference (x1, y !s z’) 
determined in Chapter I (§2).
The governing equations of the effect are the equations of motion 
(I. 3-15) derived in the previous chapter. We replace the symbol Cl 
of the surface elevation by §
To determine the set of all possible modes existing in the above 
channel we apply the method of separation of variables.
Suppose that a solution 4 — of (I.3*15 ) has the form
XI £L
<f> = X (x) Y (y)  (1.1)Yn n n-
where X (x) a function of x only and Y^(y) a function of y 
only. Then equ. (i. 3.15 ')-gives
EL
X" Y + X Y" + k2 X Y = 0 => + k2 = 0 .n n n n n n
. X"
Since —  is a function of x on 
A n
xn YM
n + n- -i ■
X Yn n
Y"
and nY
y only we infer that
Y" X"
I T = "pn 3T  •n n
where p^ is a parameter (i.e. independent of x and y) which may 
be complex.
So we have the pair of ordinary differential equations:
Y" + p2 Y = 0  .   (1.2)
n *11 n
X" + (k2-p2)X" = 0  (1.3)n n n
The general solutions of (1.2)■and (1.3) are respectively:
Here A , B , C , D are arbitrary constants and y is determined by n ’ n n ’ n 'n
Y„ = (p*-*2)*  (1.6)
1
where the expression (p^-k2)2 has the meaning given in App. A
l
(©du. A. 18) for (a2-k2)2 with a = Pn # ,^^ . ;; ; r ;
yL,.-. 'tr- : > - . , Thus we have
-y x y x
<f> = (A e n + B e n ){C cosp (y+d) + D sinp (y+d)}Yn n n n “n n rn J
 .....(1.7)
Equation.(1.7) represents the form of a possible solution of 
equ. (I. 3.15) and involves the arbitrary constants:3s
I
A , B , C , D , p while y = (p2-k2)2 . n 9 n 9 n 9 n 9 !n x^ n
Some of these constants can be determined from the boundary con­
ditions of the problem.
In order to have a'non-trivial solution we must have at least one
of A , B and one of C , D non-zero, i.e. n 9 n n n 9
A2 + B2 * 0 and C2 + D2 * 0 . n n n n
(*) Equation (1.U) is written in this form instead of the more usual
Y = C'cosp y + D'sinp y since the former is more convenient for apply- 
n n n n n
ing the boundary conditions at y = ±d .
In the following we examine all possible solutions of type (1.7)^
i.e. all eigensolutions^which satisfy the boundary condition that the
• • •
normal component vj of the relative velocity v is zero on the
boundaries y = ±b of the channel, namely (see equ. I, 3.15 )a
3cf> 8(f)
° 5 T  + iu 3y .
= 0 or
y-±d
8(f) 8(f)
n
8y a) 8x
= 0 .
y=±d
(1.8)
From equ. (1.7) we get
8<f)
n .
8x Jn x n
-y x y x
yvi(-Avie n + B^e n HC^cosp^ (y+d) + D^sinp^(y+d)}n "n n n
(1.9).
8<f) -y x y x
= p (A e n + B e n ){-C sinp (y+d) + D cosp (y+d)} 8y n n n n ^n . n -^ n ■
    (1.9),
We can easily show that p^ is not zero in any case. [Since if
Pn = O' 9 then from equ. (1.6) we get y^ = ±k and from (1.7):
. /A -kx _ kx*cf>. — (A e + B e )C 
n n n n
which gives
d<t>n • , _kx kx
——■— = 0 and ~  = k(-A e x + B e )C . 8y 8x n n n
Applying now the boundary conditions (1.8) we get
and this implies C = 0 or A = B = 0  which "both give the trivial . n n n . &
solution for 6 . 3  Yn
Now suppose first y , * 0 . Then the-second equ. (1.8) gives'n
.) for y = -d
-y x +y x -y x +y x
p (+A e n +B e n )D - i —  y (-A e n +B e n )C = 0 n n n n to n n n n
or
-y x S2j +y x
e n .A (p D +i —  y C ) + e n .B ( p D - i - y C  ) = 0n n n to n n n ^n n w . 'n n
 . . ( 1. 10)
-y x y xn nYet, since no linear relation exists for e and e , as
yn t: 0 , we get the following possible relations among the constants
y x• • nA , B , C , D , y , p  which make the coefficients of e and n J n 5 n 9 n 5 'n5 rn
“ V  x ‘ ne zero:
i) (A * 0), p D + i —  y C  = 0 and B = 0 ' ' n 9 n to ' n n n
ii) (B ^ 0), p D - i —  y C  = 0 and A = 0 
n n n to n n n
iii) A '= B =  0 (trivial solution) 
n n
The case (iv) implies, since the determinant
1 i
1 - i
to
to
= -2i -  * 0 ,
that p D = 0  and y C = 0 , i.e. D - C = 0 which give the n n  ■ n n  ’ • n n
trivial solution.
Thus the only possible cases are (i) and (ii)
b) for y = +d
-y x +v x
p (A e n +B e n ){-C sin(p 2d) + D cos(p 2d)} +n n n n n n n
£2^  -y x y x
- i —  y ("A e n +B e n ){C cos(p 2d) + D sin(p 2d)} = 0to n n n n An n n
or
-y x £2^
e n A {p (-C sin2p d+D cos2p d) + i —  y (C cos2p d+D sin2p d)} + n n n ^n n ^n to n n -^ n n -^ n
+y x
+ e n B {p (-C sin2p d+D cos2p d) - i y (C cos2p d+D sin2p d)} n n n n n n to n n n n n
= 0 . (1.1 1)
In order to determine all possible combinations of the conditions 
under which equ. (1.8) holds, we examine, for each of the possible con­
ditions (i) and (ii) which make equ. (1.10) valid, the additional con­
ditions which ensure the validity of equ. (1.11).
A) Applying condition (i), i.e. p D  + i  —  y C = 0  and B = 0 ,
n to n n n
to equ. (1.11) we get:
or
Ai)
that
y £2^ £2 j y
? sin2p d-i — C cos2p d)+i— y (C cos2p d-i — C sin2p d)n -^ n to p n n w n n n U) p n n n *n
. . £2^  y2
=> C sin(2p d) . ( p  ? ” ) = 0n n n toz p
£2|
Cn ^ n  "  "i? Yn^ ‘ s in2pnd = 0 . 7 “ ' "  . . ( 1 . 1 2 )
Equation.(1.12) holds in the following three cases:
£ 2 f
^  Pn = m2" ^n 9 sin2Pnd = 0 311(1 A 3) Cn = 0
We examine each of these separately.
£2j
_ 2  -.2p — r y >
Since y2 = p2-k2 (see equ. 1.6). the above relation becomes 'n rn
£2j[ w2-£2j[ £22
y2+k2 = —7 - y2 or y2 = - ---7— + — v Y2 s'n to 'n n c^ n
is
£2o
y = ± 1—  and p = ± 1 —  .' n c n c
2tow the first of conditions (i) gives:
toa) for y, = + i —  . (and hence p = ± i —  ) 'n c n c
P = * iC n ^ n
Hence equ. (1.7) becomes
. 0)X (
-1— I . . £2 j
d> = A e •{ C cos 
Tn n  ^n i — (y+a)
iC sin 
n ±i — (y+d)
.(OX/'
-17“  I £2^
= A C e I cos n n ^ i — (y+d) - isin i — (y+d)
. 0)X 
- l — -
= A C e C ■{ 
n n
£3^
— (y+d) -— (y+d) — (y+d) -— (y+d)
e ...... + 6 .....  e - e +     ----
+d—
or, if A C e = B (constant), and d> (here) = <bT,. ,
9 n n  o . n TKj_
♦Kx = Bo6
. wx, 1 
-i— *— y c c (1.13)
Expression (1.13) ■ represents a (harmonic) Kelvin wave (Proudman 
195^) travelling in the negative x-direction (since the time factor 
has been taken e la)^  ). It is worth noting that the constant c 
represents the velocity of propagation of this Kelvin wave. The 
appearance of the Kelvin wave, which is non harmonic in y , is per­
haps the most obvious consequence of the geostrophic effect.
b) for rn = - 7 s (=> Pn = ± i — )
£1
D =  ± ic .
n n
Hence equ. (1.7) becomes
— --(1 +1-- —--y — --
A,- Q_e e • e or, if A C e C = A (constant)n n n n o '
and. d> (here) = d>T^ . 
» n K2
^(OX 1
*K2 = Aoe * * * * *0 • * (1*-13 )j
Expression (1.13)  ^represents a Kelvin wave travelling in the 
positive x-direction with velocity c .
A2) sin2pnd = 0 .
From this relation we get 2pn"b = 7m  , i.e,
p = ~  , n =*1,±2, ... .......(1.1U)
n 2d ’
which implies
1 (*)
( f f)2 (see equ. 1.6) .  ..(1.15)
(*) The complete symbol of the above y , consistent with the symbols 
for similar quantities used in the next chapters, is Yn2^ » ^ut we use 
here for simplicity.
Next, condition (i) gives us
2 l J
D  = - i — c and B = 0 
n w pn n n
and from equ. (1.7)
. . ^n n I nirf * 2<3 • n?r/ .,$ = A e . C < cos — (y+d) - 1  y s m  — (y+d) >
Yn n n^ 2d to n 'n 2dw  J
or, if we denote A C  by A (constant), ’ n n n 5
,^1) . V f  htt/ '2'd • nir/'
n - n \cos ^ (y+d) - 1 Sln 2b(y+d)j
.......(1.16)
2 2 i
with Yn = (^£2'~~ k2)2 and n = ,1, .12 9 ....
(1) .
(The negative values of n are not considered since <t> is
Yn
obviously even in n .)
A3) C = 0 .5 n
This condition implies = 0 (see (i)) since p^, Tn 54 ^ »
i.e. it gives the trivial solution.
B) Applying, next, condition (ii), i.e. p D - i — y C = 0 and rr D a ’ -^ n n to n n
A = 0 , to equ. (1.11) we get as in case An
or
%  y «]_ Y
p C (-sin2p d + i  — cos2p d) - i—  y C (cos2p d + i  — sin2p d)
n n n to p ^n to 'n n *n to p
n r n
fi2
Cn(-Pn + I?Yn ,sin2pnd = 0  (1*1T)
which is exactly the same as equ. (1.12).
By the same argument as for case (A) we find that for
p2 - ~2Y2
n .(o n
we ‘have again
- j. “Y = ± 1 —  , p
’n c
= ± 1
and we get finally from equ. (1.7) the Kelvin waves (1.13) and (1..13)a p
So we have no new solution here.
B,) sin2p d = 0 . n
77n " TT2 n 2  a 5
This condition gives again pn = —  , yr = ---k ) • Then
. 'Cl Yn
from condition (ii) we have D = i  C and so equ. (1.7) gives
o) p n m
.(2 ) n n j Trn/ % . 1 2b . i m , N
$ - B e  C *(cos“ (y+h) + 1 — — -y s m  Trrty+b) Tn n nl 2d u in'n 2dw
or, if we denote B C by B , 
9 n n n
, ( ) tj n j  nn/ , \ . * 2b . im/ ,v \ |6 = B e <cos— (y+b) + 1 — — r s m —  y+b [
Yn n  ^ 2d co nn'n 2dw  J
>!» v , (l *
with Yn = (fjl- “ k2)2 and n = 1, 2,.---
(2) •
since again <j>n is even m  n .
Finally, the case (B3): Cn = 0 gives the trivial solution.
From all the above procedure (i.e. equs. (1.13)o » (1o13)^» (1•16) 
and (1.18))we conclude that the most general form of the solution of 
the problem which contains all possible waves existing in the channel 
|y| < d , is given by the following expression:
T - y
—  y sin — ■ (y+d)} mr on 2d J
cos
n=l
■ . ' nir , j \ •
+ Bnicos 2d (y+d) + 1
2d . nir f
M ' Yn Sln 2d (y+d)
(1.19)
2 2• . _ sn'-TT*
n2d “ {ndz~ k2)2 and
< d, wherefor
Aq9 Bq, An5 Bn are arbitrary constants. By putting ^  = 0 in (1.19)
we have the set of the usual modes existing in a non-rotating channel.
Note. In all the above we have supposed that i- 0. If we take now 
Yn - 0«,then, from (1.6), we have p ' = ±k and thus equ. (1.7) gives:
= Acosk(ytd) + Bsink(ytd)
where A and B are constants. On the other hand the boundary conditions 
(1,8) impose:
-A*0 + B = 0 and -Asin2kd - Bcos2kd = 0, ie. B = 0 and sin2kd = D.
The last equation gives
T1TT
2kd = irn or k = ~  (n = 1,2,....)
and the solution <b becomes
■ r  :
Tin
4*^  - Acosk(y+d) with k = (n = 1 or 2, or 3, ....).
........(1.20)
It is evident that solution (1.20) is involved in the general
TTii
form (1.19). The case k = may be considered as an instance of 
resonance. Indeed, as we shall see in the following chapters, the 
amplitude of such a wave tends to infinity (cf. eg. Chapter III,
§M-, eq. (4. 8) ).
Of course, such a solution is not acceptable because then the 
basic assumption that the surface displacement is small in comparison 
with the gravitational acceleration (g) or the depth (h) of the 
channel (Chapter I, §3) will be violated, and so the governing 
differential equations (1.3.15) of the effect considered cease to 
hold. We, thus, suppose in all the following that
k t || , (n = 1, 2,
In fact the linearised system of equations of motion (I, 3.15) may 
hold only if k is sufficiently far from k (n = 1, 2, .... ) .
§2 D iscussion o f Equatio n (1.19)
In this section we examine the meaning of the various terms 
in (1.19) and their behaviour along the channel.
±y x
2.1 THE TERMS CONTAINING THE FACTORS e n
We first note some useful properties of y^. Since y^, as defined 
by equs.. (1.15) and (1.6), has the properties of y, examined in
7TOAppendix A, with a = real positive = (n = 1, 2, ....), we shall have 
the following:
For k complex^ ^:
Reyn £ k2, 0 > Imym > - k£ (App. A, equs (A.20)); 
for k real (positive):
y^ is real positive for > k
T17Ty^ is negative imaginery f or -^ < k (App. A, §2, property 3)
I17T
and we consider again that y^ i- 09 ie. —  t k.
-y x
« nLet us examine the factor e for k complex.
As the time factor supposed is e la}^  the complete expression of
-y x+iort nthe above term is e and gives:
-y x-imt -Rey x -i(lmy x+tot)'n n 'ne = e e
which shows that the waves of (1.19), involving this factor travel
in the positive x-direction (since IraYn < O') and, because ReYn £
\ I I
they are attenuated at least as rapidly as e 2* 1 in the direction
of their propagation.
(*) Although in the above discussion we have supposed k to be real 
(see Chapter I, equs. 3.15 and 3.16) we also need to consider the case 
were k is complex with a small positive imaginary part (k = k 1 + ik2, 
^  »  k^ > 0). This is required because we need to investigate the 
behaviour of all waves existing in the channel with k complex so as to 
be able to determine the strip of regularity of the complex Fourier 
Transform used in this work in which k is considered complex.
8.3
+Y X nSimilarly the factor e (k complex) can be completely written
y x-iiot Rev x + i(lmy x-wt) n 'n 'ne = e
y x nwhich shows that the waves of (1.19), which involve the factor e ,
travel in the negative x-direction and are attenuated at least as 
-k Ix|rapidly as e 21 1 in the direction of their propagation.
±Rey •x
Since the attenuation depends on the term e , we next show
the behaviour of ReYn « From its definition (equ. 1.6):
ir2n2 ' i „2ri2
Yn = (4dz_ ' k )2’ we have Yn = W 2- - k
and, expressing real and imaginary parts separately, we obtain
2 2
(Reyn)2 - (Imyn )2 + 2iReyfv.Imyn = ---k2 + k2 - 2ik1k2 and hence
(i) (Reyn )2 “ ImYn = idF” ” kl + k2’ (ii) ReYn *ImYn = “ ki-R2-
From (i) and (ii) we get
(iii) (Reyn)2 = - k2 + k2 + + k2)2 + 4k2k2}
We may distinguish now two classes of waves of the type considered
2 2
* ir^ n^  ,o i ?Class A: 77-77 kf + kf > 0.4d^ 1 2
1T2n 2 1
In this class R©Yn > (w F "  - k l + k2)2 > 0 according to (iii) and
equs (A.20).
Here the attenuation in the direction of propagation is strong, 
because of the large an<3 the corresponding waves are called
attenuated waves.
.iT2n2 - 1
When k2 -> 0 we have Imy = 0 , Yn - ReYn =  k2)2 > 0 and
so there is no longer wave propagation along the channel coining from 
this class, that is all the waves of this class are of stationary type.
The amplitude of these stationary waves varies exponentially in x.
-y x
• HClearly as x increases, the amplitude of those involving e decreases,
+y x
• nwhile the amplitude of those involving e increases exponentially.
Obviously an infinite number of attenuated waves may exist.
Class B: ITZZ-- k2 + k2 < 0.4d^ l 2
In this class, as implied from (iii),
(Rey^ )2 < + *§ + 4  ~ ■+ k2| + 2k1k2]2} or
1
0 < Rey < (k.k0)2. n i z
Here the attenuation in the direction of the propagation is 
slight, since k2 is small, and the corresponding waves are called 
progressive waves.
Evidently for a given k, only a finite number of progressive
7T
waves exists. For -r-r - k, > 0 no such a wave exists.2d l
When k2 0 we have
ie. Yn is (pure) imaginary and negative. Hence these waves are. 
propagated along the channel. Moreover this propagation takes place 
without attenuation since their amplitude does not depend on x any 
longer. The velocity of propagation (c^) is:
7T2n2^-l ■(*)'
°n = “ (k ^  > c
 (2.1)
It is clear that such waves may exist only in a finite number- 
of modes and as long as
(t^ -)2 - k2 < 0, ie. k(2d) > ir.
For k(2d) < it no such waves exist. The waves of this class are 
(together with the Kelvin waves) the only waves which actually travel 
in the channel.
As k is a (decreasing) function of we infer that the geostrophic 
effect affects the creation of travelling waves in the channel.
i i - X T — y 
2.2 THE KELVIN-WAVES e C C
co2 - ft.9 1
From the expression k = — ^ ---  (equ. I, 3.16) and the assump­
tion that k is complex, while ft^ and c are real, we have to consider 
that a) is complex, so
co = to' ' + ico2, where and co^  real.
As we show below, we can take co^ , co2 > 0 with co^ 0 as 
k2 -> 0, where co1 is the actual frequency of all the considered waves 
Then the above Kelvin waves become
co tico co co ft
±i ------ XT-—  y + —  x iico.x + —  yc c J c 1 c J
e = e .e .e
and this shows that each of the above Kelvin waves is attenuated as 
rapidly as
0)
- —  | x | 
c 1 'e
in the direction .of its propagation.
We turn now to determine the relation between co and k„. From2 2
the above expression for k we get:
r (co1+ico2)2 - ^
(k1+ik2) =  £2 -with kx, k2 > 0
which gives, by equating real and imaginary parts of each member 
respectively,
From (ii) it follows that, if we assume w. > 0, then 10 > 01 ’ 2
as well, while w2 0 + 0 as k ->■ 0. + 0 and this justifies the 
assertation above regarding and
Next, by eliminating k1 from (i) and (ii) and assuming that 
W1 > we
co o)2
c— >2.(— )2
co2 (co2 + k 2 c2 ) = k 2c2 (co2 - ft2 + c2k 2 )
/ wj - ftj + czk£
ie. to = k0c / ’ 2-2----2 2 0)^ + k^c
or
a) ^i i
c ~ = k2 (1 “ m2nnc|cr)2
(2.2)
W2The expression (2.3) shows that —  is less than k2 (for ftj £ 0)
We can also write
+ w2
(*) From (i) we also have (“ )2 - k2 = — --- ~ k2 and hence, for
W2 1 
k2 k2.( 1 " = f ) V
....__ (2.3)
The last expression (2.3) shows that the above Kelvin waves
+y x
as well as the waves with the factor e are attenuated at least
ni i .
as quickly as exp {k^(l - —£-)}2 in the direction of their propagation. 
Hence a general conclusion of this discussion is that
2 rotating channel 
k U .  _cL_are__attenua'ted_£for__lccomglex) in the direction of 
^^iY_2Y2E§S§^ion,_the_attenuation_being_at least of order
■ O f  a , ,
exp {- k (1 - -y)2 x }.
 £  _ __
§3 The Semi-Infinite Chann e l
3.1 THE FORM OF THE GENERAL SOLUTION INSIDE A SEMI-INFINITE CHANNEL
We consider now the case of the serai-infinite channel |y| < d, 
x < 0 (Fig. II.2)
y
j -
(o,d)
. -------------------- :— ^ x
(o,o)
—  "(o5-d)
Fig II.2
V 2
To determine the possible waves inside the channel due to a 
disturbance outside it (eg. around the origin), we have to keep the 
following two conditions dictated by the physical reality
semi-infinite channel remains finite as x*~°®.
(II) Out of the propagating waves, only those travelling
in the direction from the origin to the left may exist.
So, from the set of the waves involved in expression (1.19) 
those which satisfy the above conditions are, evidently, given by 
(k real)
We note here that if k is considered complex, only condition (II) 
is needed for (3.1) to be obtained. This happens because, for k complex 
all the modes propagate and, moreover, the attenuated waves travel in 
the direction where their amplitude decreases, as has been shown in 
the preceding section.
If the semi-infinite channel is on the right, ie. occupies the 
region |y| < d, x > 0, then instead of the above expression we shall
(I) The amplitude of any disturbance inside the co-nsi <Je:lre el
.0) 1 -l—x-i—  c c Y x. mr, ■, ,*■» n Y s m — (y+d)}e
(3.1)
2 2 1
for IyI < d and x < 0, where y = y = (?-rS----k2)5
11 'n 'n2d Hd^
have
(3.2)
for y < d and x > 0 3 where y = y _ , 1 'n 'n2d k2)2
According to the above and to the conclusion referred to in the 
preceding section we deduce that:
All_the_permissible_waves_existing in a rotating semi-infinite 
channel_and_due_t0_a_disturbance_which takes_place outside the 
channel §£e_attenuated_(for k complex)_at least as rapidly as ’
This result enables us to determine later the strip of regula­
rity of the complex Fourier Transform of the waves discussed.
3.2 AN ALTERNATIVE EXPRESSION OF EQUATIONS (3.1) AND (3.2)
Equations (3.1) and (3.2) can take an alternative form in terms
^ nn , . nirof cos — y and s m  ——  y*
l 1 i i
exp {- k£(l - ^2r)2 lx U
From
- s m nir
and
. nir t . . nir mr nfr . mr
s m  —  (y+d) = s m  —  y cos j- + cos y s m  ~
we obtain
(i) For n even, ie. n = 2m (m = 1, 2, 3, ....),
n7r r ,a \ - ( m7T Jcos —  .(y+d) = (-) cos y and
mr i , A\ _ i vin . mrr s m  (y+d) = (-) s m  j- y
(ii) For n odd, ie. n = 2m - 1 (m = 1, 2, 3, ....),
c°s ^  (y+d) = + (-^sin^m-J) = (-)111 sin and .
sin .Bl- (y+d) = - (-)m cos{(m-i) \  y> = - (-)m cos ^  
where m = m - ^ ( = > n =  2m)
Let us consider now the sum in equ. (3.1). We can separate it into 
two sums, one involving the terms with even n and the other the terms 
with odd n. Then, according to the above, we shall have:
ift, _ , Y ' ,x1 2d . mr, , v-, *n2d
I n 2d (y+d) + Yn2d sln 2d (y_d)}en=l
oo lit V X
_ r „|i / A  irnr I d  . nur-, Imd= ) . B* (-) {cos -r— y + ------- y s m  — } eS m  d J (i) mi 'md dm=l
— lfi, ■ j — Y- ,xj. V a" ( 11177 I d  imr •, 'md+ L B tS -' rsm -r— y  ---- —  y_, cos —  y} eu, m d ■ J oj rmr md d Jm=l
where B' = B , B" = B , in = m - J, m 2n m 2n-l
So, if we put B1 (-)m = P , B'K-)111 = Q , equ. (3.1) becomes: * m m m in5 ^
mdimr mircos s m
m=l
mir
T - y  " cos
m=l
(3.3)
for |y| < d and x < 0, where
and P^j arbitrary constants.
A similar expression holds for the case |y| < d, x > 0, 
corresponding to equ. (3.2). This is the following:
n..w 1 +i—x--- y
C Gi  = A e c +Tt o
m=l
j “Y ^V ^ f mir I d  . iwt , 'md+ > E {cos —  y -------- y . s m  —  y> e +
L m d J w mi 'md d ■
—  lft, ■, — ~Y-j*
V ~ r • mir I d  m-rr , 'md+ ) G {sm -T- y +  Y_, cos —  y} e**, m ■ d J - a) mir 'md d Jm=l
(3.4)
for |yJ <: d and x > 03 where E^, G^ are arbitrary constants and 
the other quantities are defined as in equ. (3.3).
Equation (1.19) may also be expressed in terms of cos y 
and sin ~  y by adding the terms involved in equs. (3.3) and (3.4).
Taking Q = 0 in (3.3) and (3.4) we get the set of the possible 
modes existing in a non-rotating channel (cf. eg. Chester, 1950).
Solutions of the form (3.3) and (3.4) appear in the problem 
of Chapter V.
Ch a p t e r III
RADIATION OF LONG WAVES FROM 
A ROTATING CHANNEL WITH ONE 
SEMI-INFINITE AND ONE INFINITE BARRIER
Int r o ducti on
In this chapter we study the radiation of long waves in a 
rotating rectangular channel consisting of an infinite plane and 
a semi-infinite plane of zero thickness, the planes being parallel 
to each other.
The excitation is due to a Kelvin-wave travelling towards the 
open end from inside the channel.
An exact solution is given for the region inside the semi­
infinite channel. In the remaining region an asymtotic expression 
for the far field is obtained which represents a wave of Poincare 
type.
The method followed is based on the Wiener-Hopf technique and 
the appropriate functional equation is derived by applying the complex 
Fourier transform directly to the differential equation of the problem 
without the necessity of an integral equation procedure.
The solution for a problem of similar geometry, but with a 
harmonic incident wave, is given in Crease (1958), where the integral 
equation method is used.
In the particular case = 0 the solution concerns the surface 
elevation without rotation and also represents the propagation of 
electromagnetic or sound waves produced by a plane harmonic wave 
incident along the above channel (Cf. Heins, 1956).
51 Form u l a t i o n o f  t h e Pr o b l e m
Suppose that a Kelvin wave 
4>i = e
moves from the left to the right towards the open end of the channel 
formed by an infinite plane *
y = 0, - oo < x < oo
and a semi-infinite plane
y = b, x < 0 (Fig.III,l)
ly
■ i
Region /$ I
„ -------   ;(o,b)
Region
j(o,o) X
Fig. ',111.1
The fluid occupies the field y > 0 and we investigate the 
waves radiated from this model. •
We assume that the motion of the fluid satisfies the differential 
equations (3.15), Chapter I, and divide the whole field into two 
regions:
REGION A - 00 < x < co
and
REGION B y ^ b , — 00 < x < co
The total surface elevation £ referred to eqns. (1.32). is replaced 
here by <j> and the function $ is defined as
= (j) + (J>. in Region A (a)
. .
-(f) in Region B (3)
(1.1)
1.1 BOUNDARY, CONTINUITY AND EDGE CONDITIONS
For convenience we put = kcsihh$, co = kccoshB, which is
permissible since ~  > 1 (see Chapter I, eqn. (3.16)). Then the 
incident wave becomes
(j,. = e [k(ixcosh3-ysinh3]
The problem is to find a solution of eqn. (3.15)^, Chapter I? 
satisfying the following conditions:
i) The normal component of the horizontal velocity of the fluid
vanishes on the boundaries, i.e.
3<!>t
W " itanhe s r  = 0
for y = 0 , (- 00 < x < °°)
for y = b + 0 W  (x < 0)
ii) The normal component (vi) of the horizontal velocity is 
continuous across y ~ b (- 00 < x < co) s 1 . e.
(*)
y = b+0 (or y = b-0) means, as usual, that y tends to b through 
values greater (or less) than b.
14
iv y-4o'
\ c v ■;H-0 S ^ r L'
Is 2°Tv)C, <K.i \iufi. 1 ^t
y < \S Ij 0y K  evl'ccl V i^ bf Cc V
fj £ Vfvi y>,A
covfjt o«. • (UJ^ ^ V T ,  ?.«$) h 4 qia^tJL 4
W  b^vUv^ ov 4^ v^bo’ty o N h  ku^ ii ^  ei|Ci ^ .
^  *  t - (- © . ( ^ c l  ^ Y « M  V t  a i t *  Y t .  ^  ^ ^ 2 -  e y - S . 1 ' V - A  t ' O v f e >  | u &  I ? \ j p £ ' < J  • •
[3'*t a^ tl a<J> ]
ay ■
itanh$ —  dx
II
01f ay
itanh£ ~—  
dx
, (- oo < x < °°)
y=b+0
(1.4)
Since the incident Kelvin-wave (<rL) satisfies both conditions
(i) and (ii) everywhere in the field, the function of (J) (defined by
(1.1)) must also satisfy eqns. (1.3) and (1.4).
iii) is continuous across y = b, x > 0, i.e.
cf>t(x,b-0) = (j>t(x,b+0) , x > 0 or, using eqn. (1.1)
cJ)(x,b-0) + (j>^ (x,b) = $(x,b+0) , x > 0  (1.5)
iv) Lastly we assume (edge conditions):
<f>t = 0(1) as x 0 ± 0 on y = b ...... (l«6)a
and
Bc|)t
= ocx5)1 as x -* 0 + 0 on y = b (1.6),
According to the definition (1.1) the edge conditions also hold 
for $.
In the following we shall assume that a) is complex with a small 
positive imaginary part to2 (i.e. 0) = tOj + ito2; U)j »  to2 > 0). This 
implies that k must also be complex with small positive imaginary 
part (i.e. k = kj + ik2 with k x »  k2 > 0; cf. Chapter II, §2).
The solution is obtained from the final results by making 
(02 0 + 0 xdiich implies k2 0 + 0.
1*2 SOME PROPERTIES OF <f)(x,y) AND ITS FOURIER TRANSFORM
 $
Since $t(x,y) is supposed continuous throughout the whole field 
except (possibly) across the half line y = b, x ^ 0* the function 
(j)(x,y) must be continuous everywhere in the field except across the 
line y = b, - 03 < x < + 00 (see eqn. 1.5).
2) The_s tri.2_of_regularity_of_£(o*.iy)
The types of the waves which may exist in the field are the 
following:
REGION A (0 < y < b , - <» < x < °°)
I) For x < 0 we have
> t  = +i + ‘•’c*
where cj)^ is composed of waves travelling into a semi-infinite channel
• T  » Xfrom the origin to the left, i.e. of order e as x - °°,
according to the conclusion regarding waves of this type (Chapter II, §3)
Here
1 -----
2
< k2 (see Chapter II, (2.3))
II) For x > 0 we have
V  “ ■ V  '
where is a scattered wave. We assume that for large r,
1/2 .
r = (x2 + y2) , the wave (f>, behaves like that due to a point-source
of finite strength, that is
lim (f)^ = lim c1H^1^  (kr) ~ - y e°2 ikr
64
COwhere c19c2 are constants and (kr) is the Hankel function
(*)
of the first kind.
Therefore,
~ Ci
-k2r
'd ~3 ~TJ7r
=  of,
“k0x
as x -> + co
for any fixed y (c3 constant).
Thus, since <j> = <f> - <J>^ . in this region, we shall have
k = 0
r t X- oe
(i)
, as x
r -T x 
oe at most, as x 00
The last expression is due to the fact that as x **• °°, for any 
fixed y, we have
4) '
If:
n.
.4) 1
i—x  y
c c
-— —— x y — x —T x
c c J . c o= e < c. e ^ c^e
which implies
-k2x -T x “T X
k d “ fj  S k d l + J^l < C5e + Cife ° < C6e ° »
where c^, c5, cg are constants.
Hence the two-sided complex Fourier transform in x defined
by
(*) Note
This assumption regarding the behaviour of the scattered vrave (f>^ for 
large r is in fact an expression of the Sommerfeld radiation condition 
at infinity whose physical background is the conservation of energy 
(Sommerfeld, p.188; Baker and Copson, p.25).
$(a,y) =
lax
^(x,y)e dx , a = a + ix (a, x real) ....(1.8)
exists in this region and is regular in the strip |x| < x (Noble,1 1 o
p.23).
REGION B (y £ b, - .« < x < °°)
Here only the scattered wave ' <J) exists, i.e. throughout this region
and for any fixed y
-k2|x|
(ii) ({)t = cf>d = 0 as x -> 00
Thus the two-sided complex Fourier transform of $ = <f> exists in this 
region.and is regular in the strip |x| < k2. Therefore:
The Fourier transform $(oi,y) of the function ({) (defined by
eqn. 1.1) exists in the entire field considered and is regular at least
1 / 2
in the strip -x < x < x , x = k0 (1 - S L V o), 2) 
o o o
3) Jhe_boundedness_of  as y 00
In order to have a unique solution of the problem we need to
ensure the boundedness of the transform $(01,y) in the Region B as
y -*■ °°, for any a in the strip |x| < x (cf. App. A, §3).
From the definition of $(01,y) - eqn. (1.8) - and the above 
relation (ii) which holds for any y (even if y -*■ °°) we have
|$(a,y) | < |cj)|e TXdx < c
r°° -k2 |x|-XX 
e dx
J
— 00
2k,
= c. for | x | < k2
where c6 is a constant.
Therefore, if T lies in the strip -Tq < T < t , $(a,y) is bounded 
as y -»■ oo.
4) The functions $+ (ot^ y) and <£>..(Q,y)
Besides the definition (1.8) of 9(a,y) we introduce the following 
one-sided Fourier transforms:
M a ,y) =
+ J
^(x,y)e^axdx (1.9)a
and
,o
f_(a,y) = ’(b(x,y)eiaxdx (1.9)
and we can show by similar arguments as for $(ct,y) that $ (ot,y)
T
exists and is regular in the upper half-plane T > "*T0 while 
$_(a,y) exists and is regular in the lower half-plane T < over
the entire field considered. Evidently
$_(a,y) + $+ (a>y) = §(a,y) (1.10)
§2 Th e Ba s i c W iener-Hopf Equation
We now proceed to derive the appropriate Wiener-Hopf equation of 
the problem.
Let us first rewrite eqn. (1.3.15.):
a
9fj>(x,y) + _9fi(x,y) + ^  } . 0
9x2 9y2
........ (2.1)
iaxMultiplying (2.1) by e and integrating with respect to x from 
-°o to +°° we get
eiclxdx +
9x2
32(j) iax iaxe dx + k 6 e dx = 0
J By'—00 J
or
8(f) iax 
3x 6 - iaJ X = -00
(f> eiax - a2<±>(a,y) + + k2$(a,y) = 0
dy‘
~t x
• 0 IIBut (f> is of order e at most as |x| *> <», according to the
8d)
property (2) above. Also we suppose that -g— has a similar behaviour 
for |x| -> 00. Hence the contribution from the quantities in the 
brackets is zero for |t| < tq and the above expression becomes
d2$(a,y) _ v2
dy“
Y2 $(a,y) = 0 , |t | < x (2.2)
where
Y = (a2 - k2)
1/2
(2.3)
The function y is defined in App. A, §2,(p.Xo5) and the cuts are 
taken symmetrical to each other with respect to the origin, outside 
the strip |t | < k2 and inside the concavities of the hyperbola 
tct = k2k2 (see App. A, §2, p.112).
The general solution of (2.2), regular in the strip |t | < T ,
is of the form
*(a,y) = A(a) e + B(a) e^y (0 $ y < b, Region A)
- C (a) e ^ y (y £ b , Region B)
...(2.4)
where A, B and C are functions of a but not of y. The. last member 
has this form because of the boundedness of $(a,y) for y.-* 03 as 
the sign of Rey remains positive in the strip considered (App. A, §3).-
Now. we turn to the boundary condition (1.3) for (f> which holds
for <f) as well. We have first
8(f) iax. . Q ~  e dx ~ itanhp
3y
8<J> iax, _e dx = 0 on y = 0
8x
or
(a,o) - itanhjH if \ iax (f) (x, o) e
(*)
ia<Ka,o)} = 0
x
<.*£0 ^  . i ior, since the expression m  the^brackets vanishes for |t | < T ,
(a,o) - atanh|3 <Ka,o) = 0 ........(2.5)
Using now eqn. (2.4) we get
B =  .(2.6)
y - atanhp
Also from the condition (1.4), which again holds for cf>, 
we have in a similar manner
.$*(a,b“o) - atanh{3 $(a,b-o) = (a,b+o) - atanhp $(a,b+o)
 ..... .(2.7)
and, using (2.4), we obtain:
y(-Ae + Bey^) ~ atanh$(Ae + Bey^) =
= ~y Ce"~ ^  - atanh$ Ce ^
or
A _ c . B J  - atanhB, ^ yb = Ae2yb 
y + atanhg
Hence
C = -2Aeyb.sinhyb   (2.8)
Next, from eqn. (1.3) applied on y = b ±0, we get
(*)
The primes on the functions $(a,y), $+(a,y) and $_(a,y) are
taken to mean their derivatives with respect to y throughout
this work.
9d> iax, ' 0
~~ e dx - i tanh$ 
9y
f o 96 iax, 
■-sr1- e dx 3x = 0 , y = b ±0
=> $i(a,y) - itanh3 {[jj>e:*'0tx"[ ~ ia $_(a,y) }sl 0 . y = b ±0
~x = -°°
• iaxand, since (d>e ) = 0 for -T < T < T , we have. x = ~c» o o
$l(a,b±o) - atanh£ $„(a,b±o) - itanh3 c})(o,b) = 0, ....(2.9)
supposing that (j)(o,b+o) = <|)(o,b-o) = 6(o,b).
From eqns. (2.9) and (2.7) we obtain ($ = $+ + $_):
$!(a,b-o) - atanh3 $,(a,b-o) + itanh3 d>(o,b) =
T T
= (a,b+o) 7 atanh3 $+(a,b+o) + itanh3 (J)(o,b) ....(2.10)
= ¥+ (a,b) say,
* * iax •Finally, multiplying eqn. (1.5) by e and integrating with
respect to x from 0 to +00 , we get
({>(x,b-o)eiax + f [k(ixcosh3 ~ bsinh3)J iaxe dx =
,00
(j) (x, b+o ) e1 aXdx
The second integral of the above relation becomes
-kbsinh3-kbsinh3 i(kcosh3 + a)x, ee dx - -
i(kbcosh3 ■+ a)
i(kcosh3 x a)
x=0
- rw i ) 'U)z CO
i —  + alx -
l c J
-- + T
C
:x:
e V X=0
. -kbsinh3ie________
kcosh3 + ot
-kbsinh3 e _____
i(kcosh3 + a)
°32 . , . . 
provided that t > - , something which is fulfilled when a lies
. fii2 1/2 Hi™
m  the strip -T < T < T , where T = (1 - ---) ( .r o o’ o ,, 2
Thus the last relationship becomes
. -kbsinhft ie
V “ ,b-o> + kcoshg + a = V a ’b+0> ....... (2.11)
From eqn. (2.4) we have now
(a,b-o) - atanh3$(a,b-o) = y(-Ae + Be^b) - atanh3(Ae
or
(a,b-o) + 5»i(a,b-o) - atanh3$ (a,b-o) - atanh3$--(oi,b“o)“T T x
= -A(y + ottanh3)e ^  + B(y - atanh3)e^ 
or, by virtue of eqns. (2.9) and (2.10),
¥+(a,b) = -A(y + atanh3)e ^  + B(y - atanh3)e^
so, using eqn. (2.6), we get
T,(a,b) = 2A(y + atanh3)sinhyb   (2.12)'T
Next we define
F_(a,b) E I  {$_(a,b-o) - $_(a,b+0yy  ...(2.13)
Then from eqn. (2.4) we get
<Kot,b--o) - $(a,b+o) = (A - C)e ^  + Be^°
which can be written as
$ (a,b-o) +. 6_.(a,b-o) - $(a,b+o) - <I>_(a,b+o) = (A-C)e ^  + Be^
+  +.
and thus from eqns. (2.13) and (2.11)
. -kbsihh.3
2F_(a b) - P  - , „ ■ = (A - C) e~ + BeYb
kcosh3 + a
or, using eqns. (2.6) and (2.8)
... -kbsinhp . ,
2F_(a,t>) - 20 . - . ■ =   ]: T S e ........ (2:.14)kcosh^ + a y - atanh3
By eliminating A from (2.12) and (2.14) we get
. -kbsinh3 , yb
2F-(a,b) - kcoshg + ■ = ^+ (a,b) . —  -  — ~ • s}nhyb
(y - a tanh 3)
since y2 = a2 “ k2 =>
Y2 - a2tanh2$ = ,<*2 - k2cosh2g
cosh23
the above relation becomes
™  ^  cosh2B - byeYb ie-kbsinh^ _
' " (a2 - k2cosh2B) bsinhYb (a + kcoshg)
...____.(2.15)
Eqn. (2.15) is a functional equation of the Wiener-Hopf type.
§3 Solution of the W iener-Ho p f Equation
Eqn. (2.15) can be solved by the Wiener-Hopf procedure (Noble, p. 
To achieve this we proceed as follows.
The first step is the factorisation of the term
I-(a) ViiiHlah ........(3.1)
yb. e Y
into two factors so that
L(a) = L+ (a). L„ (a) ........(3.2)
where L (a) and L_(a) are regular and free of zeros in an upper
T
and a lower half plane respectively, these half planes having a common
The factorization of L(a) is known (Hei\*s, 1948; Mi^ra and
V
Lee, 1971) and we have
(*)
T f v fsinkb iha,_ ' T 2ir ,
L+(a) = J U S -  exp — (1 ' ce + Logkb +
7T . .77 
X2
x {exp 4 ?  * .< = ? >
.ab 
a s nTf
}- V 1 ^n=l n
 (3.3)
where a = iy = i 
n n
(EulerTs constant).
7 2 2rTT n ,2   - 1c 1/2 (see Chapter 11,^.115) and C = *577.
Also
L_(a) = L.(-a)*r (3.4)
We note some useful properties of these functions.
The only singularities of L(a) in the finite a-plane are the 
branch points at a = ±k. L(a) has no poles but it has zeros (the 
zeros of sinhyb which we examine in detail later in §4) at the 
points
a = ±iy = ± i 'n
2 2
k2
1/2
, (n = 1,2,...) ....(3.5)
L (a) has only one singularity, the branch point of a = “k. L (a)"T T
has no poles but it has zeros at the points
a = -iyn
1/2
(n = 1,2,...)
(*)
For any complex z we take through this work 
Log z = Log |z| + i Arg z 
where Log |z| is the real (unique) logarithm of |z{ and -77<Arg z<7T
belonging to the lower half plane T < -k. So L (a) is regular
2 +
and non-zero in the upper half plane x > -k2.
L_(a), therefore, has only one singularity, the branch point at 
ot = +k. It has no poles but has zeros at the points
a + iy - + 1'n
f 2 2
w  - k2
1/2
(n = 1,2,...)
all belonging to the upper half plane T > k2. Hence L__(a) is
regular and non-zero in the lower half plane x < k2.(*)
Finally, from the construction of L+(a), it follows that 
L+(a) ~ |a| as |a| -* 00
in the appropriate half planes of regularity (Noble, p. 104).
We return now to eqn. (2.15) which can be rewritten as
2F-(ct,b) (a - kcoshjO L-(a) - V( a V  kco3)I. (a) ^ (a’b)
+
. -kbsinh3 ot - kcoshS- xe a + kcoshS
L_ (a) = 0
..(3.7)
The next step in this procedure is the decomposition of the 
known function;
a - kcoshft 
a + kcosh3
L_ (a)
into a sum of two functions, one regular in an upper half plane and 
another regular in a lov;er half plane, so that these two half planes 
overlap one another.
(*) To see the behaviour of L, (a) in the lower half plane it is+
convenient to use the expression L+(a) = L(a)/L».(a) - 
s inhyb /ybe^. L_ (a).
Since the only singularity of the above function in the lower 
half plane (where L_(a) is regular) is a simple pole at a = -kcosh3, 
the decomposition is achieved in the following manner:
a - kcoshg _ (a “ kcosh3) L_(a) + 2kcosh3 L_(-kcosh3)
a .+■ kcoshg ■ a + kcoshg----------------
__ 2kcosh3 L_(-kcosh3) 
a + kcosh3
where the first part, having a removable singularity at ot = -kcoshB, 
is regular in T < and the second part is regular in T > “TQ«
Eqn. (3.7) then becomes
. -kbsinh$
2F_(a,b) (a-kcosh3) L_(a) - :Le,   (a-kcosh3) L__(a) + 2kcosh3L_(-kcosh3)}
a + kcoshp
, 2o o* -kbsinh3
b^ '+~kcoshe) O a )  V « * b> - f H c o s h g  l-(-kcoshB)
(3.8)
In eqn. (3.8) the left hand side is regular in the lower half
plane T < T while the right hand side is regular in the upper half
l /2
Therefore both sides are regularplane T > -T T =o o
1 - '£l-
03i2
in the strip -Tq < t < Tq and, by analytic continuation, they define 
a function, p(a) say, which is regular over the entire a-plane.
To determine p(a) we have recourse to the asymptoiie^ behaviour 
of all the functions of (3.8).
Even though ¥ (a,b) is as yet unknown, its asympto.hici behaviour,
4*
is governed by the edge conditions (1.6), since by applying the 
appropriate Abel Theorem (G. Doetsch, p.226) we find that, according 
to the definition (2.10),
¥ (a,b) = 0(1) as a -> <» with t > -t ....(3.9)
+ o
Similarly, by using the edge condition (1.6)^ we find for F_(a,b), 
according to the definition (2.13), that
F_(a,b) = 0(|a| *) as a -»■ 00 with t < t • ....(3.10)
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Hence both sides of (3.8) are of order |a| as a -»■ 00 in their
appropriate half planes. It then follows, from an extension to 
LioUville*s theorem, that p(a) is a polynomial of order less than 
(-1/2) and therefore a constant. This constant is zero because 
p(a) = 0(|ot| as |a| ■+ °°.
Hence
cosh23L (a)
T
-kbsinhB
t (a,b) - --1,e . L (-kcoshg) = 0
+ a + kcoshBb(a + kcosh3)L (a) ’ 3T
or, using also eqn. (3.4),
2ikbL (kcoshS)e"kbsinhe
V (o ,b ) = +----------±----------— ---------------------L (a)
+ cosh3 +
 (3.11)
Now using the known vF+(a,b) we determine the unknoxra functions 
A, B and C from (2.12), (2.6) and (2.8) respectively. So we have
^ (a,b) 2kbL (+kcosh3)e“kbsinhB L (a)
A = _______1  .. . - + . +________________   + ' (a)
2(y + atanh3) sinhyb cosh3 (Y + cutanhB) sinhyb
¥ (a,b) 2kbL (+kcosh3)e kbsinh3 L. (a)
g ^
2(Y - ottanhp)sinh3 cosh3 (y - atanh3)sinhyb
2ikb.L (+kcosh3).e ^bsinhB L (a) .
C  --------1_________;_______ ;__ .     eY M
cosh3 (y + atanhB)
 _____(3.12)
§4 The Solution (j)(x, y)
To find the field-function (J)(x,y) from its Fourier transform 
$(a,y) which is now known, we have to invert <Ka,y) using
(j)(x,y) = 1_
•2ir
fOQ+lT
$(a,y)e iaxda ,
—00+IT
The path of integration in (4.1) may be any continuous line consisting 
of a finite number of regular arcs from a to a provided
that this line remains inside the strip |x| < nr. We shall determine 
<Kx,y) in each region separately.
4.1 REGION A (0 £ y $ b, - 00 < x < °°)
By virtue of eqns. (3.12)a eqn. (2.4) gives
$(a,y) = E
L+(a)
sinhyb
~yy
y + atanh3 y - atanh3
where
E = +
ikb L (+kcosh3)e +
-*kbsinh3
cosh3
constant
, ....(4.2)
....(4.3)
a) Ttogerties^of ^Of^y)
Before performing the integration in (4.1) we describe some 
properties of <Ka,y) as given by (4.2).
1) Considering $(a,y), expressed by (4.2), as a function of a and
y separately we find that this is even with respect to y and
thus y itself does not create branch points at a = ±k. But
L (a) has a branch point at a. =* -k. Hence <Ka,y) has a branch“1“
point at ex = -k but not at a = k.
2) At the point a = k (=> y = 0) the function $(a,y) has a
removable singularity (due to the sinhyb in the denominator).
Indeed, since $(a,y) is regular in some punctured disk
0 < iot—k 1 < <5 5 where <5 is an appropriate positive constant, and
also
lim(crk)<i>(a,y) = E.limL (a) .lim • lim
tt>k rw-Tr + n+ir smhyb a^->k
ry7
y + atanhg y - atanhft
= EL,(k).lim da
(a-k)
•0 = E.L (k).lim r ~-r-- *0*0 = 0/ ,
+ i d , . , , *  + bcoshyb.a
a da y
the point a = k is a removable singularity of $(oi,y). So by
defining $(k,y) = lim$(ot,y), $(a,y) becomes regular at a = k,
a*k
The poles of $(a,y) are all simple and they come
i) from y ± atahh3 = o => y2 = a2tanh23 => a2 - k2cosh‘<13
or
0) fW 1 .W2'
a = ±kcosh3 = - - —  + i—c \c c . . . . . . . . (4*4)a
Thus, since |Im(±kcosh3) | - < k2 (Chapter II, p.lo), we
have
^Y)a=+kcosh£ = +ksinh3 = (real positive) (App. A, p. 2.09)
(4.4)
ii) from sinhyb = 0 (except the points a = ±k).
The zeros of sinhyb are located at the points where:
nrn , (n = 0,1,2,...) (4.5)a
i.e., where
Since y is pure imaginary at the zeros of sinhy = 0, these 
zeros lie on the arcs AE and BG of the hyperbola
xa = k 1k2 (Fig. III.2)
as has been shown in App. A, p.2,\3 . Using the results proved there 
we see why n is taken non-negative in (4.5) , as, when y is pure 
imaginary in the a-plane, it is necessarily negative imaginary.
/ / t !
I
\ i
-k
vi
t /^TO=ki k2
Fig. III.2
The zeros of sinhyb are symmetric with respect to the origin
0 because y is even in a. So if we define as a (n = 0,1,2,...)
n
only those zeros of sinhyb belonging to the upper half-plane (x > 0) ,
then the zeros in the lower half-plane (t < 0) are at a = -a and
can be denoted by a . So J -n
a .= -a -n n
are the zeros of the lower half-plane (x < 0)<*)
c*) To distinguish the zeros in case n = o, we write a = +k and
+o
a = -k -o
The above convention and the fact that Rea > 0, which follows
n ^
from eqn. Tnan = ^ 1^2 > suggest that we define the quantity Y^ 
by
* '
1/2
Y'n
2 2
n J L l - k 2 (4.5)b
l/2
where (n2TT2 / b 2 - k2) has the behaviour of y as defined in
• riTT
App. A and where a is replaced by 7—  (real).
b
Then, in accordance with the properties of Y with a real,
ReY >0, ImY £ 0, and therefore 
n n
a = -a = iy (n = 0,1,2,...)  ...(4.5)n -n 'n Y
All the zeros of sinhyb lie outside the strip |t | < k2 since 
Y is pure imaginary (or zero) only for |t| £ k2 (App. A, p.213).
Lastly we note that the poles of $(a,y) come only from the
zeros of sinhyb which lie in the upper half a-plane T > k2, i.e.
at a = a^ (n = 1,2,...). The zeros of sinhyb in the loivrer half
plane (t < -k2) are cancelled by the zeros of L+(a) at the same
points while the zeros at a = k and a = -k are a regular point
and a branch point of $(oi,y) respectively (properties 1 and 2).
So the poles of $ (a ,y ) are located at a = a (n = 1,2,...) andn
at a = ±kcosh(3.
4) Suppose now that ^^(N = 1,2,...)? are arcs of concentric circles 
(centre at the origin a = o) , which lie in the upper half-plane 
(t > - -T ) and do. not pass through any poles of $(oi,y) , while their 
radius R^ = l°^ l increases as N increases and tends to infinity 
as N 00 (Fig. 1.2). Then we can show that
$(a,y) -*■ 0 on T as N **■ 00 °°)
The terms (y ± atanh$) 1 are of order |ot| 1 as a -»• 00 and
— 1 / 2
L+(a) is of order |a{ as jaj 03 in the upper half plane
(t > -k2). Thus, to show the above property it is sufficient to show 
that the quantity
sinhyb with |y! < b
is finite along for any N even if N <».
We now suppose, first, that a, lying on r , is not on the 
intersection between and AE and hence Rey ={= 0. Then
J =
s inhyb
,yy Rey.y
=  2 £ 2
|eYb _ e-yb | ' ||eYb | - |e"Yb | |eReY-b _ e"ReY-b |
and from the last term if follows that J is finite for any Rey even 
if |Rey| v oo, i.e. for any N even if N -»- °°, provided that Rey =)= 0 
and |yI < b.
Next suppose that a lies an the intersection between ^
and thus Rey = 0. Then, since does not pass through a pole, inhere
uTT
y = -fr—  , we can choose each arc so that, on this intersection,b N
TT
y = “i(n+5)—  , where o < 6 < 1. Thus 
b
J =
i(n+6)^
sinh{i(n+6)7T}
1
|isin{ (n+5)7r) | |sin(n+5)7r| jsindiTj
i.e. J is also finite on this intersection for any N even if
nti- 
(*)
N -*■ 00. So, since J is co inuous in y along the property
considered has been proved.
From the above proof it is obvious that the finiteness of J holds 
not only on but for any point on the circle C^, provided
The field for x_<_o
In this region (Region A) we shall determine first the explicit 
solution for x < o which is the most important case in practice.
In this case we choose the real axis as the contour of integration. 
We close this contour in the upper half a-plane by adding a semi-circle 
r+ which is the limit out of the sequence of the above mentioned arcs 
rN , taken now as semi-circles, as N -*■ 00. Then, according to the 
property (4), $(a,y) 0 on T and henceT
[ $(a,y)e *axda = o
as Jordan1s lemma implies for x < o.
Thus, applying the Residue Theorem, we have (Fig. 1.3)
jRes{$(x,y)e iax} = <> $(a,y)e iaxda =
°°+lT
27ri $(a,y)e iaxda
~°o+iT
...(4.6)
where the above sum includes the residues at all poles of $(x,y)e 
which lie in the upper half-plane (t > o). Thus using (4.2) we get
-iax
(j)(x,y) = i J Res{$(o*,y)e laX} (4.7)
In the following we calculate the residues of the above poles of
n -iax •<Ka,y)e
x poles of $(a,y) 
in T>T
strip of 
regularity
-T <T<T
-T(
Fig. III.3
The residue at a = a , Res say, where a is a zero of sinhybn ’ n n
in the upper half a-plane,is given by;
Res {$(x,y)e l0tx} = iim {(a-a ) §(a,y)e 1U,X}
n a*>a nn .
17m
-iax-
= lim 
a->an
a - a n
sinhyb E L (a ) + n
nrn
iTrn , . t_Q
—v~- + a tanh$ b n - a tanh3 b n
-ia x n
and since
a - a„ 
lim {■
a-xx slnhYb 
n
i-(a-a ) 
dav n
lim.
a*a -5— (sinhyb) 
n da
• t \n-i(-) n
2 2b an
we have
Res{$(a,y)e iax} = llILftA A ., l (a )+ n=n. b2 a
n
lTTn inn
+ ia tanh 
b n
TTn . ,-—  - ia tanh 
b n
(*)
-ia x 
n
(4.8)
where xi = 1,2,... and a is defined by (4.5) .
V ’ n . Y
If we assume that b k  < tt, then, since we consider finally k 2 o, 
a^ 2 = k 2 -  TT2n 2 /b2 is real and negative and so is imaginary (and
positive in the upper half ot-plane). Therefore
-ia x ,+|a |x 
e = e in the upper half plane  (4.9)
and this shows that in this case all the waves due to the contribution 
of the poles of (sinhyb) are attenuated waves the amplitude of 
which decays exponentially to zero in the netative x-direction 
(cf. Chapter II, §2).
For bkn > tt there are travelling modes of constant amplitude 
inside the channel (Chapter II, §2).
The only pole that still remains in the upper half plane is the 
simple pole at a = kcosh3 which makes y = ksinh.3 (eqn. 4.4).
The residue at a = kcosh3> Res, say, is:
(*)
In the event that k = we have a =b n
2 2 2 2 
tt n  tt n
1/2
— o and hence
b b"
the amplitude of the wave coming from this term becomes infinite.
We suppose that k =}= , (n = 1,2,...) (cf. Chapter II,-p. 44)
Res^{$(a,y)e iax} = lim {(a-kcosh3) $(a,y)e
a->kcosh3
“ lO X
lim
a->kcosh3
a - kcoshj?
Y - tanhjj
and since
_ ^+Ckcoshg) k(-ixcosh$ + ysinh3) 
sihh(kbsinh3) 6
lim
a*kcosh$
a - kcosh3
y - tanh(3 = lim
da(a - kcoshB)
a-^kcosh^^CY ~ atanh3)
= sinh3.cosh3 ,
we have
Resk($(a,y)e iax} E sinhS.coshe.ek("ixcoshe+ysinhe)
sinh(kbsinh3)
(A.10)
The residue (4.10) gives rise to a "reflected11 Kelvin-wave 
moving to the left inside the semi-infinite channel (cf. Chapter II, 
eqn. 3.21). The amplitude of this reflected Kelvin wave, as a function 
of k, 3 and b, depends on the depth (h) and the breadth (b) of the 
channel as well as on the frequency (w) of the incident wave and the 
latitude ((J>) of the considered water sheet. The above features 
regarding the amplitude of the secondary Kelvin-wave are common to all 
Kelvin waves appearing in similar circumstances, in the following 
chapters, and will not be repeated again.
The complete solution for x <_ 0 is obtained from (4.7) by using
(4.8) and (4.10). Thus we have
kbsinhpI* (kcoshB)exp(-kbsinhB) ek(-ixcoshB+y8inh&)
l)n
L . (a ) + n
, n m
+ ~ r ye e
n m
— y
V
TTn
[b + ia tanh3 n
7m
b ia tanh3 n
(4.11)
ikbL+ (ksinh3)exp(-bksinh3) oj
^  —  , kcoshg - -
v b
oj . S7i
and ksinh$ = —
Each term in (4.11) is involved, in eqn. (3.1), Chapter II, as can 
be easily verified if we express
. i minn
"TP
and e
as
nn . . nn cos— y - isin~-y and nn . . nn cos~-y - isin-^ --y
respectively and make the transform y = y* + = Y* +
Uhat we achieve by applying the Wiener-Hopf technique is the 
calculation of the coefficients Bn in eqn. (3.1) (Chapter II).
c) The__ f ie ld_ f or x_>_o
To find the solution cf)(x,y) for x > o, o £ y $ b we might 
close the contour in eqn. (4.1) by adding a suitable arc in the lower 
half a-plane.
• ' # • • "“XOtXThe singularities of the integrand <l,(a,y)e in the lower
half a-plane are a pole at a = -kcosh3 coming from the zero of 
(y + atanh3) and the branch point a = -k due to the branch point
of L (a). Thus the added arc has to be such that to exclude the•f
branch-point cut from the domain considered.
The branch cut integral cannot be carried out in an explicit form 
However its far field contribution may be determined from the solution 
of the Region B which is given in the next section and could be
continuously extended to this portion of Region A.
4.2 REGION B ( y £ b ,  - oo < x < oo)
From eqns. (2.4) and (3.12) we have, for this region
y + atanhft y £ b
(4.12)
where E is the constant expressed by eqn. (4.3)
Eqn. (4.1) gives then
Y + atanhf3 o
(4.13)
The integrand in (4.13) has branch points at a = ±k and so the 
above integral cannot be evaluated in a closed form. However we can 
determine the leading term of the asymptotic expansion of the integral
(4.13) for the far field by applying the method of steepest descent as 
shown below.
We.introduce the polar coordinates
x = rcos0 , y - b = rsinG , o < 0 < tt , r > o 
Then the integral, I say, in (4.13) maybe rewritten
We intend to determine the leading term of l(r,0) as kr 00.
To achieve this we proceed as follows:
a) The_transformation__a_=_-kcosz
We change the complex variable a to the complex variable z via 
the transformation
l(r,0)
/co+ix L+(a) -r(ysin0 + iacos0) '
1 da (4.13)
Y + atanh0
-°°^ ix
a = -kcosz , z = p + iq (p,q real) ........(4.14)
This enables us to express y as a rational trigonometric function of 
z, as we shall see later (eqn. 4.20). The inverse transform
z = cos 1 (” £)'»  (4.15)
is a multivalued function and in order to establish a one-to-one mapping 
of the -plane to the z-plane we define:
z = -iLog ■or Y    (4.16)
where, for any complex w, we have taken
Log w = Log|w| + iArgw , - tt < Argw $ tt, ....(4.17)
with Log|w| the (unique) real logarithm of |w|.
We let k2 0 + 0 to avoid unnecessary complications. Also the
cuts of the cut a-plane are taken along the intervals jj-00, -k] and
[k, +°°J of the real axis. ^  ^
We note moreover that eqn. (4.16) imposes no other discontinuities 
besides the existing ones across the above cuts, since the point
—a—y • . . .w = -.^ .,—L = o, from which a new cut would start.is at infinity.
The contour T of integration in (4.13)^ is shown in Fig. III.4 
(a-plane). We determine below the image F f, say, of the contour 
in the z-plane.
(*) „
These are the limiting cuts to which the cuts, taken along the
straight line AB, tend as k2 0 + 0 (Figs. III.4 and 5).
contours T and T *
II
A
1
Ef
II'
GT
I*
C1 n
v
cut^
B(-k)
cut,
0 a
A(k)
D
E1TV
Tf/2
0*
f f i
•\lAr
III IV III1 I V »
H
.cut.
Du
a-plane z-plane
Fig. III.4
The corresponding image on z-plane of a point lying on the a-plane 
is noted by the same but dashed letter. From eqn. (4.14) we find 
readily that
A : a = k corresponds to the point
AT : z =-iLogl -^0 = 0 + iO (origin) ,
B :. a - -k
B* : z = -iLog(-l)
corresponds to
= -i(Log|lJ + iff) = + t t  + iO and
0
0’
a = 0 corresponds to
z = -iI.og(+ ij-) = -i(+ i~) = j
Consider nox^  the mapping of the various parts of the contour T,
i.e. the line E B O A D .  (Fig. III.4).
1) The segment BA (a = O, ~k <: a +k) .
/JL\
Here y negative imaginary (or zero for a = ±k), i.e. 
y = -iyk^-cr2 and so
a + y . r  02"
+. 1 1- —  = J V 2 C say.
Thus
z = -iLogC = -i{Log 2i + i _ 2 i
k2 k2
+ iArgC} = ArgC (real)
Hence the image of BA is on the real axis (q .= 0) of the 
z-plane and since the images of B and A are the points z = 0 and 
z = 7T respectively, we conclude that the image of the segment BA 
is the segment B1 A1 .
2) The segment BE (a = O < -k) 
Here y real and positive, (* )  ,i.e. y = Jo2-k2 . Then
a + y -t
'i .
O
f
j , 21 o + Jo2-k 2 1 - x -  Jl. 
c2
•k
w «
" k " k J = R, say,
where 0 < R < 1 and R -*■ 0 as (J —00#
Thus
z - -iLogR = positive imaginary tending to + i<» as o **-
J -
that is the image of the segment BE is the segment BTET.
(*)
See App. A, §2, property 3.
3) The segment AD (a = a > k)
Here y is again real and positive (App. A, §2, property 3) and
Hence the image of the segment AD is the segment A*DT.
So the contour V of the a-plane is transformed into the contour 
T1, i.e. the line E1 Bf 0T A1 Bf , of the z-plane as shown in 
Fig. III.4.
In order to illustrate the mapping of the whole ot-plane into the 
z-plane we consider the images of some more points of ot-plane. To 
do this we need first to calculate the relevant values of y. We 
note first that, for a *>■ °°, V = ark'->■ a and, therefore, we can 
take
I) Below the straight line joining the branch points k and -k, 
(Fig. III.5)
so y = Jcr2-k2 . Thus
a +.y
• k
where RT is real and negative with | R? | > 1 and R1 -> -oo as
O -> +00. Therefore
z -iLogRr = -i(Log|RT |+ in) = Tr-iLog|Rf |
where Log|R! j >0 and Log|Rf J -* 00 as o -*■ 00
Arga « Argfiv
Then we easily find that
Argy s Arga as |a| 00
since in this case Arg^y ~ Arg^V ~ Arga .
II) Above the straight line joining the points -k and k (Fig. III.5) 
Argy ~ Arga -tt as | a | . -*■ 00 
because then Arg^p ~ Arggv - 277 (cf. App. A, §2) -v \vr
cut
cut.
Fig. III.5
Next we can write 
i) For |a| large
y = lim
(J->+CO
t ->o
 ^  ^ We suppose that in (i) |a| 1 = 0C|T|e), e > 1, and we keep terms up to 
order t2 for the expression of y2. Thus the additional terms (k2/2a)2 and 
~ik2T/a, being added to make y a rational function in the limiting cases 
considered, do not affect the values of y in this order of approximation.
A similar argument also holds for the following case (ii) where we take 
|t | 1 = 0(|a|e) , |a| -> 0, and keep terms up to order °2•
with j x j small
(a + ix)2 ~*k2 t
k2
t2aJ
(* )
2 r l l/2 
~ i k 2—  I = l i m  
a
f k2 
la “ 2a
1/2
which gives, according to the above results and (]J)
Y = lim
Q->+00
T*>0
a - 2a when a is below the line (-k,k)
(4.18)a
and
Y = lim
a->±°°
T->o
-a + k ^
2a when a is above the line (-k,k)
........ (4.18),
ii) For It I large and la I small
Y = lim
X->±°°
a-K)
(a + ix)2 -k2
t2x
ika 1/2
= lim a + ik 2x :
which gives, by virtue of (I) and (IT) above,
Y lim 
— 00
0~yo
a + ik'2x (4.19) a
and
Y = lim
'[•-M o o
a->o
-a ik
2^
2x (4*19)3
On the basis of eqns. (4.18) and (4.19) we can find the 
corresponding images of the following points (Fig. III.4):
C (a ->• + 00 , X -*■ o + o)
1C •
Here Y according to (4.18)^ and hence
Ik
Here y -a - ^  according to (4.19)^. Thus
GT : -iLog .k
12t
- TT“I i-°° + ly TT + 1 oo,
F (a -5- - 00, T -> O ~ o)
a 2a
Here ,''y-*> a- by (4.18)^. So -y-a -> -2a + - 2ix =>
F* : -iLog 
and finally
k2 V
~2;§ + ?77 “ 2ixj -iLog(°° + io) = o - i°°
x ^  n y
H (a = o, x •> -°°)
We have y ->• a + (eqn. (4.19) ). So 
2x a
ik'-a-y -j- -2a - -g—  = -2a -i
.2^
2x + ->■ -i (2x) = 0 - i°°
Hence
HT : -Log -a-y
k
= -iLog(0 - i03) = -i Log |001 - i! 1 2
TT -4oo
After the maps of the above points the mapping of the a-plane into 
the z-plane is clear. The entire a-plane is transformed into the strip 
o ^ p ^ IT of the z-plane. In Fig. III.4 we can see the images Ir - IV* 
of each of the regions I - IV separately.
We turn now to express the integral (4.13)^ in terms of the new
variable z.
1/2 1/2f  2  1 2  \  *  /  ^  / I  2  1 2  \  1 /  *Since y = (a - k ) = (k cosz - k ) , we put
y = -iksinz (4.20)
where care has been taken in choosing the sign on the left hand side 
of (4.20) so that when z = tt/2 (i.e. a = 0), y = -ik (App.A, eqn. (A.20)
The integral (4.13)^ then becomes
I(r,0) = -
L,(-kcosz) . - / Qn+ . irkcos(z-0) , n  olN-s—  --------- -— t-x s m z  e dz .... (4.21;isinz + cosz.tanhp
b) The P ^th_of s teepes t des cent
In the following we apply the method of steepest descent 
(Copson, p. 65) to evaluate the integral (4.21) for kr large.
i) Location of the saddle point
If W(z) = icos(z-0)5 then W f (z) = o => sin(z-0) = 0. The last
equation is satisfied at the points z = 0 + irn (n = 0,±1,...) which
are all saddle points. We consider the saddle point S, say, at
z = 0  (i.e. p = 0* q “ 0).s rs ’ s
Since {WM(z)} __ = icos.(z -0) - -i ={= 0 the considered saddle
Z v S
point is of order 1.
ii) Determination of the possible paths of steepest descent
• If W(z) E u(p,q) + iv(p,q) where u and v are real functions 
of p and q, then
u + iv = icos(z-0) = icos(p + iq - 0) =
= i{cos(p-0)coshq - isin(p-0).sinhq} , i.e.
u(p>(l) = sin (p-0). sinhq ,  ..(4.22)^
v (p»9!) = cos (p-0). coshq .  (4.22)^
Therefore the possible paths of steepest descent (and ascent) 
are given by the equation:
cos(p-0)coshq = {cos(p-0)coshq} = constant, i.e.
Z— 0
cos(p-0)coshq = 1  ........(4.23)
From (4.23) we infer that the curves represented by this equation
are symmetric with respect to the axis q = 0 as well as to the line 
p = 0, since (4.23) is even in q and (p-0).
The asymptotes of the above curves are given by cos (p-0) -»• 0 
(=> q + °°) , i.e.
p = 0 + tt/2 and p = 0 -     .(4.24)
are the asymptotes nearest (and on either side of) 0.
Next, differentiating eqn. (4.23) once with respect to p, we
have
and this shows that at the saddle point S, which is a double point 
of (4.23), the two branches, (a) and (b) say, cross the positive
-sin(p-0)coshq + cos(p-0)sinhq.= 0
dp
(4.25)
a
Differentiating again with respect to p we obtain
- cos(p-0)coshq - sin(p-0)sinhq. - sin(p-0)sinhq.+
(4.25)3
which at the saddle point S (p = 0, q = 0) gives
or
dp ±1 (4.25)
dqJ s
• » • 3tt jt .p-semiaxis with inclination angles equal to and respectively
(Fig. III.6).
q
M
Q /  tt/2 (tt/2^9) tt
K
contour T’
'^ 12 (-tt/2+0)
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iii) The steepest descent path
Consider now the function u = sin (p-0) sinhq on each of the lines 
(a) and (b).
At the saddle point S we have
cos(p-0)sinhq + sin(p-0)coshq
Moreover
d2u
d^o+ sin(p-0)coshq.— ~
dp2
which gives
-2 on the (a) curve
s
+2 on the (b) curve
Therefore u(p,q) has a maximum at S when p and q vary
along the curve (a) and also a minimum at the same point when p and
q vary along the curve (b). Thus the required path of steepest
descent is the curve (a), i.e. the curve L S M (the curve (b) being
the path of steepest ascent).
Along the path of steepest descent (L S M) there is no rapid
oscillation of the integrand in (A.21) since the phase krv of ekr^ z^
remains stationary. On the other hand the integrand in (4.21), having
a maximum at S, decreases as rapidly as possible on each side of
S on L S M. So the main contribution to the integral comes from a
small segment of L S M around the saddle point S.
c) Asymptotic evaluation of the integral in (4.21)
i) The pole at a = -kcoshft
The integrand in (4.21) has a pole P which comes from the zero
of Y + atanh$ = 0 (see eqn. 4.13) and which lies at a = -kcoshB = -
P
(cf. eqn. (4.4)a).
The image PT of this pole in the z-plane is given by
z = -iLog 
go2 -  Q- 2
-a -y 'i 
P *P = -iLog ck
i
However k = --------  (Chapter I, eqn. 3.16) and so
c2
GO -  I (GO “  f i j )  2 /GO -
^ 2 ^>2 + .Q,
Thus Log
c k  U)2 -  fij2 10 +
G^O-^ , > l/2
< 0 and, therefore, z^f is imaginary.
ck
It then implies that Zp»= "Vi3. Hence the pole in z-plane lies outside
. . .  —1 kc . . .the shaded region in Fig. III.6 for 7T>0>cos (— )>0 and inside it for
GO
IcC TT •0<6<cos (— )< tt as can be found easily from the geometry of the contour
go 2
in Fig. III.6 with the help of eqn. (4.23).
3 
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ii) Deformation of the contour and evaluation of (4.21)
We can deform now the path of integration in (4.21). Consider
the closed contour composed of the contour I” (i.e. E’ B’ A T D’),
the path of steepest descent L S M as well as the rectilinear segments
(*)
L D f and M Ef which surround the shaded domain in Fig. III.6. Since 
no pole exists insud!Q. ^  K.€ contour, le >. 9 > coS'^ilS) y g J*xQ.ve .oti 
C d v e e r ’s \ h-e.O\re,vYL L
ikrcos(z-Q), 'e dz = 04. + ■ ■ + f
r  -L (-kcosz)
*T
T
J a J i + cotz.tanh0V. J
ME’ r  D’L LSM
.....*...(4.26)
The contribution of the segments D1 L and M E* into (4.26) is
zero when we go to infinity. This can be seen if we examine the
exponent irkcos(z-0) in (4.21).
Indeed,
irkcos(z-Q) = ircos(p + iq - 0) =
= + krsin(p-0)sinhq + irkcos(p-0)coshq.
Considering the real part krsin(p-0)sinhq we find
TT; On M E' , as q sinhq -> + oo while p is between - -^ + 0
TTand 0 (Fig. III.6), i.e. (p-0) is between - and -0 and,
hence, sin (p-0) < 0 (since o < 0 <  tt) . Thus the considered real 
part of the exponent in (4.21) is negative along DT L.
;>C Similarly on D’ L, as q sinhq - co while p is
between tt/^ + 0 and tt, i.e. (p-0) is between tt/^ " and 7T-0
and, hence, sin(p-0) JK 0. Thus the real part of the exponent in
(4.26) is again negative on M E!.
/JU\ ^
The segments LD’ and ME’ lie at infinity but are of finite length.
Therefore, the integrand in (4.26) decays exponentially on the 
segments DT L and M E T as q **■ - 00 or 00 respectively and this 
shows that the contribution of these segments to the relevant integrals 
in (4.26) is zero.
Equation (4.26) then gives
* r
. '== ■ — ss
J , .
LSM MSL
or
I(r,6)
L, (-kcosz) . r qvexrcos(z-6)dz
i + cotz.tanh(3
....(4.27)
MSL
In some cases integrals of the above type may be expanded in a 
complete asymptotic series in conjunction with Watson1s lemma 
(Watson, p. 235).
However, to determine just the leading term of such an asymptotic 
expansion of the above integral, which is our purpose, we can consider 
that, since the quantity
L+(-kcosz) 
i + cotz.tanh@
does not vary rapidly on a small segment of L S M  around the saddle 
point, from where the main contribution of the integral comes, we may 
take
Iq. (-kcos z) L (-kcosQ)
T
i + cotz.tanh(3 i + cot0.tanh(3 
on this segment. Then
I(r,0) s -
L t(-kcos0) _ 
+ ^ 1
i + cot0.tanh0 *tt
MLS
irkcos(z-0) , e dz
(4.28)
We can now deform the contour of the integral in (4.28) bade to 
I” , when we have.
irkcos (z-0) , 1e dz = —7T
irkcos(z-0) dz
MLS
= 4  ei
r "
irkcos'8d8
The last integral is provided by taking 3 = z-0.
The new contour of integration is shifted to the left along the 
real axis as shown in Fig. III.7.
Im$
contour r"
— IT
Re 8
8-plane
Fig. III.7
It is clear now that, since o < 0 < it, the above integral 
represents the Hankel function H^Ckr) (Sommerfeld, pp.88-89). 
Thus (4.28) becomes
L (-kcos0), , .
I(r,0) s----------rr—-— rrr F H (kr)* i + cot0.tanh8 o
and, since for large kr,
we may write
l(r,0) ~ = -
L+(-kcos3)ir p-j— i(kr- £)
i + cot0. tanh8-s/Trkr£
Therefore the solution expressed by (4.13) becomes
L+(-kcos0)
E i + Jrtkr
2 i<kr-
(4.29)
—1 kcfor y £ b and kr -*■ 00 (k real) with O<0<cos (— ) ,
ikbL+(kcosh8)exp(-kbsinh8)
where 0 '= tan (—— ) and E = ------------- rn--------- —x cosh0
The solution (4.29) shows that the far field behaves like a field 
due to a ( line-source of cylindrical outgoing waves as is to be expected.
The method applied above enables us to determine the strength of 
this line-source which, as eqn. (4.29) shows, depends on the direction 
(0). Waves of the form (4.29) are called Poincare waves.
-1 kc irFor 0<6<cos (— -)< the solution $(x,y) can be expressed by (4.29)
if we add to its righthand side the term
-iEsinh28L^(-kcoshf3) ek(ixcosh0-ysinh8)  (4.30)
coming from the residue of the pole z^t=i8 (cf. eqn. (4.26) with ita 
righthand side equal to -2TTiReSpT). This term, which becomes the domi­
nant term of the solution when y is small, represents a Kelvin wave 
moving to the right and this is the only propagated wave outside the 
channel which does not die out from the edge (o,b).
Chapter IV
TRANSMISSION AND REFLEXION OF 
LONG WAVES IN A ROTATING 
BIFURCATED CHANNEL
Int r o d u c t i o n
The problem being discussed in this chapter concerns the 
transmission and reflection of long waves in a rotating rectangular 
duct of infinite length in the presence of a semi-infinite barrier 
of zero thickness (bifurcated channel).
The disturbance is due to a Kelvin wave coming from the left 
in the lower part of the duct.
The problem is attacked by application of the complex Fourier 
transform directly to HelmholtzTs differential equation and a 
suitable Wiener-Hopf equation is derived.
An exact solution is finally obtained for all parts of the 
field which is in agreement with the general form of the solution 
for a duct given in Chapter II.
Again for £2-^ = 0 the result corresponds to the usual channel 
modes without rotation and has its counterpart in the acoustic and 
electromagnetic problems.
The geometry of the model is shown in Fig. VI.1.
§1 Formulation o f t h e Pro blem
Let us assume that a Kelvin wave
k(ixcosh3 - ysinh$)■-■(itox - fyy)
^  = e = e
travels towards the origin from inside the region 
0 < y < b, x < 0 
of a bifurcated channel consisting of the planes 
y = 0, - oo < x < oo
and
y = a, - c o < x < a >  
and the half-plane
y = b ,  x < 0,
where
a > b > 0 (Fig* IV.1)
y
i
Region B
(o,a)
(o,b)
ii>°> &.... ........... ..
Region A o----- :--(f)j
The whole field is composed of two regions, the
Region A (0 < y < b, - “ < x < «>)
and the
Region B (b $ y a, - 00 £ x £ «>)'
The motion of the fluid, occupying the entire field, is assumed 
to satisfy eqns. (3.15) of Chapter I, where we replace again the total 
surface displacement £j by (j)^.
The function <|> is defined as follows:
■4>«
- <j> + (j)^ in Region A (a)
in Region B (3)
........(1•1)
1.1 BOUNDARY, CONTINUITY AND EDGE CONDITIONS
The problem is now to determine the solution of eqn. (1,3.15)^ 
which satisfies the following conditions:
|i - itanhg g  = 0
on y = 0, - 00 < x < °°) (a)
on y = a, - 00 < x < 00) (3)
 (1.2)
- itanh3 = 0, y = b ± 0, x < 0 ,....(1.3)
Conditions (1.2) and (1.3) express that the normal component of 
the velocity of the fluid vanishes on the boundaries.
. In addition •
f£ - itanB P- ay p ax, y=b-0
34> .- 1
L o y
tan 3 a^3x y=b+0
< 00
(1.4)
which expresses the continuity of the normal velocity across the line 
y = b, — 00 < x < o°, and
(f)(x,b-0) + cjK(x,b) = (f> (x,b+0), x > 0  ...(1.5)
which comes from the continuity of the field function ^t (x,y)
across the half-line y = b, x > 0.
Finally the solution $(x,y) must satisfy the following edge
conditions at the edge (0,b)
$ = 0(1) as x -*• 0 ± 0 on y = b  .... (1.6)
and = 0(%{l as x -> 0 + 0 on y = b ........ (1.6)^
The assumptions regarding k and w , given in Chapter III, §1,
also hold in this case.
1.2 PROPERTIES OF (})(x,y) AND ITS FOURIER TRANSFORM
1. Continuity of (ft
From the assumed continuity of <p in the whole field except
across the boundary (y = b, x < 0) and the definition of (f> (eqn. 1.1),
we conclude that (j) is continuous in the field except across the line
y = b (- oo < x < oo) (see eqn. 1.5).
2. The strip of regularity of <|>(a,y)
Region A ( 0 £ y £ b ,  - 00 < x < °°)
As the general theory regarding all possible waves travelling 
along a semi-infinite channel requires (Chapter II, §3),
where
T — k2(l - ft 2/w2)l^2. o *• 1
Outside the semi-infinite channel, i.e. for x > o, we shall have again
-T x 
e ° as x 00 since the region (o ^ y £ b, x > o) is a part 
of the semi-infinite channel (o <c y ^ a, x ^ o) where the above 
requirement holds.
Region B (b < y £ a ,  - c o < x <0°)
Since the disturbance caused by the incident wave takes place
near the origin we can consider that this region consists of two semi- 
infinite channels (the channel x < o and the channel x > o) having 
a disturbance at their origins and so on the basis of the above 
mentioned requirement we find that
as x **■ ± 00 (b £.y £ a)
The above ensure that the Fourier transforms $(a,y), $+(a,y)
and $__(a,y) . of <f)(x,y) in x , as defined in Chapter III, §2, exist 
for the whole field and are regular in the regions It! < T 9
o
T > - Tq and t < Tq of the cr*plane respectively.
§2 Th e Ba s i c Equation
Applying the two-sided Fourier transform to eqn. (I, 3.15 ) we get in
d
the same way as in Chapter III, §2, the equation
d '■ (-a-’^  - y 2 4>(a, y) = 0  ,  (2 .1 )
dy2
1 / 2
with y = (a2 - k 1) defined in App. A, §2. Eqn. (2.1) holds in
the whole field and its general solution is
$(oi,y) = A(a)e yy + B(a)e^y (o $ y £ b, Region A)
.... (2.2)
= C(a)e yy + (b $ y ^  a, Region B)
where the unknown A, B, C, D are functions only of a.
Applying the two-sided Fourier transform to the boundary condition
(1.2) we get, as in Chapter III, §2 (eqn. 2.5),
(a,o) - atanh$ $ (a,0) = 0 (a) 
(a,a) - atanh$ $ (a,a) = 0 (3)
(2.3)
and, using (2.2), we get 
(
y + qtanhgB = A
Y ~ atanh$ (2.4)
and
D = C Y + qtanhg
Y ~ atanhg
-2Ya
.e (2.5)
Next applying the two-sided Fourier transform to eqn. (1.4) we obtain
(a,b-0) - tanhf3 $(a,b-0) = (a,b+0) - atanh|3 (|>(a,b+0) . ..(2.6)
Again using eqn. (2.2) we have
B - D  = (A - C) y * e~2yb . ........(2.7)
Y “ 0ttanh3
In the following we shall express D and C in terms of A. For 
convenience we put
% ........(2.8)
Y ~ atanhg
Then eqn. (2.4) is written as
B = XA ........(2.9)
Also eqn. (2.7) is rewritten as
from which we get
C = A
2Yb'_ Ya
2y (b-a) _ -I 
e “ 1
sinhYb.e 
sinhy(a-b)
 ..(2.10)
and, from eqn. (2.5),
r* _ "v a - 1 _ Va sinh b . e~^aD = AA — -—r----  — - = - AA --- :....... •   (2. 11)
,2yb -  * r a sinhy(a-b)
Equations (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11) express the unknown functions. B,
C and D in terms of the unknown A.
Next, on.taking the one-sided Fourier-transform (from -00 to o) 
of eqn. (1.3) we have (Chapter III, eqn. 2.9),
<^(a,b±o) - atanhg ^ _(a,b±o) - itanh.3 ®(o,b) = 0 ....(2.12)
provided that
<})(o,b+o) = (j)(o,b-o) = (J>(o,b)
and where the upper (lower) signs go together.
From eqns. (2.6) and (2M) we obtain
$ r (a,b-o) - atanh3 $ (a,b-o) + itanh3 6 (0 ,b)
T +
= 1 (a,b+o) - atanh3 $.(a,b+o) + itanh3 <j>(o»b)
T T
= vF+ (a,b), say.
....(2.13)
Lastly the one-sided Fourier transform (from 0 to TO) of eqn. (1.5) 
gives us (cf. Chapter III, eqn. 2.11)
. -kbsin3
>+ (a,b-o) + ~ —  = $ (a,b+o)
+ kcosh3 + a +
.......(2.14)
From eqn. (2.2) we have
(a,b-o) - atanh$ $(a,b-o)
= -yAe +V0e^b - atanh3{Ae + Be^b}.
Then, using
$(a,b-o) = $+(a,b-o) + ®_(a,b-o)
as well as eqns. (2J^), (2.\2) and (2.4), we obtain
¥+(a,b) = 2A(y + atanh3) sinhyb (2.15)
Now we define the function F__(a,b) as
F_(ct,b) = 4  {§_(a,b-o) - s_(a,b+o)} (2.16)
Then, since from eqn. (2.2) we get
$(a,b-o) - $(a,b+o) = (A - C)e + (B - D)e+^b
we have, by using eqn. (2.14) ,
. -kbsinh.3
2F (a.b> " ve + ■" = (A - C)e“Yb + (B - D)e- kcosh$ + a
Yb
Equ. (2.17) becomes, by virtue of eqns. (2.9), (2.10) and (2.11)
2F_(a,b) -
. -kbsinh3 le ____ _
kcosh3 + a
= A
Ya
I + siftbYb.e -Yb
+ AA
sinhy (a-b)
-Ya
1 + sinbYb»e
sinhy(a-b)
.Yb
or
2F__(a,b) -
. -kbsinhR le_______
kcosh3 + a
(2.17)
= sinhy (a - b) [sinhY < ^ ) ^  Yb ^  
+ sinhyb{e^a b  ^ + Xe b^}
or, by substituting X from (2.8) ,
. -kbsinh3 0 . . t
2F (a,b) - 16 = 2A . Ysmhya
’ kcosh3 + a y - atanh3 sinhy (a - b)
Eliminating A between eqns. (2.15) and (2.18) we have finally
. -kbsinh3 ¥ (ct,b) . ,ie________ _ . ysmhya
kcosh3 + a y2 - a2tanh3 sinhyb.sinhy(a-b)
2F_(a,b) - _  .,2 _ ~ 2
Eqn. (2.19) is a functional equation of the Wiener-Hopf type. The 
solution of this equation is given in the next section.
§3 Solution o f t h e W iener-Hopf Equation
We proceed now to solve eqn. (2.19). The first step of the 
solution is to factorize the term
w  \ _ sinhYbsinhy (a - b) n
M ( a ) --------ys'Inya""" ""  <3*X)
so that
M(a) = M+ (a).M_(a) ,  ..(3.2)
where M (a) and M (a) are regular and free of zeros in an upper and a
T “
lower half a-planes respectively, the half planes having a common 
strip.
We note that M(a), as given in eqn. (3.1), is even in y and
(2.18)
(2.19)
thus it has no branch points. More precisely M(a) is a raeromorphic 
function (quotient of two integral functions) and so it can be 
factorized by applying the theory concerning the infinite product 
expansion of an integral function with infinitely many zeros 
(Titchmarsh, Noble).
The factorization of M(a) is given, e.g. in Mitra and Lee 
(1971), and the expressions for M+(a) and M__(a) are as follows:
( = js.inkb..s.ink,(arb[ exp{i“
+ ksinka fr
iab
n
n=l
fi ^  a 1 nue
00 
. n
n=l
1
V
-i
CO
TT 1 + -aan=l na
bLog^- + (a-b)Log^ 
ia(a-b)
}
a
a.'n(a-b)
rnr
iaa
rnT
...____  (3.3)
where
a = iy nc nc
2 2 TT n - k'
1/2
(c = a or b or (a-b))
and
M_(a) = M+(-a) (3.4)
From eqn. (3.3) it is clear that M+(a) has no branch points. It
has poles at a = -a and zeros at a = -a and a - -ana *nb ** n(a-b)
(n = 1,2,...). But all these points lie in the lower half a-plane
(T < -k2) and so M+(a) is regular and non-zero in the upper half 
a-plane (t > -k2).
M_(a) , therefore, has poles at u, - r«-na au u, -
and a = a’n(a-b)
a = +a and zeros t a = a na i
but has no branch points. Poles and zeros belong to
the upper half a-plane (t > k2) and so M_(a) is regular and non­
zero in the lower half a-plane (t > k2).
It can also be shown (Mitra and Lee, p.93) that
. - 1/2 
M+(a) = M_(-a) = 0 (a . ) as ja| 00 with t > - k£,
«.»*«.««.(3.3)
Now eqn. (2.19) may be rewritten as
2F.(a,b) -
. -kbsinh3ie
kcosh$ + a M (a).M_(a) y2 _ a2tanh2$ +
¥ (a,b)
and because
y2 - a2tanh23 = a2(l - tanh23) - k 
the above equation becomes
2 _ a2 - k2cosh23 
cosh23
2(a-kcosh3)M (a)F (a,b) -
■ e-kbsinhB(a_keoshg)M_(0,) 
kcosh3 + 01
cosh 3
(a + kcosh3)ll (a) +
T
VjOL'b)
....(3.6)
The next step is to decompose the term
(a - kcosh3).M_(a) 
kcosh3 + a
into a sum of two functions regular in an upper and a lower half 
plane respectively.
Since the only singularity of the above term in the lower half 
plane (where M_(a) is regular) is the simple pole at a = -kcosh3, 
the decomposition is achieved in the following manner:
(a - keosh$)M_(a)
(a + kcosh$)
(a ~ kcosh3)M_(a) + 2kcosh3*M_(-kcosh3) 2kcosh3.M_ (-kcosh3)
a + kcosh3 a + kcosh3
The first fraction in the last member of the above expression is
analytic continuation that eqn. (3.7) is defined in the entire a-plane 
and both sides are equal to an integral function p(a) say. Let us 
consider now the asymptotic behaviour of the functions in eqn. (3.7). 
Since the definitions of T,(a,b) and F (a,b) are the same as in 
Chapter III, 3, and the edge conditions remain the same, we'shall have 
again
regular in x > k2; the second one is regular in x < -x since
Im(-kcosh3) = Im(- ~) o
(see Chapter II, inequality (2.3))
Eqn. (3.6) can be rewritten now as
2(a - kcosh$)M_(a)F_(a,b) - ie~kbsmh3
kcosh3)M (ot) 2kcosh3M (-kcosh3)
•}
a + kcosh3 (3.
(a + kcosh3)M (a) +
ijf, (a,b) - ie
. -kbsinh3r2kcosh3.1t.(-kcosh3) ; 
10 a + lccosh3
The left-hand side of eqn. (3.7) is regular in the upper half 
plane T > —T ■ while its right-hand side is regular in the lower half 
plane T,<'T0* Since these two planes overlap, it follows from
^(ajb) = 0(1) as lal -► 00 with x > -t + 11 o
and
F__(a,b) = 0(|a| ) as |a| 00 with t < x •
Hence, considering eqn. (3.5), we see that both sides in (3.7) are 
1 / 2 .
of order a- as a -*■ m  their appropriate half planes. Then, 
repeating the same argument as in the case of the problem in Chapter III, 
§3, we find that the function p(a) must be zero everywhere in the 
a-plane. Thus, from eqn. (3.7) and using also eqn. (3.4), we get
V +(a,b)
2ikM (kcoshB) e +
-kbsinhB
coshB M+(a) ....(3.8)
Now on the basis of the known function *\|f+(a,b) we determine the 
unknown functions A, B, C and D from eqns. (2.15), (2.9), (2.10) and 
(2.11) respectively. Thus
A =
V.,(a,b)
T
2(y + atanhB).sinhyb 
ikM (kcoshB)e .^ 's^n 1^3
T
coshB
M+ (a)
(y + atanhB) sinhyb
....(3.9)
B =
^ +(a,b)
2(y - atanhBy.sinhyb
ikM (kcosh$)e"kbsinh  ^
+
CO sh3
M+ (a)
(y - atanhB)sinhyb
....(3.10)
C =
-T+(a,b)eya
2(y + atanh3).s inhy(a-b) 
-kbsinhBikM (lccoshB)e4*
coshB
M (a)eT
ya
(y + atanhB)sinhy(a-b)
(3.11)
D =
-V (oi,b)e ya
2(y - aCanhB)sinhy(a-b) 
-kbsinhBikM (kcoshB)c +
coshB
M(a)eT
-ya
(y - atanhB)sinhy(a-b)
(3.12)
§*» Th e So l u t i o n $(x , y ) o f t h e F ield
To obtain the field function (f)(x,y) from its Fourier transform 
$(a,y) we apply the inverse Fourier transform
<Kx,y) = $(a,y)e iaxda ,  ..(4.1)
which comes from eqn. (4.1), Chapter III, if we choose, for simplicity, 
the real axis as the path of integration.
In the following we determine (f>(x,y) in the various parts of 
the field.
4.1 REGION A (0 $ y $ b , - <» < x < °°)
i) x < o
From eqns. (2.2), (3.9) and (3.10) we obtain
M (a) -yy yy
■ E ilSyb T^TaFanhB + 7 ^ 5 55?* ....(4.2)
where
ikM (kcosh8)e~kbsinh8
E = ~ ssityi :................... ........
It is evident from eqn. (4.2) that $(a,y) is even in y and so 
has no branch points. The points a = ±k are regular points 
(removable singularities) (cf. Ill, 4). More precisely $(a,y) is a 
meromorphi'c function since the only singularities in it are (simple) 
poles coming from the poles of M (a) - see p.|ll- the zeros of sinhybT
(except at y = 0) and the zeros of (y ± atanhft).
In this part of the field (x < o) $(a,y) is similar to that in 
Chapter III (eqn. 4.2). The only difference is in L (a) which is
T
replaced here by M+(a)/v^T . Hence all the properties of $(a,y),
dxcept property 1, and the results referred in Chapter III, §4, for the
region (0 £ 'y $ b, x < o) hold in the present case, too. Thus we
(*)have, as in Chapter III, eqn. (4.11),
ks inhBM2 (kcosh(3) exp (-kb s inh(3 )
T k(-ixcosh$ + ysinh(3)
sinh(kbsinh3)
e
n
M (a ) + n
e e
~  - ia , tanh$ b nb
e
H Tin • T_ o
b~ ian^tanhp
(4.4)
for 0 $ y <: b and x < 0,
r Z 2 #• n TT ,2 1 / 2 ,
where a  ^ = i-Y^ = 1 ---- *" k , k2 -> o and E is expressed by
l b 2
eqn. (4.3)
The first part on the right-hand side of eqn. (4.4) is the 
Reflected’ Kelvin-wave, travelling in the duct (o ^ y $ b , x < o) 
from the right to the left.
The other part of the solution (4.4) expresses the set of modes 
existing along the duct (cf. Chapter II, eqn. (3.1)).
Again for bk < tt all these modes are attenuated stationary waves 
whose amplitudes decrease exponentially as x decreases. In this 
case the only travelling wave in the duct is the above mentioned 
reflected Kelvin-wave. For bk > tt we have a finite number of
(*)
We take k =}= s (n = 1,2,...) (cf. Chapter II, §2, Note)
travelling modes inside the semi-infinite channel the amplitude of
which remains constant along the channel (cf. Chapter II, §2).
ii) x > o
In this case the contour in eqn. (4.5) may be closed in the lower 
half a-plane by adding a limiting semicircle, r_ say, out of a 
sequence of concentric semicircles (N = 1, 2,...) (centre at the
origin) lying in the lower half a-plane and not passing through any 
poles of $(ot,y) while the radius = |ot | tends to infinity as
N 00 (cf. Chapter III, §4).
To ensure the behaviour of M+(ct)/sinhyb in eqn. (4.2) on 
we will slightly rearrange (4.2) by writing M+(a) = M(a)/M_(a).
This leads to
 .....(4.5)
It will be shown now in a way similar to that in Chapter III, 
§ 4, that
sinhy (a-b) 1 e y + e
ysinhya M_(a) y + atanhB y - atanhB
J sinhy(a-b) ^yy
sinhya yi £ b
is finite for any N even if N 00. Indeed, since
Rey (a-b) + -Rey (a-b) -
 -------  e
I Bey a -Rey a
we conclude, easily that J remains finite for any Rey =j= 0 even if 
Rey -*■ ±°°.
On the other hand, because of the above arrangement of the
semicircles, when Rey = 0 on T , then y = Imy =}=,- and,
chose T _ so that y = - .(2.tA?.2L o < (5 < 1, we have
-N a ’
J =
sin(n+<5),ir
s m (a“b)
lindTT
i.e. J is finite for any N and this completes the proof that
is finite along as N ■* 00, that is along T .
The remaining terms in (4.5) give a contribution of order < 
as a -> 00. Hence
<Ka,y) 0 on r_N as R,. -> co
and this enables us to apply Jordan^ lemma on which gives
i dyi
<Ka,y)e da .= 0, x > 0
r„N (N + 00) ’
By using the Residue Theorem we now have (Fig. IV.2)
<Kx,y) = ~ i J Res{<I>(a,y)e ^aX) ..... (4.6
Strip of 
regularity P
•kcosh3
'~i
~N
if we
J
- 3  / 2I *
x poles in T
The residues in eqn. (4.6) come from the (simple) poles of the 
integrand in (4.5) which are located at the points
a = a-na -a = -ly = “ina na
_2 2
JL n- _ V2 1/2
n = 1,2,... (4.7)
and at the point where y +ott3h\k^ = 0, i.e. at
a = -kcosh(3 (4.8)
The residue at a - -a isna
ReSn{$(a,y)e 10tx} lim {(a + a )<Ka,y)e :Lax} naa->— a na
- lim 
a->- -ana
a '+ ana
sinhya (-i) E
sin{~(a-b) }a__________
(-i)IE M (“01 )
a na
, nrn+ - _ y urn
lim . , n  - a tanhga na
lirn
a a tanh3 na
+ia x na
= +E
sin(TTn^)
aa M (-a J na - na
iTTn
a
iTTn
TTn un
- ia tanhB + ia tanh3 ^a na a na
+ia x na
(4.9)
The remaining pole at a = -lccoshB gives the residue
Res, {<Ka,y)e iax) = lim { (a+kcosh3)$(a,y)e iax}
otr»- -kcoshB
i.e.
 ^  ^ It is assumed that k =}= —  , (n = 1,2,...) (cf. P«lt75 footnote).a
Res^{<i,(a,y)e *ax} =
_ Esinh{(a-b)ksinh3)cosh3 -ksinh3y + ikcosh3x 
kM_(-kcosh3)sinh(kasinh3) 6
_ isinh{(a-b)ksinh3} -kbsinh3 k(ixcosh3 “ ysinh3) 
sinh(kasinh3) 0 0
... (4
Hence from eqn. (4.9) and eqn. (4.10) the solution (4.6) becomes
<Kx »y)
k(ixcosh3 - ysinh3)
sinh(kasinh3) ” 0
00 sin(—2b) 
iE I- aa (a ) n=l na + na
lTTn 
a J
lTTn
Un
a ia tanh3 na
— + ia tanh8 
a na
........ (4.11)-
for 0 $ y ^ b and x > 0,
where a = iy = i na 'na
r 2 2
2-21- k2
1/2
, k2 -> 0 and E is given by (4.3)
The first part of the solution (4.11) represents a Kelvin-wave 
travelling in the direction of x increasing.
The second part of (4.12) gives the set of modes of the type 
described in Chapter II, §2, 2.1. We note that again for ka < tt all 
these waves are attenuated standing waves whose amplitude decays 
exponentially to zero in the positive x-direction.
4.2 REGION B (b $ y < a, - 00 < x < 00)
i) x < 0
From eqns. (2.i), (3.11) and (3.12) we get
.10)
ia x* 
na
$(a,y) = ~E
M+ (a)
sinhy(a-b)
y(a-y) -y(a-y)
y + atanh$ y - atanh$
....(4.12)
Obviously $(a,y) is even in y and so has no branch points.
The points a = ±k are regular points (removable singularities)
(cf. Chapter III, §4). $(a,y) is a meromorphic function of a as
the only singularities in it are (simple) poles coming from the poles 
of M+(ot) - see p.112.- the zeros of sinhY(a-b) (except Y = 0) and
the zeros of (Y - ottanhB).
To determine <Kx,y) for x < 0 we close the contour of the
integral in (4.5) in the upper half a-plane by adding a semicircle V ,
T
say, which is the limit, as N 00, from a sequence of concentric 
semicircles I1 (N = 1,2,...) in the upper half ct-plane which do not 
pass through any poles of $(a,y) and whose radius = |a^ | tends 
to infinity as N 00 (Fig. III.3).
In a similar manner as in case A (ii) of the preceding section
we can show that the function
e±Y(a-y)
sTnhT Ca-bT t for b S y  S a, 
is finite along even if N -> °°. Since the contribution of the
-.3 / 2
remaining terms in (4.12) is of order (a ) as a 00 in T >”k2,
• ' ""2, CQC #
the integral of $(a,y)e along F vanishes for x < 0 and thusT
cj)(x,y) = i^Res{$(a,y)e iax)   (4.13)
The poles of <j>(a,y) in the upper half a-plane are found at
a = antj (n = 1,2,...), where d = a-b, and a = kcosh$ ...(4
The residue at the pole a = is
.14)
Res {§(a,y)e ^ax} = 
n
r lim
d a hd
(a-y) 17m (a-y)
r- + iandtanhe r- - id^tanhB
(*)
-ia ,x 
nd
(4.15)
The residue at the pole a = kcosh3 is
Resk{$(a,y)e iax} =
M (kcoshB) . , \ * 1.0 *1 uo+ _. 10 -k(a-y)sinh6 - lkxcoshBE — 7’ V7 ■.— r sinhp.coshB e J
sinh(cksmhp)
ikM* (kcoshB)sinhB 
sinh(cksinhB)
-k(a+b)sinh3 k(-ixcoshB + ysinh3)G fi
(4.16)
Hence the solution <Kx,y) given by (4.13) becomes
<f)(x,y) =
ksinhgM* (kcoshB)exp {- (a+b)s inhg } * (_ixcoshf} + ysinhe)
sinh(dksinh3) e
- iE 2 Tm(-)n
n=l ,2
d^and
lTTn(a-y) i^ vi(a-y) 
e &
+ ia ,tanh3 ~ ia ,tanh3 d nd d nd
•ia ,x nd
(4.17)
for b <: y £ a and x < 0,
where a . = iy ■, = i nd nd
'22
i5:i- k2 1/2 , k2 + 0, d = a-b and E is
(*k) 1 nTT
We suppose that k f t - , (n = 1,2,...) (cf. footnote, p . 117)
given by (4.3).
The Kelvin-wave in (4.17) propagates from the right to the left 
in the geometric shadow zone and its amplitude is ekasinh£ t£mes ^ess 
than the amplitude of the reflected Kelvin-wave in the semi-infinite 
channel 0 $ y £ b, x < 0 (see eqn. 4.4).
The set of the modes in the series of (4.12) may also involve 
travelling waves in the shadow zone with constant amplitude. This 
happens if kd < it. For kd > u all the modes represent standing 
attenuated waves.
ii) x > 0
We rearrange the expression for <Ka,y) given in (4.12) by 
writing M+(a) = M(a)/M_(a). So we have
«(ct v) = -E ■‘j.frft'fo • 1 ,
’ Ysinlrya M_ (a)
+y(a-y) -y(a-y)
e + e
y + atanhg y ~ atanh$
To determine (f>(x,y) from (4.5) we close the contour in the lower 
half plane as in case (ii) in Region A (see Fig. IV.2). Also in a 
similar way as in case A(ii) we can show that
smhyb ±y(a-y) . , . ^— — .—I—  e 1  ^ with b < y < asmhya v N
is finite on T >T as N ■> oo and, since the rest terms in (4.18) 
-N
. -3/2 .
give a contribution of order a as a -»■ coi the integral of
^(a,y)e iax along vanishes as • N 00 and for x > 0.
Hence from the Residue Theorem and eqn. (4.5) we get, as in 
Region A (x > 0),
<j>(x,y) = -ijRes{$(a,y)e 10tx}  (4.19)
The poles of $(a,y) in the lower half a-plane are located at the 
points
(4.18)
a = -ana (n = 1,2,...) and a = -kcosh3 ....(4.20)
The residue at a = ”01^ is the following
Resn{^>(a,y)e 10tx} =
= E
/ \H • yTTn, v(-) .sm(— b) 
. -_____ a
aa M (-a )na - na
17m
(a-y) 17m (a-y)
Tm • , , 0 7m . , _
T  " na ® —  + lanat£inh5
ia x 
na
= E
sin(-—-b)  . a,
aa M (a ) na + na
17m 17m  
a J
TTn . Tin , . , _
 ia  tanhS —  + ia tanhRi.a na a na
ia x 
na
(*)
For the residue at a = -kcoshB we have
Res{Ka,y)e“iax}a _ _kcoshg
= E sinh (bksinhg) coshg  k[ixcosh3 + (a-y)sinh3] __
ksinh(aksinh3) M_(-kcosh3)
* sinh(bksinhP)exP [k(a-b)sinh3] k(ixcosh£ - ysinhB) 
sinh(aksinh3)
(4.22)
To obtain the last expression we have used eqns. (4.3) and (3.4)
The solution (4.17) becomes now:
(*)
We assume that k =}= ~  , n > 1 (cf. footnotes on p. \\~j and p. 120)
, = sinh(bksinhg)exp [k(a-b)sinh8] k (ixcoshg _ ysi„h8) ,v.
* sinh(aksinh3) 6
00 sin(-^b)
■j rp v ^
■% aa M (a T n=l na + na
iTrn iTTn y  y
a ae e
~  - ia tanh3 + ia tanh3 a na a na
ia x nae
(4.23)
for b £ y £ a and x > 0,
if 2where a. = iv = i 
ULSL 'na
(4.3).
r 2 2
a2
, k, ■-»- 0 and E is given by
As we show in the next section the above solution is the same 
as the solution for 0 £ y a, x  > 0 apart from an incident 
Kelvin wave <Jn .
4.3 NOTE REGARDING THE REGION (0 ^ y $ a, x  > 0)
We now compare the solutions (4.11) and (4.23) referred to the 
region x  > 0.
Let us consider first the Kelvin-waves of these solutions. Since 
s i n h ( b k s i n 6 ) e x p [ k ( a - b ) s i n h 8 ]  = I {ek a s i n h 8  _ k ( a - 2 b ) S i n h 0 } =
1 r -kasinh3 -kasinh3 , kasinhB k(a-2b)sinh3\= Y  - e  + e  - e s -
= sinh(kasinh3) “ sinh{k(a-b)sinh3}exp[-kbsinh3] ,
we shall have
sinh(bksinh3) exp [k(a~b)sinh3]  ^ sinh{k(a-b) sinh3)exp (-kbsinh3)
sinh(kasinh3) sinh(kasinh3)
(4.24)
The last relation shows that the Kelvin wave in the region (b $ y £ a,
x > 0) consists of the incident Kelvin wave d>. and the Kelvin wave
1
of the solution (4.11).
#•
On the other hand the series involved in (4.23) and (4.11) are 
exactly the same. Hence, we deduce that
= * i t W x >y)}0 $ y $ a  ....(4.25)
x > 0 x > 0
Taking, finally, into consideration the definition (1.1) of 4) 
in the whole field we conclude that
{<f>t(x,y)}b s y g a = U t(x,y)}0 g y $ a ....(4.26)
x > 0 x > 0
Thus the total surface elevation in the region x > 0 may be expressed 
as:
<f>t(x,y) =
sinh (blcsinh3) exp [k (a~b) s inh3J 
sinh(aksinh3)
sin (-^b)
- aa m Y oT )  n=l na + na
lTTn m
Tin . ^ , o—  - ia tanh3 a^ na —  + ia tanh3 a na
ia x na
(4.27)
for x > 0, 0 £ y £ a,
' , • , k(ixcosh3 ~ ysinh3) 'where d).=e J , a = i y = i
l 9 na na
k2 -* 0 and E is given by (4.3).
r 2 2
* n - k2
a2
1/2
The above result, as well as all the preceding ones for x < 0,
■«*
i llO f s be L'tk.VyC.) ‘\\\ ^
"IVa_ ^ j ^ Cv-ef & ^pecXVXv^ o|. ^ I^ < ? Vo. f U>Q^  O  V Ov 11 u d Jv G> (j D iu cj )'u,
6f  ^ VOSC s e c j i o ^  ^  c o u C  60. t l ' v  u OUT I t a  ’cresv •$*<-!i i a 'V
verify once more that the Wiener-Hopf technique enables us to determine 
the coefficients of the expression (3.1) in Chapter II.
Equations (4.4), (4.17) and (4.27) express completely the surface
elevation in the whole field of the bifurcated channel, provided that
, 1 irn Trn irn , - _
k T —  °r —  or , (n = 1,2,...).
4.4 THE LIMITING CASE WITH a -> «> AND b FINITE
Let us suppose that the boundary at y = a is removed to infinity, 
i.e. a °°, while b remains finite. The problem then degenerates 
to the previous one (Chapter III) and one might expect intuitively that 
the solution of the present closed-field problem should be extended to 
include the solution of the preceding open-field problem in the limit 
a -> °o. Upon this we note the following remarks:
1. Consider first the region x > 0. The Kelvin wave term of 
the solution (4.27) becomes
sinh(bksinh3)exp(~lcbsinh3) as a ->• 00
On the other hand each of the terms of the series in (4&!:) 
tends to zero as a ->• but the sum of this series remains 
indeterminate. So the solution regarding finite a cannot 
be extended to describe the field in the region x > 0 for 
a ->■ °°.
We might note that the above sum corresponds^ as a "*■ to 
the integral coming from the path along the branch-point cut 
in the open-field problem.
A similar situation appears in the region x < 0 ,  b < y < a  
as follows from the solution (4.17).
Let us examine now the solution in the region x < 0,
0 ^ y $ b which is given by (4.4). As we have noted 
concerning this solution, it differs from the solution in 
the corresponding region of the preceding problem only as 
regards the term M+(a) which is replaced there by 
/b~.L+(a) (see Chapter III, eqn. (4.11)).
We get already from (3.1) as a -> 00 with jlmaj < k2:
lim M(a) = lim s
(a-b)y “(a-b)y
a oo Y eYa - e~Ya
_ sinhyb ^  e(a-b)&
Y a -> 00 ,Ya
= b.
sinhyb
ybeyb
= b L(a,b)
....(4.28)
To identify the solution (4.4) for a **• 00 with that given 
in Chapter III, eqn. (4.11), it remains to show that
lim M+(a) 
a *> 00
= */b L+(a,b)
which is, however, not obvious.
Ch a p t e r V
RADIATION AND TRANSMISSION OF LONG 
WAVES FROM A ROTATING SEMI-INFINITE 
CHANNEL ENCLOSED WITHIN PARALLEL WALLS
In t r o d u c t i o n
In this chapter we investigate the radiation and transmission 
of long waves from a semi-infinite J - duct enclosed between
two parallel walls, the whole system being rotated.
The field is stimulated by a Kelvin wave propagated to the 
right inside the semi-infinite channel.
Again an exact and rigorous solution is obtained over all 
parts of the field by performing the Fourier transform directly 
to the differential equation of the effect examined, as previously.
The solution agrees with the general forms given in Chapter II 
regarding the existing modes in a rotating channel.
As in the cases discussed in the preceding Chapters we can 
adapt the final solution of the present problem to corresponding 
electromagnetic and acoustic problems by. taking Q = 0.
The case of reflection of a Kelvin wave at the open end of 
a rotating semi-infinite channel alone ie. without the presence 
of the parallel infinite walls, has been investigated by Packman 
(1969). Also Crease (1958) has discussed the open region case but 
with a harmonic incident wave.
§1 Stat e m e n t o f the Pr o blem
Fig. V.1 shows the geometry of the field considered
yj
\
 ^ • 
(o,a)
Region I
(o,b) a-b=d
------- ;---- :------- X ■o — -------- -> d>.
Region II
Region III
(o,-b)
(o,-a)
Fig. V.l
The semi-infinite channel:
y = ±b , x < 0 a
whose barriers are supposed infinitely thin, is enclosed within the 
parallel walls:
y = ±a , - oo < x < co (a > b. > 0)
and the whole system is assumed rotating.
The region between the walls is occupied by the fluid and its 
depth (h) is supposed constant.
The exitation is due to the travelling Kelvin wave
1
c(ia)x k(ixcoshg-ysinh$)<b. = e = e *
1
coming from the left to the right inside the semi-in finite channel.
We shall determine the surface elevation <{> assuming that the"C
motion takes place according to Equations of motion (3.15), Chapter I9 
where again £j is replaced by ■ $ •
Also
= kcsinh$, m = kccoshg 
as in Chapter III, . § 19 and
k =’----- with c2 - gh
' -c2 •
(see Chapter I, equ. 3.16).
We divide the whole field into the following regions:
Region I (b < y < a9 < x < °°)
Region II (--b < y < b, -«> < x < 00)
and
Region III (-a < y < -b9 < x < <»)
and define the function (J> as follows:
= <j>, b<|y|<a (Regions I and. II)
w \y\^> (Region II)
(1.1)
The additional conditions which the acceptable solution must 
satisfy are the following: .
7^ - - itanh3 = 0 < 9y 8x
on y = a, -» < x < « (a) 
on y = -a, < x < «> (3)
..(1.2)
and
- itanhB - 0 "
ay ax
for y = b ± 0 , x < 0  (a)
..(1.3)
for y = -b±0, x < 0 (3)
Conditions (1.2) and (1.3) express that the normal component 
of the velocity vanishes on the boundaries.
Also
-itanhB
ay ax y=rb+0 - itanh3 ay 3xJy=--|
, — co<X<°°
)-°
 (1 .*0
which express the continuity of the normal velocity across the lines 
(y = ±b, -00 < x < °°) and
$(x9 ±b ? 0) + (cf>.) <J>(x ± b ± 0), x > 0 ...(1.5)
•y=±b
expressing that the surface elevation of the fluid is continuous 
across the half-lines (y = ±b, x > 0) . The upper (lower) signs of 
the above equations go together.
The solution y) - and <{)(x, y) - must, finally, satisfy
the following edge conditions at the edges (0, ±b) :
<f> = 0 (1) as x -> 0 ± 0 on y = ±b (1.6)
a
and
= 0(£y*) as x -> 0 + 0 on y = ±b (1.6)g
The assumptions concerning k and w given in Chapter III, 
§1, also hold in the present case.
Because of the continuity of $ in the whole field except
<f>(x > y) j as defined in equ. (1.5) 9 is continuous everywhere except
across the lines (y = ±b, -°° < x < <») .
Using the same arguments as in the case of the bifurcated channel 
(Chapter IV, § 1), we deduce that the Fourier transforms $(a, y )  ,
$-,(a, y) and $ (a, y) of <f>(x, y) in x , as defined in Chapter III,
TT —
§1, exist in the whole field and are regular in the regions |t | < tq ,
t > -t and t < tq of the a-plane respectively, where
(possibly) across the half-lines (y = ±b, x < 0) , the function
Of 1
§2. Derivation o f t h e Ba s i c Equations
Applying the two-sided complex Fourier transform to equ. (3.15)-^
of Chapter I we get in the same way as in Chapter III, §2, the differ­
ential equation
_ y2 $(a, y) = 0  (2.1)
1
where y = (a2-k2)2 is defined in App. A, §2.
Equation (2.1) holds in the whole field ( jy J < a) and its 
general solution is
$(a, y) = A* e Yy + Bj eYy (Region I, b < y < a)
- A2 e“Yy + B2 eYy (Region II, |y| <b)
= A3 e Yy + B3 (Region III, -a < y < -b) .
.......(2.2)
The unknown A^, B^ (i = 1., 2, 3) are functions of a but not 
of y .
Applying the two-sided Fourier transform to the boundary conditions 
(1.2) we get, as in Chapter III (equ. 2.5),
$'(a, ±a) - atanhft $(<*» ±a) = 0  .......(2.3)
and by virtue of (2.2) we obtain
. _ v y-atanh3 2ya fn M
and
A j =  (2.5)
3 3y+atanh3
Taking next the two-sided Fourier transform of equ. (l.U) we get
$’(a,±b+0) - atanhg $(a,±b+0) = $?(a9±b-0) - atanhg o(a,±b-0)
 (2.6)
Using again equ. (2.2) we obtain for y = b
% - * . -r ».-•.> S S S * * * ’*  < * «
and similarly for y = -b
A3 - A2 = (B3-B2) 2 3 | S g L  e"2^  .......(2.8)
We put for convenience
u = IZ«tanh3 '  (2.g)
y+atanh3
By solving the set of equs. (2.k) and (2*7) with respect to Al­
and Bj we get
A2-yB2e2Yb A2e 2Tb-pB2
Al = 2ya 2yb 6 -2yb -2ya   (2-10)
e 1 -e 1 e -e
and
A2-uB2e2Yb
Bi  = "— 5----- 771T  (2 .11)1 / 2ya 2ybvy(e -e )
Solving the set of equs. (2.5) and (2.8) with respect to A 3 and 
B3 we obtain
ft ■ -2yb . A2“yB2e .
S3 = — — ---5“T—  ...... (2.13)
Equations (2.10.), (2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) express the unknown 
functions Al5 A3, Bl9 B3 in terms of the unknown functions A2 and 
B2 which can be determined from a set of two Wiener-Hopf equations.
Next taking the one-sided Fourier -transform (from -°° to 0) of 
equ. (1.3) we have (cf. Chapter III, equ. 12.^)
$Ma, b±0) - atanh3 $_(a, b±0) - itanh3 <f>(0, b) = 0
. . . . . . ( 2 . 1 U )
a
and
$Ua, -b±0) - atanh3 $_(a, -b±0) - itanh3 )^(0,-b) = 0
...... ( 2 . 1 ^
provided that <}>(0, ±b+0) = <f>(0, ±b-0) = <j>(0, ±b) '.
From equs. (2.1^) and (2.6) (upper sign) we get
$'(a, b-0) - atanh3 $,(a, b-0') + itanh3-<j>(°> b) =+ + ■
= o'(a, b+0) - atanh3 §,(a, b+0) + itanh3 <J>(0, b) . = ¥.(a, b)
+ T T -
 (2.15)a
and similarly from equ. (2.1^)e and (2.6) (lower sign) we obtain
p
$’(a, -b-0) - atanh3 $,(a, -b-0) + itanh3 ({’(Os -b) =+ +
= <±>‘(a, -b+0) - atanh3 $^(01, -b+0) + itanh3 (0, -b) =
+ +
T+(
 (2.15)
V o,-b)T
say
say
Finally, applying the one-sided Fourier transform to equ. (1.5)
we have (Chapter III, equ. 2.11)
$ (a, b-0) 4 iexp,(-kbsinhJL) = j (a, b+0)   (2.16)
+ kcosh3+a + a
and
Using equs. (2.2) , (2.1U) and (2.15) we obtain for ^.(a, b) II a a +
¥ (a, b) = - A2(y+atanh3)e Yb + B2(y~atanh3)eYb .
T
 (2.1?)a
Similarly using equs. (2.2) , (2.1^) and (2.15)„ we have for 
1 II p 3
^(arb)
'Pja, -b) = - A2(y+atanh3)e+Yb + B2(y~atanh3)e Yb
......(2.17)g
Equations (2.17) express ¥.(a, ±b) in terms of the unknown A?, B2
T
Next we define the functions F_(a, b) and F_(a, -b) as
Fja, b) = |j$_(a, b+0) - $_(a, b-0 )| ...... (2.18)^
and
F_(a, -b) = -b-0) - $_(a, -b+0)j   (2.18)
Then from (2.2)_ (2.16) and the above definition of F (a, b).
X 3 11 Ot
we get
2F_(a, *) = (A1-A2)e-^ + ( B ^ ) ^(kcosh3+a)
......(2.19) a
Similarly, from (2.2)^ .^ , (2.2)^^-, (2.l6)g and the definition of 
F_(a, -b) we obtain
2B> .  - >  * ‘■ ' g S g f a  ■ * (B r B2>e_Yb
 .... (2.19)«
On the basis of equs. (2.10) and (2.11) equ. (2.19) becomes
a
2F (a b ) + =
— 3 kcoshB+a
A2-yB2e2yb
2ya 2yb e -e
2ya
e 1 - A2
-yb e 1 +
+ «
A2-pB2e2yb
, 2ya 2ybv B2(e y (e -e )
yb
and after some algebra we obtain
2F (a, b) * ley (t > f nhB) kcosh3+a V  vJ 2ya 2yb e -e
 (2.20)
a
Also by using (2.12) and (2.13) equ. (2.19) takes the form
P
2F (o _b) + -.ie»pl^|inhB)
- kcosh3+a
A2-yB2e—2yb
-2ya -2yb e -e
e_2ya _ yb e1 +
+ J
A2-JjVB2e-2yb
ft(e-2ya_e-2yb) .2Bo >e
-yb
which finally becomas
2F {o> _b) + iexp.;,4^phBi
- kcosh3+a
^  A2e-Yb-ftB2e“Y(2a+b) 
+ e-2ya_e-2yb
 (2.20)o
Eqns. (2.20) express F_(a, ±b) in terms of the unknown A2, B2
We define now two new functions "by the equations
Sjct) e v ( a ,  h) + v (a, -b) .....(2.21)
T T T
D_(a) = F_(a, b) - F_(a9 -b) ......(2.22)
Then in virtue of equs. (2.17) we shall have
S (a) = 2coshyb{- A2(y+atanh8) + B2(y-atanh3)} ...(2.23)+
On the other hand by substituting (2.20) and (2.20) in (2.22)
a p
we obtain
2D ( ) + ifexp  ^~k'bsinh^) ~exP(kbsinhg)\ _ 
\ kcoshg+a J ~
U 2e ^ B 2er(2a+hy A2e-fb^ B 2e'y(2a+l>^
2ya 2yb -2 a -2 b
e -e a -e
= (1 *■£>
from which we get finally
/ \ isinh(kbsinhg) _ J, 1 w  ,sinhy(2a-b)-sinhyb
D-(a) " kcoshg+a - 20  + f)(-A2^ 'B2) 1 _cosh{fera_t )}
Substituting (2.9) in the above equation we obtain
^ x isinh(kbsinhg)
D-(o) - kcosh3+a =
~A2(y+atanh3)+B2(y-atanhg) sinhy (2a-b)-sinhyb
- y -----------------     .---- ------------------
y2-a2tanh28 1-cosh{2y(a-b)}
......(2.2*0
Eliminating now the term {-A2(y+atanh3)+B2(y-cttanh3)} between 
equs. (2.23) and (2.2*0 we get
T) ( ) isinh(kbsinh3)
-  kcosh3+a__ _ y______ sinhy(2a-b) -sinhyb
S (a) 2(y2-a2tanh2g) coshyb. (1-cosh2y(a-b)}+
or
p ■ _ isinh(kbsinh3) _ jv  ycoshyasinhv(a-b)
kcosh3+a + 2(Y2-a2tanh23)coshyb.sinh2y(a-b)
from which we get after some manipulation
D ' / x isinh(kbsinh3) _ cosh23  ycoshya —  / %
- a kcosh3+a 2(a2-k2cosh23) cosh^1:)*sinhy(a-b) + “
—  ......(2.25)
Equation (2.25) is of Wiener-Hopf type.
Next, to derive the second Wiener-Hopf equation we proceed as follows 
Let us define a new couple of functions D (a) and S (a) by theT
equations:
' . D+(<*) = Y+(ci, b) * ¥+(a, -b) , ......(2.26)
S_(a) = F_(a, b) + F_(a, -b) . ......(2.27)
Using now equs. (2.2.9.) we get for D (a)"T
D+(a) = 2sinhyb{A2(y+atanh3) + B2(y~atanh3)} .....(2.28)
Also S_(a) by means of equs. (2.20) is expressed as
/ \| i exp(-kbsinh3)+exp(kbsinh3)
- a 2 kcosh3+a
2 u
A2eYb-yB2eY(2a+b) A2e~Yb-yB2e~Y(2a+b)'
+
2ya 2yb -2ya -2ybe -e e -e
and after some algebra we have
q ( \ + icosh(kbsinh3) _ 1/. .1 \ fcoshy(2a-b)-coshyb^ 
- a kc.osh3+a' 2 y \ 1-cosh2y(a-b) J
Substituting now (2.9) in the above equation we get
+ ...... —
kcosh3+ot
y{-A-2 (y+atanhg }+B£ (y a t  anhg)} 'coshy (2a-b) -coshyb
y2-a2tarih23 1-cosh2y(a-b)
(2.29)
Eliminating» next9 {A2(Y+atanh3)+B2(Y-a'fcanh3)} between (2.28) 
and (2.29) we get
g ( \ + cosh(kbsinhg)
-________kcoshg+ct • _   y{ coshy (2a-b ) -coshyb\________
D+(a) 2(y2-a2tanh23)sinhylD{1-cosh2y(a-b)}
which gives finally
/ x icosh(kcsinh3) _ _ cosh23  y sinhy_a_____ D (
- a kcoshg+a 2(a2-cosh23) * sinhYb .sinhy(a-b) + a
Equation (2.30) is also of Wiener-Hopf type.
(2.30)
§3 Solu t i o n of t h e Ba s i c Equations
In this section -we solve the Wiener-Hopf equations (2.25) and (2.30) 
derived in the preceding section.
Let us consider first equ. (2.25).
We have first of all to factorize the function
H(a) = ,coshyb.gjjihyd g , .......(3-1)
dy.coshya v '
It is obvious from (3.1) that N(a) is even in y and hence the 
points a = ±k are not branch points. In fact N(a) is a meromorphic 
function of a and so to factorize it we could apply the procedure 
concerning the infinite product expansion of such functions 
(Cf. Chapter IV, §3).
However, since N(a) can be written as
N(a) - e ^coshyb(yd) e^ ^sinhyd _ 
-vE
e ' coshyd
^ K(a, b)L(a, d)
K(a, a) 5
where
K(a, c) = e ^Ccoshyc (c = a or b)  (3.2)
and '■
L(a, d) = (yd) 1e ^sinhyd  (3*3)
and because the factorization of L(a, d) has already been used (see 
III, §3 ) while the factorization of K(a, c) is known (Noble, p. 103),
we need not proceed to factorize it anew.
The expressions for K+(a) are the following:
K (a, c) = /coskc exp{^^(l - c + Log + i ~)\ x 
+ V ^ e ° 2kc 2 J
(3.10
where
i
m = m - 2 5
'I 2
c = Euler’s constant e
and
K (a, c) = K,(-a, c) — + (3.5)
The basic properties of L(a), L (a) and L (a) have been des-
T *"
crihed in Chapter III, §3 and will not he repeated here. We note only
some properties of K(a) as well as K (a) and K-(a) .
+  —
The function K(a) has branch points at a = ±k and no other 
(finite) singularities but it has zeros at the points
The function K (a) has only one singularity in the finite’ a-plane:
T ' ■ *
the branch point at a = -k .. K (a) has no poles but has zeros at
T
which all belong to the lower half a-plane t < -k2 . So K+(a) is 
regular and free of zeros in the upper half a-plane x > -k2 •
f— 9_ • miT 1 9a = ±a—  = ±iy—  = ±i —5 k^me me c^
1
2
a = -a
Similarly (as follows immediately from (3*5)) K_(a) has just one
(finite) singularity: the branch point at a = +k . K (a) has no
poles but it has zeros at the points
a = +a/ i\ = i (m-2 )c (m - 1, 2, ...)
all belonging to the upper half a-plane t > k2 , and hence K_(a) is 
regular and non zero in the lower half plane r < k2 .
Lastly we note that from the construction of K+(a) it follows 
that (Noble, p. 10U):
K+(a) = 0( 1) as a -»■ » •  (3*6)
in the appropriate half-planes of regularity.
We now return to the function li(a) . We can write
N(a) = N (a) . N (a)  ..(3*7)
+  — a
where
K+(a, b).L+(a, d) K_(a, b) L_(a, d)
N (a) = -----------y— -—  and N (a) = -----------------+ K.la, a; - K (a, a)
T — - '
.......(3»T)g
Then N+(a) and N__(a) have the following properties. First
N+(a) = Rj-a)  '.(3.8)
Also R (a) has no branch points (the branch points of K (a, a)+-------- -- T
and K (a, b).L (a, d) cancel each other). R^(a) has zeros at the + + +
zeros of K.(a, b) and L L(a, d) , i.e. at the points+ *r
a = -a
(m-§ )b
-l (m-i)2  ^ k2 (m = 1, 2, •...)
(3.9)
ana
a = ~“nd = -1 - *2) (n = 1, 2, ...) , d = a-b
(3.9),
These zeros lie all in the lower half a-plane x < -k2 . Moreover 
N (a) has poles, the zeros of K (a, a) , at the points
i T
a = -a
(m-i) a (m = 1, 2, . . . )  . . (3 .10 )
The poles of N+(a) also lie in the lower half a-plane (x < -k2) 
Hence R+(a) is regular and non-zero in the upper half a-plane 
x > -k2 . Therefore, N_(a) has no branch points, too, but it has 
zeros at the points
a = +a / i and a = +a (m-2)b nd (3.11)
and also poles at
a = +a/ i\ (m-2 )a    (3*12)
Since the poles, and the zeros lie all in the upper half a-plane 
(x > k2) , N_(a) is regular and non-zero in the lower half plane 
x < k2 .
Finally, from the behaviour of K+(a) and L+(a) as a ■* 00 in 
the appropriate half planes (see equ. (3*5) and Chapter III, equ. (3.6)) 
we can see that •
N+(a) 'v | a| 2 as a -> 00 in the appropriate half planes.
.......(3.13)
On the "basis of this factorization of N(a) ecu. (2.25) can he 
■written as
isinh(kbsinh3) cosh23 S (a)
D (a) =  ---------:---------------------:----- +
or
kcosh3+a 2(a2-k2cosh23)d 11 (a).N (a)
a-kcosh3 cosh23 S (a) 
(a-kcosh3)D_(a)N_(a) = isinh(kbsinh3)N_(a)-
a+kcosh3 2d(a+kcosh3)N+(a)
Decomposing now N (a)fa
- ^a+kcosh.3 in the usual way -we get
(a-kcosh3)N_(a)D_(a) - ~ ~ . (a-kcosh3)+2kcosh3N_(-kcosh3) }
_ _ isinh(ksinh3).2kcosh3.N-(-kcosh3) _ cosh23 —  / \
a+kcosh3 d(a+kcosh3)N+(a) * S+ ^
 (3.110
The right hand side of the above expression is regular in the lower
half plane t < while the left hand side is regular in the upper half
plane t > -t . Moreover from the definition of D (a) and S. (a)
o +
and the edge conditions (1.6) we deduce that
D_(a) = 0( | a| ) as a -*■ 00 in t < To
and
S (a) = 0(1) as a ->• 00 in t > -t .+ o
Hence we conclude in the same way as in previous problems (see 
Chapters III, §3, or IV, §3) that each of the members in (3*1*0 is zero 
and thus, using also (3*8), we have
(3.15)
with
„ _ Ifikdsinh(bksinhB) „ , „\s "  ■ — --------—  H+(kcoshB) .  (3.15)3.
Equ. (3.15) is the solution of (2.25).
We now turn to equ. (2.30). The factorization of the function
M(a) = = M+(«).M_(a) ......(3.16)
has been referred to the case of the bifurcated channel (see Chapter 
IV, §3 ) and so it is known.
Hence equ. (2.30) becomes
(a-kcosh3)M (a) . S. (a) + icosh(kcsinh3) M (a) . a =
- - “ a+kcosh3
------- oosh^B----- - ( ......(3.17)
2(a+kcosh3)M, (a) ++
Next, the term M_(a) can be decomposed in the usual way,
i.e.
M-(a) a+kcoshg = -a+kyshB{M-(“)(“"kcoshB)+2M-(“Icooshe)kcoshe} '
2M_( -kcosh3)kcosh3 
a+kcosh3
and thus equ. (3-1T) becomes
(a-kcosh3)M (a).S (a) I icosh(kbsinh3)(M-(a)(or-kcoshB) +2M+(kcoshB).kcoshB> 
- * - a+kcosh3
+2ikM (-kcoshB)cosh3 cosh(kbsinhB) cosh23 D (a)~ +
a+kcosh3 2(a+kcosh3) M (a)+
 (3-18)
D+(a) and S_(a) are, according to their definitions, of the same order 
as S+ and D_(a) respectively as a -* 00 in the appropriate half-planes 
of regularity.
Moreover M+(a) = M^(-a) a 2 as a -> 00 ■with t > -k2 . Thus 
"by repeating the same argument as in the previous cases and applying 
the extension of Liouville's theorem, ve find that each member of 
(3.18.) equals zero. Hence, since also M (a) = M (-a) , ve have
"r
D+(cx) itikcosh(kbsinhe) (kcosh3) 
cosh$ +
vith
= iHkcosh(kbsinhe) (keoah8) 
D cosh$ +
M+(a) = Ed M+(a)
(3.19)
(3.19).
Equ. (3*19) is the solution of (2.30).
By virtue of (3*15) and (3*19) ve can find the unknovn functions 
A_^ , B_^  (i = 1, 2, 3) involved in the solution (2.2) of $(a, y) . 
Indeed, from equs. (2.23) and (2.28) ve determine A2 and B2 • Next 
from (2.10),.(2.11), (2.12) and (2.13) or alternatively from (2.10), 
(2.U), (2.12) and (2.5) ve can find the remaining unknovn functions 
A}, B]_, A2 and B2 respectively. So ve find
Ai = -
Bi
Ao ~
B o  =
S + D + + eYa
My+atanh$) sinhyd
5
S + D + +
enra
My-atanhft) sinhyd
a
1
— - N
s+
My+atanhft) sinhyh coshyh^
1
f D+ S+
l+(y-atanh3) ^sinhyh + coshyh
   (3-20)
.......(3.20)
(3.21)
. . . . . . . ( 3 .21)
vhere S 
d = a-b
V 5* ' e"Ya
+ U(y+atanh3) sinhyd ’ ......
S+ - D+ . ^
®3 + l4.(y-atanh3) sinhyd 5  (3.22)^
and D are given by (3-15) and (3• 19) respectively and
T T
§£| The Field Function cjiCxj y)
The solution <f>(x, y) is given "by means of the Fourier inverse
4>(x, y) = ~r $(a, y)e laxdct , '  (U.1)
where the path of integration has been chosen to be the real axis.
In the rest of this Chapter we determine <f>(x, y) in the various 
portions of the field.
1 REGION I (a < y < b, -«» < x < «>)
From equs. (2.2) and (3*20) we get for this region
-y(a-y)D + S + +
ey(a-y)
ilsinhyd y+atanh£ ■
(b.2)
$(a, y) is evidently even in v while D, and S are+ +
regular at a = ±k and hence $(a, y) has no branch points.
The points a = ±k are regular (removable singularities, cf. 
Chapter III, §^). $(a, y) is a meromorphic function and its poles
come from the poles of D and S , the zeros of sinhyd (except
+ T
y = 0 ) and the zeros of y ± cttanh3 . We determine below the solution 
for x > C and x < 0 separately.
i) x < 0
Expressing D+ and S+ from (3.19) and (3.15) respectively we
have for §(a, y) :
$(a, y) = -
Ed M+(a) + Eg N+(a) reY(a-y) e~y(a-y)'
sinhyd wy+atanh3 y-atanh3< -.(U.3)
To find <j>(x, y) for x < 0 we close the contour of the integral
as in the case (B, i) of Chapter IV {%k) by adding the limiting
.-circle [ ,(R- -*■ 00) in the upper half-plane. Then, since the term 
+ + +
semi-
±y(a-y)
sinhyd with b < y < a
(*)is finite along { , while the contribution of the remaining termsT
in (U.3)'is of order |a| 2 as |a| 00 in the upper half-plane, the
integral of $(a, y)e 
lemma) and hence
-lax
along f+ vanishes for x < 0 (Jordan’s
<f>(x, y) = i I Res{$(a, y)e laX} . (k.k)
The poles of $(a,'y) in the upper half-plane are at
a = a .  = i y . = : i nd 'nd
r 2 2 ^2
k2
d2 , (n = 1, 2, ...)
and
a = kcosh3 .
The residue at the pole a ~ a ^ is found to be
Res^-fXa, y)e lax} =
(-)nTm
d2a A nd
nrn (a-y) lirn(a-y)
tth . • a. , 0 Trn . . , „T~+ia ^tanh3 ~-- ia ntanh3d nd d nd
►e
-ia x 
nd
(^.5)
(*) We can prove it in a way similar to that in IV, p.l|&.
The residue at the pole a = kcosh$ is
Resk{$(a, y)e laX} =
{EDM+(kcoshe)+EsM+(kcoshe)} ' -k(a-y)sinh6-ikxcoshB
----------------------  —  smhg.coshg e /■'
 (U.6)
Then, by virtue-of equs. (^.5) and (J+.6), equ. '(^.U) gives
[E M (kcosh$)+E0N, (kcosh3)3 w  * -uo. • -uoD + S + . , „ , „ , , . , k(-ixcosh3+ysinh3- i ----r— ~ r-r:— -■  ----------  sinh$?cosh$ exp(-kasmh.3)e
Usinh(ksinh3)
In-1 nd L
E M (a J.+E0(
D + nd ' S and)]"
lira(a-y) .lira,. x+-4-(a-y)
im,. • . . Tin . , . n
-— ELa _tanh3   ia ntanh3d nd d nd
re_1“ndX
for b < y < a and x '< 0 ,
. fir2n2 o'
where d = a-b , a , = i —75 k2nd d^ and k2 0
E and E^ are given by (3-15)T and (3*19)T respectively,b 1) JL X
The first part of the solution represents a Kelvin wave travelling 
to the left in the geometrical shadow region above the semi-infinite 
channel.
The remaining part of the solution (series) involves all the 
modes existing in the region A for x < 0 . For kd > tt there is a 
finite number of travelling modes propagated in this shadow zone. For 
kd < it all the modes represent standing waves, the amplitude of which 
decays exponentially to zero as x decreases.
The terms in the curled brackets correspond to the terms of the 
Siam in equ. (3-’1)» Chapter II (cf. Chapter III, equ. ^.11).
ii) x > 0
To examine the behaviour of $(a9 y) , given by (U.2), in the 
present case we replace S and D by their equivalents using equs.
T T
(3.19) and.(3.15) as well as equs. (3.1) and (3.16). From these equa­
tions we obtain
S (a) = EqN (a) = E = E sinhyd 1_^
+ S + S W (a) S dycoshya N (a)
' +  —
and
p + W  eD M_(a) D ysinhya M_(a)
(U.9)
and hence equ. (^.2) takes the form
,t ..i _ ’ lirn coshyb 1 . „ sinhyb 1
$(a5 y) = - r  Eo T~~Tt~T ~ - / r + E_ — Tit---77*7S dycoshya N_(a) D ysinhya M_(a)
j(a-y) e~y(a-y)
x +
jy+atanh$ y-atanhg 
(U.10)
To determine the field function <|>(x, y) for x > 0 we close the 
contour of,integration in equ. (1*.1) as in case B(ii) of the preceding 
problem (bifurcated channel), i.e. by adding a limiting semi-circle 
f in the lower half a-plane. Then since the terms
smhyb _±y(a-y) „ coshyb .Ay(a-y) ...........— . -■ *—  e 17 and ---r^—  e 17 with b < y < asmhya coshya J
are finite along f_ and the contribution of the remaining terms in
—3/ 2 — *
(1k 10) is of order a as a -*• 00 s the integral of <±>(a, y)e laX
along f_ vanishes for x > 0 .
Hence
<J>(x, y) = - i E Res{$(a, y)e 1CtX} .  (U.11)
The poles of $(a, y) in the lower half a-plane are located at 
the points
a = ma  ^a* 5 n = 1, 2, ... ,
(the zeros of sinhya in t < k2) ,
_ .((m-i)27r2= - a, n  = -i<----S —  - kz > ,(m~2 )a i az J m - 1 , 2, ... ,
(*)
(the zeros of coshya in t < k2).
(in the following we write for convenience m instead of (m-§) ;
so a, n \ = a— )(m-gja ma
and at
a = - kcosh$ .
The residue at a = -a- is found to he the followingma °
(*) In a similar way as for sinhya (cf* Chapter III, §U) we can show 
that the zeros of coshya , determined hy y = -i(m-g)Tr/a , lie on 
those branches of the hyperbola, to = k|k2 where y is imaginary 
(negative) and they are given by
. mirbs m ---
D a
ij-actm M, (a ) a + ma
,imirH y im.Tr
a y
mTr • . , » nnr .. , icon tanh3 —  +ia tanhSa a • a ma
ia x
ma
(U.12)
For the residue at a = -a , Res_ say, we havema m
Res_{$(ci, y)e lax} = .lim (a+a_.^(a, y)e laX
a->~a_ma
( - ) %  cos(^)  o______a
lj-daa— N (-a_ ) ma - ma
litnr
a (a-y)
lnnr(a-y)
+ mr~ mTr
“  -ia_ tanh3 ”  +ia_ tanh3 a ma a ma
ia—  x na 
e ,
since
lim
a->-a_ma
a+a_ma
(coshya^
l \ m  —  (-) TTm
a2a—ma
The above residue may be written in a more convenient form as 
follows:
Res_{$(a, y)e lax} = m
/rnTrbx+lE_ . cos( )
d a
ifdaa_ N (+a—  ) na + ma
lmir
a y
lmir
mir mir
ia tanh3 +ia— tanh3 a jna a ma
► e
ia— x ma
Lastly, the residue at a = -kcosh3 is
Resk($(a, y)e iaX} =
cosh3
Ilk
E, cosh(khsinh3) sinh(kbsinh3)
N (-kcosh3) dcosh(kasinh3) M (-kcosh3) sinh(kasinh3)
k[ixco sh 3+(a-x)s inh3 3
By substituting (3.15)j and (3*19)j in the above equation we
obtain
Resk{$(a, y)e lax} =
{ c o 3 h ( k a s in h B ) - s l n h ( k a s i n h B ) } e k[ly-C O S h B - (a~y)sinhg:l
isinh(2kbsinh3) k( ixcosh3~ysinh3) 
sinh(2kasinh3)
(U.lU)
By (U.12), (U.13) awd (1*./|1|) equ. (H.11) becomes
,/ % sinh(2kbsinh3) k(ixcosh3-ysinh3)
y) sinh(2kasinh3) 6 +
I
„ . nrrrb00 E^ s m ---D a
m~1 haa M,(a ) ma + ma
innr lm ir
■ v 3 ia x ma
• a. in mir ,. ■ . , .—  -ia tanhB —  +ia tanh3a ma a ma
„  ,mirtK
I — ---------- 1m=1 Udaa_ N , (a_ ) ma + ma
lmiT
mir jl. i , ia— tannf
a ma
lm ir_ —_y
e
—  +ia— tanh3{ a ma j
1 C U  X
ma
7T2m 2 1
for b < y < a and x > 0 .where a = iv - i(~o k2) ,ma ' ma
9—2 1—  i • /TT^ mr i 2\?m = m-§ s a— - i(— ?---  ^ ’na a^ k2)2, ko 0 and
E0j E are given by (3-15)T and (3-19)T respectively.
D l) J. J.
The first part of the above solution represents the Kelvin wave 
propagated from the left to the right.
The remaining part of the solution (U.15) includes all the modes
(positive), all the modes in the above series are. standing waves
whose amplitude decays exponentially to zero in. the positive x-direction.
We note that the terms of both series in the above solution (U.15) 
correspond to the terms of the series in equation (3*^), Chapter II, 
as can be easily verified if we replace the expressions
respectively. So the Wiener-Hopf technique again helps us to determine 
the constant coefficients in (II, 3*^) for the problem and the region 
considered.
The above solution (U.’15)> having been found for the region 
(b < y < a, x > 0) , holds not only in this region but in the whole 
field x > 0 as we shall see in the next sections.
existing in the semi-infinite channel |y[ < a, x > 0
Again for 2ak < n , since all a and <x_ are pure imaginary
ma ma
, lum
' ±i r yand ee
by their equivalents
Trn , . . Trn , irm , . . Trmcos—^  ± lsm-^hr ana cos— y ± i s m — y a a a a
U.2 REGION II (-b < y < b 9 < x < «>) 
Equs. (2.2) and (3.21) give
v D+ ' e " ^  ew S+
' e- W  evr
4sinhyb y+atanh$ ‘ y-atanhg Hcoshyb y+atanh3 y-atanhf^
.......(h.16)
The function $(a9 y) has no branch points. The points a = ±k 
are removable singularities (cf. Ill, %k). Note also that $(a9 y) is 
a meromorphic function with simple poles at the zeros of sinhyb 
(except y = 0 ), coshyb and {y ± atanh$} .
We proceed now to determine the solution <j>(x, y) •
i) x < 0
Using equs. (3.19) and (3.15) we get for <j>(a, y) from (4#)"
EDM+(a) ' e~yy eyy EsN+(a) ■ew
Usinhyb wY+atanh$ + y-atanh3 4coshyb y+atanh3 y-atanh3^
.......(U.17)
In a similar way as in previous cases we find that 
<f>(x, y) “ i E Res{§(a, y)e iax}
where the sum above includes the residues at all the poles of 
$(<*, y)e laX which lie in the upper half a-plane (x > 0).
The poles of §(a, y) in the upper half plane lie at the points
. i
a = a ^ = i(^Z k2)2 (the zeros of sinhyh) 9
tr2m2
a = =? ^'”^ 2----k2)2 , m = m-§ , (the zeros of coshyb) (m=l,2j
and
a = kcosh3 (the zero of y-atanh3) .
The residue at a = a . ismb
Resm{$(a, y)e lax} =
(-)m7TE mM (a ) D + . mb
4b2amb
lTrm
tP" -ia , x 
mb
“ +ia ,tanh3 ~  -ia , tanh3 b mb b mb
(It.19)
The residue of a = °mb
IS
Res—'{$(a, y)e lax} = 
m
i('^m,rES5S,+(“mb)
kb2
°mb
lTrm lTrm
-ia—. x
°mb
f ^ t a n h g iTm
(It.20)
Finally the residue at a = kcosh3 is
Res {$(a, y)e } = 
K.
EDM+(kcosh3) EsN+(kcosh3) |  ^ fik(-ixcosh3+ysinh3)
4sinh(kcosh3y ljcosh(kcosh3)/ C0S Sln 6
(U.21)
Thus the solution <Hx, y ) for x < 0 s given by (U.18), becomes
~E_M (kcosh3) E0N,(kcosh3)
13 +__________  D +__________
sinh(kcosh3) cosh(kcosh3) cosh3.sinh3.e
k(ixcosh3+ysinh3)
■«* i(-)mTTEmM(a ) ^ ^  _ I) + mb
m=1 Ub2amb
m m i7rm
Trm,. , , Trm • , „-— h a  ,1tanh3   ia , tanh3
b  m b  b  m b
r  e
ia x 
mb
~ (-)mirEsmM+(cgb)
m=1 V b 2a_,
mb
m lTrm
-ia—. x 
mb
T™ . • ' 4. no
b~'^ 10mb^tanh3
Trm . ,
—  - ^ t a U h B l
(H.22)
for . -b < y < b and x < 0
2 2 i. • /.it m  , 2\2 —  r
where a =  ' 5 m ~ m-§ °mb = l ■ k2] 1 ’
k2 ">• 0 and E^, Eg are given, by (3.19)T and ‘ (3« 15)T respectively.
The first part in the above solution is the "reflected" Kelvin 
wave propagated from the right to the left into the semi-infinite 
channel (|y| < b, x < 0) .
The terms involved in the series are the modes that exist in the 
semi-infinite channel. For 2kb < tt no travelling modes exist; all 
modes represent, then, stationary waves whose amplitudes decrease 
exponentially as x decreases. The terms in the curled brackets are 
equivalent to those of the sums in expression (3*3), Chapter II, as 
we can show by a slight rearrangement similar to that of Region I 
(x > 0) .
ii) x > 0
On the hasis of (U.8) and (U.9) equ. (U.16) can he rewritten as
, / \ _ -c sinhyd 1
015 y D Hysinhya M_(a)
-yy ,yy
- E,
sinhyd
y+atanh3 y-atanh3
.yy1
Si1<u
S3! 1 R y+atanh3 y-atanhS
(U,23)'
As in the case of . Region I, x > 0 9 we have
<{>(x5 y) = -i E Res{$(a9 y)e lax} (U.2U)
where the above sum includes the residues of all poles of
y)e 10tX which belong to the lower half a-plane (t < 0) .
The poles of $(a9 y) in the lower half plane are at the points
-^2^2 1
a = -a = -i(— 2----k2)2 (zeros of sinhya) ,ma .a
^2^2 1 •
a = - ol_ = ~i(— 2---'k2)2, m = m-J (zeros of coshyd), m= 1 , 2 9ma a
and
a = -kcosh3 (the zero of y+atanh3) .
The residue of a = -a is given byma
Res {$(a, m
v -iax, 
y)e } =
' iirm
( - ) \  s i n ^ a y e a
l*aa M (a ) 
ma + ma
Trm • . i n----ia tanh3a ma
V
linn
T *
Tim. • , , „
— Hi a tanh3 a ma
ia x 
ma
The residue at a = -ct_ is the following:. ma °
Res_.{$(a, y)e laX} =
______b____ a
^da2ot_ N , (ct— ) m a m a
. lnnr 
■*— -y
' lnnr 
a
m7T • 4.— :— icl_ tanhB a ma.
mr •ioL_ tanhB ma
1 0 L  X  
ma
(U.26)
The residue of a = -kcosh3 9 lastly, is the following:
Res^{$(a9 y)e 10cx} =
i .E^s inh(kds inh 3) E^ s inh(kds inh3)Uksinh3 sinh(kasinh3)M (kcosh3) kdksinhB cosh(kasinh3)N (kcosh3)
. (-sinhg.coshg)ek ( )
and by substituting E^ and Eg 9 given by (3-19)I and (3-15)j respec­
tively, in the above equation we get
Resk{$(a, y)e lax} =
isinh{k(a-b)sinhb}.cosh{k(a+b)sinhb} k(ixcosh3~ysinh3) 
sinh(kasinhb)cosh(kasinhb) e
• 11 si
’ H  siinh(2kasinha)
^  ^ _ j nh(2kbsinh3)j ek(ixcoshS-ysinh3) . (U.27)
Hence on the basis of (1+.25), (h.26) and (U.27), equ. (h.2k) gives
<f>(x, y) = j-
+ sinh(2kbsinh3)^ ek(ixcosh3~ysinh3)
sinh(2kasinha)
+ 1
( - ) %  - T
ium iirm 
e e ia x ma
^aa M,(a ) ma + . ma
Trm
,a '
-ia tanh3 -^+ia= tanhS ma . a ma.
e
00 ( - ) %  sin®^-
1 — J  --
m=1 Uda2a_N,(a_ ) ma + ma
.lirn i
•« ya
lUTT
mr 7r - . . _— :— ia_ tanh3 a ma. ^+ia_ tanhB a ma
1 —  x 
ma
1 0 8 7
for -b < y < b and x > 0 .
Let us compare now the solutions (U.27) and (U.15). The first 
series in (.28) is equivalent to the first series in (1+.15), since
s m imrd . 'mTr(a-b) . , b N = s m — -— :—  = sm(imr )
a a a
/ m  'nnrb {-) cos-
a
On the other hand, since
. mird . liiTr(a-b)s m  = s m -------a a
. _  UTirb _  . miTb
smnnr cos cosm-jr s m ---a a
/ Nm mirb {-) cos  t,
the second series in (^.28) is equivalent to the second-series in
Taking, finally, into consideration the definition of <{> in 
Region I and Region II (see equ. 1.1) we conclude readily that
{^t}b<y<a ^t^-b<y<b
x>0 x>0
i.e. the total field in Regions I and II for x > 0 is expressed by 
(U.15) alone.
.15).
k.3 REGION III (-a < y < -b, -« < x < «>)
Let us examine finally the.field in Region III. From equs. (2.2) 
and (3.22) we get for this Region:
s-y(a+y) y(a+y)
$ (a v) = j—  - -. J- ...—
9 . irsinhdy |y+atanh3 y-atanhB (k.30)
Again, as in the previous cases, $(a, y) is regular at a - ±k
and so has no branch points. $(a, y) is a meromorphic function and
its poles are due to the poles of S and D , the zeros of sinhyd+ +
(except y = 0 ) and’the zeros of y ± atanh3 .
i) x < 0
Using equs.(3*15) and (3*19) we can rewrite (^.30) as
r -y(a+y) _y(a+y)
, / \ _ kJ T ______ U  T ____   ^ ^  _
015 y hsinhyd |y+atanh3 y-atanh3
EsN+(a)-EDM+(a)
Repeating now similar arguments as in the case of Region I (x < 0) 
we have
<|)(x, y) = i E Res{$(a, y)e laX} ....... (i|.31)
where the above sum includes the residues at the poles of $(a,y)e 
which lie in the upper half a-plane (t > 0) .
The residue at the pole a = a (m = 1, 2, ...) isma 3 9 /
Res^ -fXct, y)e lax} =
iirn(a+y) 17m (a+y)
7 m .. , , . irnaT”^ land T -’■«agb<nM
"landX
The residue at the pole a = +kcosh3 is
Resk{$(a, y)e lax} =
{E N (kcosh3)-ET_M,(kcosh3)} ir . , \\
■ -S  * W , ( k , U , ) ----- --
Hence the solution <J>(x, y) 9 given by (U.31) is expressed as 
follows:
= 1
{E N (kcosh3)-ErM (kcosh3)} . r • , \ m
s * -
+ 1 Trn(-)
n
Hd2a _ n=1 nd
lTrn
(a+y) 17m (a+y)
Trn. 7m . , ,n
-— h a  ntanh3   ia .,tanh3
d n d  d n d
-lot x  
n d
 (it.32)
for -a < y < -b and x < 0
7r2n 2
where d = a-b, a = iy = i(~TS k2) , k9 ■+ 0 and E„, E- are
nd nd d.^   ^ S D
given by (3-15)-j- and (3.19)^ respectively.
The first portion of the solution (H.32) gives the Kelvin wave 
propagated in the shadow zone from the right to the left.
The terms of the series are the existing modes in the channel 
(-a < y < -b, x < 0) and are equivalent to the terms of the sum in 
equ. 3*1, Chapter II.
For kd < 7T all these modes represent stationary waves decreasing 
exponentially to zero in the negative x direction.
ii) x > 0
We shall show now that the solution (U.15) holds also for the 
Region III, x > 0 .
Indeed, using (^.8) and (U.9) we obtain from (k.2 )
- / \ _ JJ „ coshyb 1 _ sinhyb 1 I
y S dycoshya N_(a) D ysinhya M_(a) j
~y(a+y) y(a+y)
e + e
y+atanh3 y-atanh3 
...---(U.33)
We can find <})(x, y) by a process similar to that regarding the
Region I (x > 0) . So the residue at the pole a - -a is
ma
„ . m7rbE^. s m ---
D a
ka.a M,(a ) ma + ma
limr
a ■y
mjr
a -y
mir . , _
 ia tanh3a ma
mr.. . ,
— f-ia tanhi a ma
ia x 
ma
the residue at the pole a = -a_ (m = m-g) is
r ma
„ irmbEmos---S a
Udaa— N , (a ) ma + ma
lm
"5?
-iSv
MTT . HITT . , , n ia— tanh3 — Elo_ tanh3a ma a ma
ia_ x ma
and the residue at the pole a = -kcosh3 is
coshg
Ilk
EgC0sh)kbsinh3) EpSinh(kbsinh3)
dcosh(kasinh3)N (ksinhg) sinh(kasinh3)M (ksinhg)/
T T *
x ek[ixcosh3~(a+y)sinh3]
= i {sinh(kasinh6)+co3h(kasinhB)}e"kasinlie.ek(ixCOShS"ysinhe)
_ . sinh(2kbsinh3) k(ixcosh3-ysinh3) 
sinh(2kasinhg)
•» 1 QlX
So, we see that all residues of §(a, y)e in the lower half
plane are equal to the corresponding residues in the case of Region I 
(x > 0) . Hence the solution <}>(x, y) for the region considered 
coincides with the solution (U.15)-
In conclusion, the complete solution of the problem is given by 
(*+•7) 5 (^.22) and (*l.32) for x < 0 , and by (U. 15) for x > 0 .
We note that we have presupposed in all that precedes that
k * “  or or ~  (n = 1, 2, ...) so as to avoid the cases ofbi a.l d 9
resonance where the amplitude of the relevant waves becomes infinite
(Cf. Chapter II, §1 Note).
k.k THE LIMITING CASE WHERE a ■+ ® WITH b FINITE
Assuming that the barriers at y = ±a are removed to infinity, 
i.e. taking a -> 00 and d 00 with b finite, we have the instance 
of a semi-infinite channel alone radiating in the open field.
As in the previous chapter, we can readily see that in each of the
regions outside the semi-infinite channel (jyj < b, x < 0) the sums
of the series in the relevant solutions cannot be evaluated for
(*)
a, d -> °° with b finite.
(*)We consider thabM+(a) and N+(ci) are finite as a, d -> «> with b 
finite (see below).
We can note moreover that
lim M(a) =  bL(a, h) 
a,d-*»
(b finite)
as has been shown in Chapter IV and also from (3.1)
liin{dw(a)} = lim- c°shT*>; s^ hYa = coshyb lim eYd
a,d-K» Y ooshYa . Y eY!
b finite
_ coshyb _ K(g, b ) 
yb
ye' y
(b.3b)
Inside the semi-infinite channel (|y| ^ b, x < 0) the terms of 
the series as well as the Kelvin wave of the solution (k.22) remain 
finite as they are independent of a and b apart from the functions 
M (a) and N Act) . In particular the Kelvin wave in (b. 22) becomes
*T" T
then, by virtue of (3-15)j and (3.19)j •
cosh3 sinh3.<J>£
—  sinh3
♦i
The last expression becomes identical to that given in Packham 
(1969) if we have
lim M (a) = /b L, (a, b) (cf. IV, §U, b)
T  "Ta,d+« 
b finite
and
lim{>^d N+(a)
a,d-x»
b finite.
In conclusion the total solution in the semi-infinite channel 
( |y| < b, x < 0) for the open-field problem can be derived from the 
relevant solution {k.22) of the present closed-field problem if we 
replace M, (a) and /l N (a) by their limits given above. Because
T T
of the complicated expressions of M (a) and N (a) , however, the
T +
above limits are not apparent.
AJL +if-
(a+k)
r K.(a, b)
2 +
Chapter VI
DIFFRACTION BY A STEP
In t r o d u c t i o n "
The problem which is examined in this last chapter concerns the 
diffraction of long waves by an infinite plane barrier having a finite 
step on a non rotating earth.
The field disturbance is caused by a plane harmonic wave which 
approaches the step from the left (Fig. VI.1).
The derived Wiener-Hopt equation is of the generalised form 
(Jones, 1953). The solution of this equation is expressed in terms of 
constants which satisfy an infinite set of simultaneous linear algebraic 
equations addpted eventually for small kb, where b is the width of the 
step.
Because of the open-field character of the problem the final 
solution of the field is obtained asymptotically by applying the method 
of steepest descent as in the open-field region of the problem discussed 
in chapter III. This solution may be applied directly to the corres­
ponding acoustic and electromagnetic problems.
§1 Formulation o f t h e Problem
Consider the barrier
y = 0, - °°< x < 0; x = 0, 0 < y < b; y = b, 0 < x < 03
Region B
(Fig. IV. 1)
The fluid occupies the region
y > 0, x < 0; y > b, x >. 0 .
We study the surface elevation (pt of the fluid caused by the wave
. ikx
4>1 = e
which is incident towards the step from the left.
The equations governing the motion of the fluid may be derived from 
equations of motion (3.15), Chapter I, by putting = 0 (non­
rotating earth). Thus we obtain:
(V2 + k2) cf)t = 0 (a)
hk2Ul = - ia) (3) ........(1.1)
hk2u2 = - ia) (y)
where the surface elevation Cj has again been replaced by <J>t and the 
depth h has been assumed constant. Also
k = ~  , (c = /gh)   (1*2)
We divide the field into two regions:
the region A (- oo < x < 0 , 0 £ Y £ <0 and
the region B (- 00 < x < , y > d) (Fig. VI. 1)
and define the function $ everywhere by
4>t - + $ ........ (1.3)
1.1 THE SUPPLEMENTARY CONDITIONS OF THE PROBLEM
The field function (f> = <j)(x,y) which is to be determined satisfies 
the first of eqns. (1.1) as well as the following conditions:
5  = 0  ...(1.4)
y=o
x<:0
$ )  ■ 0  (1-5)y=b
x>0
H j  0 - - i k   ^J x=0 
0<y<d
Conditions (1.4), (1.5) and (1.6) express that the normal velocity of 
the fluid is zero on the boundaries.
Further, since (j>t is continuous across y = b ,  x < 0, <j) must
be continuous too across the same line, i.e.
(J)(x, b+0) = <f>(x, b-0), x < 0 ........(1.7)
Finally, it is assumed that the following conditions are satisfied at 
the edge (0,b) (Edge conditions):
J U
|<f>| = 0 (1) and |grade}) | = 0 (^ )
. . ' .1  (1-8)
as r 0 (r = jjx2 + (y-b)2J )
1,2 THE FOURIER TRANSFORM OF ({)(x,y)
Regarding (f)(x,y) we note that apart from its continuity which 
follows obviously from the assumed continuity of ^(Xjy) and eqn.
(1.3), its Fourier transform has the following properties:
I) The region of regularity the Fourier transform of £^Xj,y)
Owing to the fact that <{> = O(c^) in the whole field where (J)^
is the scattered wave
$d ~ "T/T e^ r as r ~ (x2 + y2)1^2 **■ 00 (see Chapter III, p.65 )> 
r
the Fourier transform $_(a,y) of <Kx,y), in the Region A, exists 
and is regular in t < k2 (ot = .£■ + ir), while in the Region B its 
Fourier transform $(a,y) exists and is regular in the strip 1X ( < k2»
II) The boundedness of  §s_
By the same argument as in the problem of Chapter III we conclude
that $(oi,y) is bounded as y °° with |t | < k2.
§2 Construction o f t h e Basic Eq uatio n
In this section we derive the basic Wiener-Hopf equation of the 
problem. The procedure is as follows:
I . REGION A (o £ y £ b, x £ o)
• • iax •Multiplying eqn. (1.1) by e and integrating the resulting
equation from ~°° to o with respect to x, x?e get 
d2(f) iax
—00
e dx + 
dx2
' i ! i e iaxdx + k2 f *ei<octa. = 0 =>
J
iax Scj)10 - ia
x=-co
iax6 0 - a2 $ (a,y) + d + k2$ (a,y) =
dy2x= —00
But, since (j) ^and yare of order e ^2'x ' as jx| + <»,(see «a}soye dsj 
4$ p^ *67')» the quantities in the brackets vanish as x -*• - 00, provided 
that t < k2. Thus the above equation becomes:
d2<k_(a,y) 2 t. / N fd(b— ^  - Y *_(a,y) - - ^
dy
1 / 2
where y = (a2 - k2) is defined in App. A, §2.
■F ia(6) #..» (2.1)
x=ox=o
On the other hand from the boundary condition (1.6) we have
34>
3x =-ik and so (2.1) can be rewritten asx=o
d2$_(a,y)
— - - y2 $. (a,y) = ik + ia(cj>) ........(2.2)
dy2 “ x~°
where (<(>)„_- = <K°»y) = f(y), say.X o
A particular integral of the above equation is
y
ik  ^ ia 
Y2 Y ■
f (t)sinhy(y-t)dt
o
and thus the general solution of (2.2) is of the form
f(t)sinhy(y-t)dt , ...(2.3)
where the unknown A l and A2 are functions of a but not of y. 
Differentiating (2.3) with respect to y we obtain
/
$L(a>y) = Y(“A1e + A2eYy) + iotJ f(t)coshY(y-t)dt
o
........ (2.4)
Applying the boundary condition (1.4), which gives $2(a»°) = o, we 
get
A x = A2 = ~  say ........ (2.5)
Thus eqn. (2.4) becomes
$T (oi,y) = yAsinhyy + ia f(t)coshy(y-t)dt ....(2.6)
o
and from the value of (2.6) on y = b we get
b
A(a) = ys'£*nhy‘b"{^l(a>b) - iaj f(t)coshy(b-t)dt}. ,....(2.7)
o
On the basis of (2.5) and (2.7) eqn, (2.3) may be rewritten as
v l i S i K '  { * 1  (<*>!>) -  i ay 7 w $ !T  
.y
f (t) coshy(b-t) dt} - ~  +
Y2 ..(2.8)
f(t)s inhy(y-t)dt
We have shown that §__(a,y) is regular in the lower half plane
T.< k2. Hence $_(a,y) must have no poles at the zeros of sinhyd
in t < k2 and this implies * tha t the residues of the right hand side
of (2.8) must be zero at a = a , where
-n 5
a
-n
a = ~iy ‘ 
n n
1 /2
(n = 0,1,2,...)
Therefore at a - “k we must have
lim {(a+k) §_(a,y)} - 0
a+-k-
or
^ Y sTnh^b coShYy){$:(-k,b) - i(-k) 
and, since
f(t)dt} - lim 
a-*~k
ik
(a - lc)
+ 0 = 0
lim
a + k
ysinhyb 2kb *
we get
f(t)dt = ~  + b (2.9)a
Also at a = -a , (n = 1,2,. n 3
nrn,) /  ^ a-n 44 \(=> y = - _ )
lim {(a + a ) § (a,y)} - 0n —
a->~an
i.e.
lim 
a+—an
a + an
ysinhyb scoshyy[§l(“an >b) iC-a,)
f(t)cosh — :---ITTn dt} = 0
(a + a )
lim — «"vTV" = 4 "  • + 0 a^_a ysxnhyb -bdn T
n
we must have
b
(-a ,b) = - ia f f(t)cos —  dt- n ’ nj b
from which we obtain 
b
fn f(t)cos^~dt - ,^C~an>b) . (n = 1,2,...)
n
(2.9)p
The quantities fQ and in (2.9)a and (2.9)^ are the
coefficients of the Fourier cosine expansion of the function f(y) 
and this result enables us to evaluate the integrals in (2.8).
Indeed, as follows from the relevant theorem regarding the 
integration of the Fourier series (see e.g. Titchmarsh, p.421), if 
f (y) is integrable in the interval (o,b) and f are the coefficients 
of its Fourier cosine series, while g(y) is a function which satisfies 
DirichletTs conditions in the above interval, then
00 ry
f(t)g(t) dt =  Y enfn g(t)cos2~dt ,
n=o
e = i  , e = 1  for n > 1 , o 2 n -
where o £ y <: b.
So, since f(y) integrable}by (1.8)^, and both of the functions 
coshy(b-t) and sinhy(y-t) satisfy DirichletTs conditions everywhere, 
we shall have:
f (t) . coshy(b-t)dt = —  £
n=o
mis f cosr— t.coshy(b-t)dt n n b
= r  J 0 f cosr~t cosiy(b-t)dt = r- 5* £ f ysinhybb L n n, b ' b L n n — 1---— k~0
n=o n=o 2 , 7T n
b2
i.e.
(i) f (t)coshy(b-t)dt = .?jsinhyb ^
n=o a2 - a 2o n
and also
fy oo ,y
f (t) sinhy (y-t) dt =
n=o
o
im -f cos-r— t sinhy (y-t) dt = n n b
,y Trno* ~ _  o* 00 (coshyy - cosr— y)“2i r TTn^  “2i v r, • b-r—  ) e f cosr— t smiy(y-t)dt = —r—- ) e f iy ------------------b ^ n n  b i ^  ' b n n 1 2 2
n=o J n=o 2 . tt no y + ----
i.e.
ii)
*y 00
f(t) sinhy (y-t) dt = Y enfn
n=o
w  71X1 'coshyy - cos~-y
2 2
~ an
On the basis of (i) and (ii) eqn. (2.8) is written as
$_(a,y) = $> (g.b) co-*hYy - i£.v_UX,d.i ysinhyb ,
. 0° e f
2ict 1 cos:ai . . . (2.10)a
From (2.10) x^ e obtain 011 y = ba
s_(a,b); = $l(a,b) “ tiXXl
e f,n n n.k 2ia r / si
" 1~7 " T " b  (“> 2 2y2 n=o a2 - a' n
(2.10)3
II. REGION B (y ^ b , - co < x < oo)
Applying the two sided Fourier transform to (1.1) and taking into 
consideration the behaviour of as jxl «>, prescribed earlier,
we find in the same way as in Chapter III, §2, that
■<L$(a,y) - y2 $(a>y) = 0 , y = (a2 - k2)1^2 ....(2.11)
dy2
Since $(a,y) is bounded as y ->-°°, the general solution of
(2.11) is of the form
$(a,y) = cCcOe-^  ,..................... ........(2.12)
where C(a) is a function of a only.
Differentiating (2,12) with respect to y we get:
§'(a,y) = -yCe“Yy . ........(2.13)
Eliminating C between (2.12) and (2.13) and using the boundary 
condition (1.5), which gives $^(a,b) = o, we find
$+(a,b) + $_(a,b) + i$Ha,b) = 0 ........ (2.14)
Now using the continuity property across y = d, x ^  o (eqn. 1.7), 
we shall have
$_(a>b) of Region A = $_(a,b) of Region B .
Thus, eliminating $ (a,b) between (2.10)o and (2.14), we obtain
“ P
°° (-)ne f
0 (a,b) + ”  (1 + cothyb) (a,b) - —  - ^  J ----- —  = 0+ Y 1 ' « — 2 D u o 2
' y n=o a - a' n
(2.15)
Eqn. (2.15) is of the generalized Wiener—Hopf type and it is 
solved in the next section.
Finally we note that from (2.13) and the boundary condition
(1.5) we get
*I(a,b) Yb
C(a)  ---- ----e' .  (2.16)
§3 Solution o f  the Basic Equation
To determine the unknown functions $+(a,b) and $2.(ot,b) in 
eqn. (2.15) we have to split it into two parts, one regular in an 
upper half-plane and another regular in a lower half plane, the half 
planes having a common strip. To achieve this we have to factorise 
and decompose the appropriate functions as follows:
Consider first the term ~(1 + cothyb) . This can be written
as
1 ,, , 1 sinhyb '+ coshyb 1 eY^-  (1 + cothyb) = - - ---Lj-r^r--- L_ =
y ' Y sinhyb y sinhyb
1 by «ey k _ l
^2b sinhyb a~k a+k L+ (a) L_(a)
........(3.1),
where L.(a) and L_(a) are as in Chapter III (eqn. 3.1).
T "*
Then eqn. (2.15) becomes
fihni b) . . 00 (—)^£ f
& ( M  y ; _ . ik. 2ia y  ^; n n
+ a’ b (a-k) (a+k) L (a). L„ (a) (a-k) (a+k) b  ^ 2 2+ * n=o a - a
f , ibkL (a)
b(a+k)L+(a) *+(a,b) + {a-k)l_(a) - (abk)—  ~ 2ia(a+k)L+ (a) I
/ \n j-00 (-) e fn n = 0
2 2 11=0 a - aii
(3.2)
Consider next the term
<-)ne f
-2ia(a+k)L (a) £ n n+ - 2 o
n=o a - a  ii
Siiince
2a(a+k)L (a) = (a+k)L (a){— - + — j-j---}
+ a - a a + a
n n n
(a +k)L (a ) (a+k)L (a) (a +k)L (a ) (a+k)L (a) n . + . n • . r n + n i +_ + .{—      ~ ------------ } +
a - a a - an n a - an
a + an
the above term becomes
-2ia(a+k)L+(a) £
(-)ne f n n 00. r n n n + n
_r I --------------------  +2 2 n=o a - an n=o
a - an
-* I « V nn=o
(a+k)L,(a) (a +k)Lt(a ) •> (a+k)L,(a )_ n + n J _______ + n
a - a J a + a1 a - a
..(3.3)
ibkL+(a)
Finally we consider the t e r m  —  . We have
Ct K
ibkL (a) L (lc) _
+ = _ ibk-J__ - ibk
a - k “a - k
L (a) L (k)+ . +
a - k a - k
 (3.4)
On the basis of (3.3) and (3.4), eqn. (3.2) gives, after a 
separation of the terms regular in x > -k2 from those which are 
regular in x < k2, the following
<±>^ (a,b)
(a-k)L_(a)
ibkL (k) 00 (-) e f L (a ) (a +k)+ , . v n n + n n+ 1 } --------------------
L a - an=o n
a - k
(a+k)L+(a) $+(a,b) + i \ (-)n£nfn
n=o
(a+k)L (a) (a +k)L (a) (a+k)L (a) 
t n + n +
n a - an
a + an
+ ibk
fL+(a) L+(k)
a - k  a - k
«.«.«»«»(3.5)
In eqn. (3.5) the left hand side involves only terms which are
regular in the lower half plane (t < k2) , while the right hand side
has only terms regular in the upper half plane (t > k2). But, as we
have noted in Chapter III, the functions L+(a) and L_(a) are of 
i2
order |a| as |aj -+ °° in their appropriate half-planes. Moreover
in accordance with the edge conditions (1.8) we find, by applying the 
relevant Abel theorem, that $^(a,b) ~ a as a *+ °° in T < k2 and 
$+(a,b) ~ a as a -> 00 in T > -k2. Hence the left hand side of 
eqn. (3.5) is of order |a| at most as a -+ 00 in T > -k2 while
1 j
the right hand side is of order |a| as a *+ 00 in t < k2. Thus, 
using the same argument as in previous cases and applying Lionville’s 
theorem on polynomials, we deduce that each side of (3.5) has to be 
equal to zero. Therefore
§'(d,b) ibkL (k) “ (-)ne fn L.(a ) (a+k)— + . v n n + . n n  ^
-  !  I ----------------------------------  =  0
(a~k)L_(a) a - k a - a n=o n
(3.6)
From (3.6) we obtain
“ (-)nf L (a )(a+k)
i>'(a,b) = ibkL (k).L_(a) + i(a-k)L_(a) I .---  n n
° - “n
(3.7)
where (
f = i<3?T(-k,b) + b, f = o>(-a b) (n £ 1)
o k - * * n a - n*n
and
a = ly = i n 'n
r2r.2 \1 /2IT _ _ k2
b*
The poles of the series in (3.7) are cancelled out by the simple 
zeros of L_(a) located at the same points^so $^(a,d) has no poles, 
The only singularity in $^(a,d) is the branch point at a = k due 
to the presence of the function L_(a).
By using eqns. (2.9) eqn. (3.7) may be rewritten as follows:
$^(a,b) = 2ibkL+(k)L_(a) - L+(k) $^(-k,b)L_(a) .+
&  (-a ,b).L (a )(a +k)
- n* + n n+ (a-k)L_(a) I
. a (a - a )n=t n n
(3.8)
since
i(a-k)L (a)e f L (a ) (a +k) . i$* (-k,b)~  O O + O O  = x L_ (a){ - _  + b}L (k) 2k
a - a 2
= - L_(a)L (k) T (~k,b) + ibkL (h)L_(a) (or = k)
T •" T O
and
(r)\ fnL+<-%) (“„+k) . $:(-aa,b)L+(an)(an+k) /  ^
= -i ------- 7-----— c (n £ 1).
a - a a (a - or)n n n
Equation (3.8) holds for all a; so if we put a = _an we get 
an infinite set of simultaneous linear algebraic equations for the
$^(--a ,b)5 (m = 0,1,2,...)* i.e.m
$I(-am *b) = 2ikbL+ (k)L_(-am) - L+ (k) V(-k,b)L_(-a ) +
~ $l^„,b)L (a ) (a +k)
+ (a +k)L_(~a ) £ ------ j--------N —
m m L. a (a + a )n=l n m n
Because &1 (-a ,b) is of order la I 1 (see p.UA) and L (a )— ii. 1 n 1 + n
is of order as |an | -»■ 03 (Chapter III, eqn. 3.6)^ each tern
  1 _t ^ ^
of the series in (3.9) is of order |a | 3 2 i.e. of order
n
, l-!5/6 | | TTn
a as a -*-.00. But a ~ for large n. Hence each termn' n n b ■
. ' -874 ' '
of the above series is of order n for large n and thus the
series is convergent.
An approach for the solution of the above set of equations is 
given in §§4-3)
...(3.9)
§4 The Field Function l|)(x, y )
In this section we discuss how the solution 4>(x,y) , i.e. the 
surface elevation of the water, can be derived on inverting its 
Fourier transform.
4.1 REGION A (o $ y £ b , x ^ o)
In this region the solution 4>(x,y) is given by the following 
inverse transform:
°°+it
,K x >y) = ^ $_(a,y)e iaXdx , t < k2 ...*(4.1)
~°°+iT
where $_(a,y) is expressed by eqn. (2.10) , i.e.
<r
$! (a,b) .. _. 00 e f
$ (a y) ■ « —-— -— coshyv - ^ l a j   2-£,__c o s ^
Ysinhyb ° Ty 2 b " 2 _ z by n=o a - a1 n
(4.2)
The function $_(a»y) has the following singularities:
i) A branch point at a = k due to the presence of the function
$l‘(a,b) in (4.2) - see p. 185 - y
and
ii) Simple poles at a = (m = 1,2,...) ' i•>. .' ^
The residue of the integrand in (4.1) at such a pole is found in
the usual way. We bear in mind that
_• _ . fir m2 , 2a = iy = i — ----
m  m  12
1 / 2  , r v . imTTand (y) = - - g -
m
so
Res {$ (a,y)e } = lim {(a - a ) © (a,y)e } =m “ m —
a*am
. _ , (a-a ) 2ia
k\ t i_/ lmTr \ 1 i* m . m r mTTyr (a ,b) cosh( llm ~ ~ ~ ~ ~ + ~ — f... cos
-ia x me
m -ia xm
m* b (y) sinhyb b2a
a, 0!rnX mn • m
or, using (2^ 93^ 1,
. / vlU
Res {$ (a,y)e l0tx} = —  cos£ffi{<|>» (a b) + $'(-a ,b)}m — 3 J m K — m 7 — m “ J
(4.3)
The values of $__(± are found by an approach to be
described in section {>4 .3)
If we close the contour of the integral (4.1) in the upper half 
plane, excluding the cut^ which starts from the branch point a = k, 
then from the above residues we can find the terms of the solution due 
to the poles involved in this closed contour.
For b small (=> bk < ir) all the poles are imaginary positive
and hence the terms coming from them decay exponentially to zero as 
x -> -« .
The contribution from the path around the cut^ to the integral 
considered cannot be evaluated in a closed form.
If we are interested in the far field we apply the method described 
in Chapter III, §4, but it is unnecessary in practice since the field, 
as x ■* , can be considered, because of its continuity, as an
extension of the field in Region B which is studied in the next part 
of the present section.
4.2 REGION B (y £ b , —  00 < x < ■'«>)
In this region the surface elevation is given by the usual inverse 
form> W  virtue (2i.ll) a/vvA. (2.\6),ie.
$J.(a,b) has no singularities other than the branch point at a = k.
So the only singularities of the integrand in (4.4) are the branch 
points at a = ±k.
Because of these branch points, the integral in (4.4) cannot be 
carried out in an explicit form; but,since the main interest concentrates 
on the far field, we shall evaluate this integral asymptotically, 
determining the leading term of <Kx,y) by the method of steepest 
descent described in Chapter III, §4. Much of the detail in this part
<Kx,y)
1
$(a,y)e iaxda
1 r°°+iT ^(a,b)
2tf. 2ttJ y
-oo+ix-oo+iT
(4.4)
where the integration must be performed inside the strip jT| < k2.
The last term in (4.4) is a consequence of eqn. (2.16). The 
function <3>^ (a,b) is given in eqn. (3.8). As was mentioned before,
is the same as for the problem in Chapter III and in general only the 
outline of this approach is given below.
We introduce the new variables (r,0)
x = rcosQ , y-b = rsinB , o < 0 < it , r > o
Then eqn. (4.') can be rewritten as
Y
-oo+lT
(a,b) e-vrsin9 +Y 0 'iarcos9do (|T | < k )
(A.5)
As k2 -*■ o + o, the contour T of integration becomes such as 
in Fig. III.4 (a-plane).
Next we introduce the transformation
a = -kcosz , z = p + iq (p,q real)
from which
Y = “iksinz (see Chapter III, eqns. 4.14 and 4.20). 
Thus eqn. (4.5) takes the form
$'(-kcosz,b) e ^-krcos(z ....(4.6)
The contour T* is shown in Chapter III, Fig. III.5 (z-plane).. 
This contour can be deformed, as has been shown, into the contour 
M S L (steepest descent path, see Fig. III.6). Hence (4.6) becomes
(j)(x,y) = $^(--kcosz,b) e ?-^ rcos (.z ®^dz
MSL
.(4.7)
as the integrand in (4.6) is free of poles.
However, since we seek a solution (}>(r,0) for kr 00 and 
because the point z = 0 is a saddle point in the z-plane, the main 
contribution to the above integral comes from a small segment of 
M S L around z = 0, where $(-kcosz,b) varies slowly. Thus we 
can write
4.3 CALCULATION OF $^(-kcos0,b)
To complete the solution (4.9) we have to set up a procedure for 
calculation of the values of $^(a,b) for a = -kcos0.
$^(a,b) is completely determined from eqn. (3.8) if we calculate * 
the unknown constants $|_(-a ,b) involved in it (n = 0,1,2,...).
These constants can be determined if we solve the infinite set of 
simultaneous linear algebraic equations given by (3.9).
t e-ikrcos(z-0)dz
4>(x,y) ~ $^(-kcos9,b) (4.8)
MSL
The last integral equals TrH^^kr), as has been mentioned in 
Chapter III, where (kr) is the Hankel function of the first kind
and of order zero. And, because for large kr
H d) 2
o »
the above relation (4.8) can be written as
(-kcos0
2Trkr
1
(4.9)
a) Ex£ression_of_the_infinite_set_of_e£uations_in_a_dimensi onless_form 
If we put
»b)
k k^y (m = 0,1,2,...) ........(4.10)
then eqn. (3.9) becomes
oo L (a ) (a +k)ij>
i|> = 2ikbL (a ) - L (k) L (a ).i|i + (a +k) L (a ) 7 — — 2---2---Jirm + m +v / + v m ro m ' +v m- S  a (a + a )
n=l n n m
  ......(4.11)
or, since (a + k) (a + k) = (a + a ).k + (a a + k2), the above n m m n m n
equation gives .
ib 00 L (a )ib 00 L (a ) (a a. +k2)\b
— SU- = 2ikb - L (k)ip + k T JLJSLJSL + J + --- n
L, (a ) . + To a i a (a + a )
+ m n=l n n=l n n m
(4.12)
The first sum in (4.12) is independent of m and, hence, if m = 0, 
we have
ib ~ L (a )ijj “ L (a )(a,+k)
2ikb - L (k)i|» + k I -— 2-2. + k I  „ °L,(k) + Yo L  ^ a *■_ a (a + k) n
+ n=l n n=l n n
or, since L+(k) = L(k)/L_(k) = 1/L ^  ,
00 L . (0tn)^n
2k V  = ”2ikb + (L (k) + L (k) }ip ....(4.13)
a + “ on=l n
so, by using (4.13), eqn. (4.12) may be written as
^ 1 
— fe-Y  = 2ikb - L+(k)t);o + ±{-2ikb + [L+(k) + L.Oc)]^} +
+ m
00 L (a ) (a a +k )
4, a (a + a ) n 
n=l n n m
or
. ip i 00 L (a ) (a a +k2)
- y ^ i k b  + [L_(k) - L+ 0O]*o> + I ^ a ') *n
+ m n=l n n m
•»»*«»«*(4.14)
We define now the new dimensionless variables ^  by
2ilI . ' ... . 2$' (-a ,b)Ym - m
2ikb + [L_(k) - L+(k)]^ i 2ikbL+(k) + [L_(k) - L+(k)]§L(-kjb) 
(m = 1,2 ,...)
(4.15)
Then, dividing eqn. (4.14) by ~{2ikb + L_(k) - L+(k)}ifjo , we get
y 00 L, (a ) (a a +k2)
m . Y +. n m n  / i o n-— 7--7  = 1 + >----- 7------- r- Y (m = 1 ,2 , . . . )
L,(a ) L. a (a + a ) An .+ m n=l n m n
(4.16)x
If, lastly, we put the value of X_^  into eqn. (4.13) we obtain 
for \}J
o
-2ikb + {L (k) + L (k)}^ v. L (a)— + o _ , / + n
2ikl. + {L (k) - L.(k)}'A ' \  a Xn- + To n—1 n
........(4.16)xx
Thus the set of eqn. (3.9) has taken now a dimensionless and more 
convenient form expressed by (4.16)^ and (4.16)^.
We can solve, first, eqns.(4.16)x for m = 1,2,... to find X ^ 3 
and, therefore, ^m ts in tenns of Substituting afterwards the
known xm’s into eqn. (4.16) xx we get and then ^mfs from which 
we get finally the desired values of <$r(~am »b) using eqns. (4.10).
b) The case of_small b
In the following we assume that b is small so that we keep
(*)quantities up to order (kb) and neglect quantities of higher 
order.
Under the above assumptions we shall have
i) am b
.'H’m , Nii—  (m = 1,2,...)
since from a = iy = i m ‘in
( 2 2 
£ s - -  k2
1/2
we obtain
am
2
2L5L- k2 1/2 lTTm 1 - b2k2
tM
1/2 = i{TO + 0 (k2b2)}
and
ii)
a ± k a m m
ib
urn (m = 1,2,...)
Indeed, we have
-l -l -a
(a ± k) = a 7 a k + ... m . m + m
But, because 1 = 0(b) according to (i) , we shall have
(a ± k) ~ + 0(b2k) and this shows (ii)
m  HITT
The set of eqns. (4.16)x and (4.16)^^ becomes then
X,■m
L (a ) + m
00 h (a ) 
i + i
n=l 1 +
—  Xn (m 5 »
m
(4.17)
and
(*)
-2ikb + .{L_(k) .+ .L+(k)}ij,
ikb ? L+^an^
2ikb + {Iu(k) - L+(k))4» 77 n=l
I -...(4.17)n An II
It xs recalled that k xs also small and of order q (see Chapter X, §3)
The set of eqns. (4.17) is real since L,(a ) is real as shown----  + m
in App. B.
If we put'
•- kb y - V . V  Y
P = IT i. n nn=l
and solve (||.l7)pwith respect to tp , we get
^ _ 2ikb(l-ip) _ 2ikb
o (l-ip)L+(k) + (l+ip)L_(k) L (ks l+ip L ^
+ l—lT) *"
c) Approximate solution of the infinite set of equations 
In order to get numerical results we have to determine 
approximately a finite number of values of »b), which are
necessary for $^(ot,b) to be evaluated from eqn. (3.8).
To achieve this we may solve a finite number (in fact only the
first few, cf. e.g. Noble, p.194) of equations (4.17) assuming that
the terms of the convergent series in (3.9), which decrease as rapidly 
-IS/£
as n , are zero beyond that finite number.
Any number of equations of the set (4.17) is now easily solvable 
since the values of are determined by (B.2), App. B, while
the value of L+(k) is given in Noble (p.127). Moreover, for our. 
approximation ( See
L+(k) s L_(k) ~ 1
since^for a small,
L+(a) = 1 + O(kbLogkb) (Noble, p.193)
A p p e n d i x  A
THE FUNCTION y AND ITS BEHAVIOUFx.
(Study of the Rienndftn Surfaces Arising from 
the Complex Fourier Transform of HelmhoftzTs 
Equation)
In this Appendix we examine some properties of the 
function y defined in terms of suitably chosen sheets of the 
Riemman surfaces which arise from the complex Fourier Transform 
of HelmholtzTs equation (see e.g. Chapter III, §2).
We follow the procedure of first determining the 
appropriate function y and justifying this definition after­
wards.
§1, P r e l i m i n a r i e s
a) DEFINITION OF Argz
Consider the representation of a complex variable z, 
say, (z = x + iy, where x,y real) by
z = z eiG (Al)
where |z| = /x2 + y2 and 0 is determined by the
relations x = |z|cos0, y = |z|sinO, -rr < 0 £ it.
The variables jz| and 0 are the polar co-ordinates of 
the point P of the z-complex plane corresponding to the value 
z of the regarded complex variable (we write then P(:z)),
(Fig. A.l).
(-7T < 0 < tt)
x
z-plane
Fig. A.l
The angle 0 is measured from ox and it is positive 
or zero for y > 0 and negative for y <0.
For reasons shown below we need to set up an artificial 
barrier in the z-plane which may be any continuous line from the 
origin 6 to infinity (branch line or cut). (Fig. A.2).
I Argz ^ 0
1 j Argz < 0
z-plane
Fig. A.2
The principal argument of z, denoted by Argz, is 
defined to be, when P does not lie on the cut,
(i) equal to 0, if the circular arc from the positive 
semi-axis ox to the point P has no intersections 
or has an even number of intersections with the cut, 
and
(ii) equal to 0 ± 2it if the above arc has an odd number 
of intersections with the cut.
Although the addition or subtraction of 2tt (when the 
intersections are odd) may be performed arbitrarily, it is 
practical to add 2tt if 0 is negative (i.e. y < 0) and
to subtract 2tt if 0 is positive (y > 0) . We apply this rule 
throughout this work.
intersection to those determined as above if 0 > 0, but nothing 
if 0 < 0. If the cut is the positive real axis ox and P lies 
on it we take Argz = 0. It is clear from the above definition 
and rule that the "oscillation" of Argz does not exceed 27r.
In Fig. A.2 we have: Argz^ = 0^, Argzg == ©B “ 2tt,' Argzc = ©c - 2tt, 
ArgZg = 0^ - 2tt = -7r, Argz^= tt—5—2tt = -tt-<5 and Argz^= -tt+6,
6 ->0+0. (So Argz is continuous across the negative real axis 
although 0 is discontinuous there).
function of z in the whole z-plane. Moreover, Argz is a 
continuous function of z in the whole z-plane except across the 
cut where it is discontinuous.
When P lies on the cut, we, by definition, add one (more)
According to this definition Argz is a single-valued
1
3) THE FUNCTION z2
i
Consider next the elementary function {z}2 defined by
U } 2 e
jiitnz
where Jlnz = Log|z| + i(Argz + 2mr), n = 0, ±1, ±2
and Log|z| the real (unique) natural logarithm of |z|. Then
where |z|2 is the real positive square root of |z|, i.e. {z}2 
as defined above is a double-valued function of z having a branch
point at the origin (z = 0). We now define:
The function z2 is a single-valued function of z in 
the cut z-plane. This is continuous (and regular) in the whole
z-plane except across the cut where it is discontinuous owing to
the discontinuity of the Argz.
From (A2) it follows that if z is real and positive, 
then z2 is the real and positive square root of |z|.
§2. T h e  F u n c t i o n  r
D e f i n i t i o n  a n d  B e h a v i o u r
2.1 SOME AUXILIARY FUNCTIONS
Now we consider some functions defined in the complex 
a-plane (a = a+i-r; ct,t real) where k is a given complex 
number (k = ki+ilt2; ki,k2 > 0) and the points A(:a = k) and 
B(:a - -k) are regarded as branch points.
The cut from A belongs entirely to the upper half plane 
t ^ k2 while the cut from B belongs entirely to the lower half 
plane t £ -k2 (Fig. A.3)
We define the following functions of a :
y(a) = a-k , v(a) = a+k
and consider their planes superimposed on the a-plane so that 
their origins are at A and B respectively.
cut
V/
f  Argk
a-planecut.
Fig. A.3
So we have constructed a composite plane, say, consisting 
of the a-, y- and v- planes.
The is referred to the y-plane and this is the only
cut on it, while the cut^ is referred to the V-plane and this is 
also the only cut on it.
By means of this representation we can determine readily 
the complex variables a, y and V at any point P of the a-plane, 
by considering them as vectors having their origins at 0, A and B 
respectively.
The principal argument of each of y and V is determined
exactly as the Argz in §1 being measured from AM and BN
respectively, and they are denoted by Arg.y and Arg^V respectively,
A  D
Then Arg^y is discontinuous only across the cut^ while 
ArggV is discontinuous only across the cut^.
Also we can write:
Arg.y Arg.(a-k)
y(a) =■ (a-k) = |y|e = ja-k]e  (A3)
Arg v Arg (a+k)
v(a) = (a+k) = | v | e = ja+kje .(A4)
Further we define the following functions of a, for any a 
(according to eqn. (A2)):
I j t . ^ / c\
X i(a) E (ot-k)* = y* = |U I *—  '■■■ ......(A5)
I I  , ,Arssv
X (a) = (a+k)2 = v 5 2 |v| ^ e1 2 ......(A6)
where |u|5> |V|5 are the real positive square roots of |u| and 
jvj respectively.
It is clear that is discontinuous (only) across the
cut. and X (°0 i-s discontinuous (only) across the cut_ of the cut a. 2 H
a-plane (because of the discontinuities of their arguments respectively)
Next we consider the behaviour of Y and Y •
1 2
As a 00 with a +00 and |x| < k2 , i.e. as a ->■ o -»■ 
x| < k2 , then
|y| -> |a| -> a, ArgAy 0
|v| -> |a| a, A r g g V 0
(see Fig.A3) and hence
Again as a -> 00 with a -co and |x| < k 2 , i.e. as 
a -*• a -*■ -°°, | t | < k2 , then
and hence
IyI * M  -> |cr|, ArgAu -> -tt 
|v| |a| |a|, ArggV +7T
JL _ . 7T
X x(a) + |a| 2e ^  = -i|a| 
a -*• a -»■ -co, It! < k2
I , • TT |
X (°0 la |5e lT = +iia |2
a a -> -co, I t I < k 2
.......(A8)
Next we define
k 2 = (k) 2 =
, .Argk 
k 12 e 2 (A9)
where Argk is the acute positive angle determined by tan(Argk) 
Then (see Fig.A3),-
ArgAy(0) -tt + Argk, Arg_v(0) = Argk
Hence from (A5) and (A6) we get
, ...(-TT+Argk) 
<X1)a^j = |k|2e — 2— » -ik:
,1 -Argk j
(X2)a=0 = |k|2 e = +k2
(AIO)
Suppose now that the cuts, cutA and cut^, are, further, 
symmetric with respect to the origin 0 of the composite a-plane. 
(See Fig.A4).
k2/ki.
Let us consider the functions ArgAu(-a) and Arg^vC-a). TheA U
function Arg^y(-a) regarded as a function of a, p(a) say, i.e. 
p(a) = Arg^y(-a), is discontinuous across the line which is symmetric 
to the cut^ with respect to 0 , that is across the cut^ in the 
present case. However, p(a) is continuous across cut^ as well as 
everywhere else.
Similarly, ArggV(-a) = q(a) is discontinuous across cut^, 
whilst continuous everywhere else and hence across cut-.
u
cut
/ Arg.p(a)<o
-t*
X  //
cut.
Fig. A.4
Further, from the geometry of Fig. A.4, we readily find 
the following relationships:
ArgBv(-a) - tt + ArgAu(a) 
or Argg(-a+k) = tt + ArgA (a-k)  (All)
ArgBv(a) = tt + ArgAy(-a) 
or Argg (a+k) = tt + ArgA (-a-k)  ....(All)a
Eqn. (All)a evidently can be obtained from (All) if we 
replace a by -a and this shows that eqn. (All) holds even if 
we change the sign of a in it.
Eqns. (All) and (All)a hold for any a, i.e. in the whole
cut a-plane. Indeed, if we consider at first eqn. (All), we can
see that when the point (P:a) passes through the cutA and so
increases (or decreases) ArgAy(a) by 2tt, then its symmetric point
P'(:-a) passes through the symmetric cut_ and so ArgTJv(-a) also
IS IS
increases (or decreases) by 2tt respectively and vice versa. (In a 
similar way we can see that eqn. (All)^ also holds in the whole cut 
plane).
We stress the point that eqn. (All) holds in the whole cut 
plane only because cutA and cutg are symmetric with respect to the 
origin 0. If this is not the case, we cannot have such a 
relationship holding in the whole plane; we may have only ones which 
are true in a part (or parts) of the a-plane.
On the basis of eqn. (All)^ we get from eqn. (A5)
n-7r+ArgR a^+R;i
X i(-a) = J-a--kj2e z = |a+k|2e7
Arg (a+k) Arg.v(a)
\ « -p  j A____
= - i |a+k|2 e ~ 2 = - i|v(a)|2 e1 i
X (-a) = -ix (a)
1 2
(A12)
(Similarly from eqn. (A5) and eqn. (All) we get
,i .ArgB^ a+k  ^ , i{TT+ArgA (a-k)}
X^(-a) = |-a+k|2 e 2 = |k-a|2 eT
, ,1 -«Arg(a+k) , ,Argu(a)
= i|a-k|2e z = i|y|5e i.e.
X2 (-a) = ix^a) ......... (A12)a
Evidently eqn. (A12)a can be obtained from eqn. (A12) if 
we replace a by -a just as eqn (All)a can come from (All) and 
this shows that we can change the sign of a in eqn. (A12)).
Eqn. (A12) holds for any a in the cut a-plane.
2.2 THE FUNCTION y
a) Definition of y
On the basis of the definitions (A.3) and (A.4) we define 
the function y, as a function of a, by the following:
|y | = M M v | *  ,   (Ai3)
Argy = J(ArgAu + Arg&v) (A14)
m e n  using eqns. (A5) and (A6) we get
Y(a) = X,(a).X (a) = (a-k)2. (a+k) 2 
1 2
(A15)
From the above definition of y it is clear that the 
oscillation of Argy does not exceed 2tt.
Some Properties of y
1) Eqn. (A15) gives
Y = X (a)x (a) = 
1 2
, •ArgA,Jl
CM ' t ArggV> 2
Uul’e1 J .. [|v|*el ‘ J ss
i ArgA]J i ArggV 
= |y|e |V|e = y.v = (a-k) (a+k) , i.e.
y2 = a2 - k 2 (A16)
2) By virtue of eqns. (A12) and (A12)a we obtain
X! (“°0 X2(“a) = -iX2(ot)*iX1(a) = X x(oi)X2(ot)
and this shows that
y(-a) = y(a) .........(A17)
i.e. y is an even function of a in the whole a-plane.
This property which seems obvious at first sight because 
of the generally misleading expression '
i i i /*\
2 -i_2\ 2 C")(a-k) 2 (a+k) 2 = (a -k )
(*) (a2-k2) 2 under any definition represents a quantity which is even
in a since (-a)2= a 2 for any a, but it is not true, in general, for the 
1 1  
product (a-k)2 (a+k)2.
is in fact a consequence of eqn. (A12) which holds in 
the whole cut plane only if the cuts, cut^ and cutfi, are 
symmetric with respect to the origin 0. In Fig. A.4a it 
is shown clearly that for a non-symmetric arrangement of 
the cuts, y(a) cannot be even in the whole a-plane.
□  Y(a) = y(-a) T A
Fig. A.4a
After ascertaining that y9 defined by (A13) and (A14) , 
is an even function of a, we can define (a2 - k2) 2 by
(a2 -k2)^  = y   (A18)
Then from (A18) and (A15) we get
. (a - k)2 (a + k)2 = (a2 - k2) 2  (A19)
which, of course, holds only when the cut^ and cutg are
symmetrical to. each other with respect to the origin (a = 0) .
3) The case where k and a are real.
We examine now the special case where a = O = real 
and k is real (positive). (Fig. A.5) .
cut
-k
cutB •
Fig. A.5
We have then:
(i) for a > k
= |a-k|2e1-0 = |a-k|5, x2 = la+kle1 ’0 = |a+k | 5
and this implies that
Y = ■ X X2 = |cr2-k2 11 , real positive (Argy = 0)
(ii) for -k < a < k
= |a-k|2e ^  ^  ~ -i|k-a|2, X2 = |cr+k| 2e^*° = |a+k| 
that is
y = —i |cr2 — k2 |2, imaginary negative, (Argy - t )
(iii) for a < - k
TT TT
X = |a-k|2e ^  2  ^ = -i|k-a|2, x„ = | a+k | 2 e*^*^ =* i|a+k|
that is
Y = |a2 - k2]5, real positive (Argy = 0)
an^ k are r e a l y  is real positive
for and imaginary negative for ]_a_[_<_k.
4) We shall prove now that "y always has positive real 
part when a lies inside the strip -k2 < Ima < k2".
Indeed, when a lies inside the strip -k2 < t < k 2 
we have'(Fig. A.6):
A
0
+k
M.
->
N
Fig. A .6
Then
-tt < ArgAp < 0 
0 < ArggV < tt
max{Arg.y + Arg^v} £ max Arg.y + max Arg„V < 0 + TT
and min{ArgAp + Arg^v} > min Arg^y + min Arg^V > -it + 0
Thus •
-tt < Arg^u + ArggV < tt =>
-y < HArgAy + ArggV} < + y
But from the definition of y (eqns. A13 and A14) we get 
Rey = | y | cos |j {Arg^y + ArggV}]] > 0
Q.E.D.
A consequence of the above is that
y___has positive real part for____ a real_and_k comglex^
5) The case of real a and complex k.
We shall examine now some properties of y for 
real a and k complex (k2 £ 0 ) .
We have just shown that Rey > 0 for a real and 
k complex.
Next from eqn. (A16) we have (a = real - o')
(Rey) 2 - (Imy) 2 + 2iReyImY = a2 - kf + k| ~ 2ikik2
i.e.
(i) (Rey) 2 - (Imy) 2 = a2 - kf + kf ,
(ii) Rey.Imy = -kik2
Thus a first conclusion from (ii) is that
y has negative imaginary part for a real_and_ k_complex.
Further we determine the minimum value of Rey. From
(i) and (ii)
(Rey) 2 - a2-k?+ki =>(ReY)^ - (a2-kf+k|) (Rj)2- k\k2= 0
(iii) (Rey) 2 = {{oz - kf + kf + /(a2-k2+kf)2+4kikf}
dUteY)2} . :Hence -- -r— —  = c + ----.. —  „ • • - and
do / (a2-k2+kl) 2 + 4kfkl ,
d{(Rey)2}
- = 0 for a = 0
Moreover,
da
d 2{(Rey)2 } . t
s-  = 1 + A  . > 0 for a = 0f Kl + rCO
gives
da ki K2
Thus (Rey) 2 takes its minimum value for a = 0 and (iii)
(Rey)^^ = kf i.e. (Rey)2 ^ kf.
Hence, since Rey is positive for a real, we must have 
Rey > kz for a real and k complex ......... (A20)a
Also, from (ii) it follows that:
(Imy) . = Tp-yx- ■ , i.e.■ m m  (Rey) . *
. m m
0 > Imy > -ki => |lmyj < ki for a real and k complex
.........(A20)^
Lastly we consider the value of y for a = 0. Then
1111 = |V| = |k| while Arg^y = - tt + Argk, Arg^V = Argk (for Argk
77see eqn. A9) and hence Argy = - -7* + Argk whence
M  - - ik. 
w / a=0
6) The locus corresponding to y real or pure imaginary.
From y2 = a2 - k2 we get
y2 = a2 - t2 - kf + k2 + i2 (ax - kik2)
Hence y is real or pure imaginary for at - kik2 = 0, i.e. 
on the rectangular hyperbolas
(i) Ot = kik2 of the a-plane.
y real and positive
y imaginary and 
negative
cut
cut.
Fig. A.7 
On this hyperbola
(ii) Y2 = — - t2 - kf + ki = (ki-x2) + lj and hence
for | t J < k.2 , Y is real and (according to the property 
(4)) positive (branches AC and BD);
for |t| > k2 , Y is pure imaginary but its sign depends
on the position of the cuts. When the cuts
lie inside the concavities of the hyperbola
(as taken throughout this work) Y is
(*)imaginary negative (branches AE and BG); 
for 11 1 = k2 (=> | CJ | = ki) Y is zero.
7) The sign of ReY and Imy in the whole a-plane.
Using the preceding results and bearing in mind that 
Y, and so ReY and Imy separately, are continuous in the 
whole a-plane except across the cuts, we can determine the 
sign of the real and imaginary parts of Y in the whole
a-plane as shown in Fig. A.7a.
(*) This can be shown as follows:
TT TT TT ^TT
On AE we have: if < 0^ < j  and 0 < 0^ < y  . Hence y  < < “JT*
But, since the arc of 0^ crosses the cut, we shall have
ArgY = |(-2tt+0a+0b)=> ~  < ArgY + it < _ or ~ < ArgY < - y. Yet
TT
Y is imaginary on AE. Thus ArgY = - y  (QED). The same holds on 
BG (since y is even in a).
Rey > 0, Imy > 0
cut
Rey < 0, Imy < 0
cut
Fig. A.7a
§3. A p p l i c a t i o n  t o  t h e  F o u r i e r  T r a n s f o r m  
o f  H e l m h o l t z 's Eq u a t i o n
Suppose that we deal with a problem of the form
(V2 + k2)<j)(x,y) = 0 , -°° < x < + 00 and y > 0 say,
with some suitable boundary conditions on the boundaries and we are 
to attack this problem using the two-sided complex Fourier Transform. 
Applying this transform in x to the above equation we get: .
- X2$(a,y) = 0 .........(A21)
y
with oo
X2 = a2 - k2, and $(a,y) = / ^)(x,y)e1 Xdx,
— CO
f\i/ \
provided that cf>(x,y) as well as 3'^ " are such that $(a,y)
exists and is regular in a certain strip x_< t < x+ of the a-plane
iax 8d>e^ axas well as <j)e and 0 in that strip.
•> + CO
The solution of eqn. (A21) is of the form:
$(a,y) = A(a)e ^  + B(a)e+^ .... . .......(A22)
where A(a), B(a) are functions of a (only), regular in the strip 
• considered.
The solution <})(x,y) is obtained by an inversion of 
$(a,y), i.e.
+°o+iT .
^(x,y) = ^  / $(a,y)e~:Laxda T_< T < T+
-oo+ix
 ........(A23)
The function $(a,y), in general, has branch points at
a = ±k and the question which arises now is how the cuts must be
prescribed in the a-plane so that (A22) expresses that function 
which, after the inversion (A23), gives the solution $(x,y) of 
the problem.
In order to answer this question we bear in mind that the 
function $(x,y) can always .be chosen so that:
a) $(a,y), considered as the Fourier Transform of <p(x,y), 
exists and is regular for any y in a certain strip
x__< I™a < t+ which has a common part with the strip
|tI < k2 (Existence condition); and
3) The above $(a,y) is bounded for all a in the above
strip as y -> 00 (Boundedness condition).
Both these requirements may be fulfilled if we have recourse 
to the radiation condition at infinity in constructing the function 
$(x,y) (see Chap. Ill, §1, 3) •
The first condition requires X to be regular at least in 
a certain strip involved in |t| < kz. The second condition implies
that ReX must be of the same sign for any a in the strip -x < x < x
Indeed, if, for example, ReX ( is positive at a point a = ai in the
strip, then B(ai) must be zero in eqn. (A22) . However, since X has
to be continuous with respect to a in the strip, we shall have 
ReX > 0  in some neighbourhood 6 of ai ana, therefore, B(a) must
be zero in 6 , which implies that B(a) vanishes identically in the
strip (Titchmarsh, p.88).
If, next, ReA were negative at another point a = a 2 
in the above strip, we would conclude, by the same argument as 
above, that A(a) had to vanish in the whole strip and this leads 
to the trivial solution $(a,y) = 0 => cf>(x,y) =0. So ReA must 
be of the same sign inside the strip of regularity of $(a,y)•
Then, if e.g. ReA > 0  in the strip, we put B(a) = 0 and thus 
eqn. (A22) becomes:
. (*)
4>(ct,y) = A(a) e**1 ........ .(A22)a
A suitable arrangement of the cuts in the a-plane is, then, 
that which has been made for the function y, where it has been 
supposed that the cut^ belongs entirely to the upper half plane 
t > k2 and the cut^ entirely to the lower half plane t < -k2 
(see p.19^ )'. Indeed, y is regular in the strip -k2 < T < k2 .
Also Re^ y is positive in the above strip as has been shown (p.109) 
and so the conditions (a) and (3) may be fulfilled for the solution 
$(a,y) of eqn. (A21).
(*) The expression B(a) = 0 replaces the relation between A(a) 
and B(a) which would arise from applying the boundary condition
in the case of a barrier making y finite and so the 
uniqueness of the solution of the considered problem is maintained.
We shall denote the mentioned arrangement of the cuts as 
"the case A".
It can be shown that the above choice of the cuts is the 
only possible one for both conditions (a) and (3) to be satisfied.
To show this we keep the definitions of X^(°0 an(i X2(°0
given in (A5) so that
.ArgAu ArgAu
X^a) = J y p e 1 2 9 x^(a) = |\>15e1 2
with ]X = a - k and V = a + k, deal with the cuts of all the
following cases. Then A must be equal to X (oOX2(°0 or to
~X (°0 *X (cl) > since A2 = a2 -■ k2 and (x X ) 2 = Ci2 - k2 as well. 
1 2 12
But, as the sign itself does not affect the situation, we can take
and
* = X 1(a)-X2(«), i.e. |A| = |]i.v
ArgA = |{ArgAy + ArggV}
We now proceed to examine all possible positions of the
cuts.
Case B
cut
cut +k;b
B
•k 4
Fig. A.8 ‘
Suppose that the cuts from A and B both go to infinity 
in the upper half plane (Fig. A.8). Then the possible strip of 
regularity must be below the line t = “k2 and let it be 
c < T < -k2 . In this case, as a -»■ 00 with O -*■ + °° and T = T^ .
(c < %  < -k2>, we shall have Arg^y -> 0, ArgfiV -*■ 0 => ArgX = 0
i.e. Rey is positive.
On the other hand as a -> 00 with cr and t =
we shall have Arg^y -*■ - tt, Argfiv - tt => ArgX -> ~-Tr+^ ~7r—  = - tt
i.e. ReX is negative.
Thus it is not possible to choose such an arrangement of
the cuts.
A particular case B is the case in which the cuts coincide 
beyond the point A (Fig. A.8a).
cut
cut
“k
Fig. A.8a
Then another possible strip of regularity appears above 
the line T = k2 , where the cuts cancel each other, and we suppose 
that $(a,y) is regular in d < T < k2 .
Then, for a 00 with a -»• + 00 and t = Ti (k2 < Ti < d) 
we have Arg^y 0, Arg^V 0 => ArgX 0, i.e. ReX. is positive.
But, for a -»■ 00 with a -»• - 00 and x = ti, we have Arg.y - tt,
ii
Argali -> - tt => ArgX - tt, i.e* Rey is negative. Thus we have to
reject this case as well.
Case C
cut
cut
Fig. A.9
Suppose now that the cuts both go to infinity in the 
lower half plane (Fig. A.9). The permitted strip of regularity 
is then above the line x .= k2 and let $(ot,y) be regular in 
k2 < T < d. Proceeding as above we find that, as a -»• 00 with 
a ■+ + co anci t — Ti (k2 < < d), ArgX -*■ 0 (ReX positive) while
* +TT+TTas a -> 00 with a -»• - «> and x = xt ArgX -> — —  = + tt (R?X 
negative) and so this case is rejected too.
The particular case where the cuts coincide beyond the 
point B is identical to the special case B (p.2.19) and so not 
applicable. (Fig. A.9a).
+k
cut cut.
Fig. A.9a
Case D
cut.
+k
cut
Fig. A.10
The last case where cut^ goes to infinity in the lower 
half plane, while cut^ goes to infinity in the upper half plane
(Fig. A. 10) is rejected directly as no strip of regularity exists 
then.
The degenerated particular case where the cuts coincide 
between A and B (Fig. A.11) may be embodied, in fact, in Case A 
since the cuts cancel each other inside the strip -k2 < t < k 2 
and the remaining segments of the cuts are extended , one to the 
upper half plane (t ^ k2) and the other to the lower half plane 
( - k2) .
cut.
-k'
cut
Fig. A.11
CONCLUSION
We have just shown that the only possible arrangement 
of the cuts, which enables us to satisfy the conditions of regularity 
of $(ot,y) in a certain strip of the a-plane and its boundedness as 
y 00 for any a in the strip, is that of Case A. This choice makes
Y regular in the strip -k2 < T < k2 . Moreover, by taking the cuts 
symmetrical to each other with respect to the origin we make y an 
even function of a and this generally facilitates the derivation of 
the solution.
Obviously for y £ 0 the situation remains basically the 
same, except that we have to put A(a) = 0 instead of B(a) = 0  in 
eqn. (A22).
When we deal with fields of finite y, e.g. guides with 
infinite length along the x-axis, $(a,y) appears to be an even 
function of y, that is $(ot,y) has no branch points (cf. problems
in Chaps. IV and V). Therefore the finiteness of $(a,y) for |y| 00
is no longer needed and also the regularity of $(ot,y) may be ensured
in (a certain strip having a common part with) the strip JT | < k2
for any position of the cuts. So we can retain the above arrangement 
of the cuts for this instance, too.
Ap p e n d i x B
EVALUATION OF L, (a )+ m
EVALUATION OF L,(a ) + m
In this appendix we express the values of the function L (a) at
*T
a - a where 
m
a = iy = 1  m 'in
2 2 
it m m = 1 , 2
for kb small.
We have
l+(“)
■  J
sinkb
kb exp
iba ■ _ 27T . . 7r
— —  ( 1  “  C  + Log r - r -  +  1  T  TT e & kb 2
x \ exp
■ f s 00 (
^ l o g
TT &
a-y
k
i
ii
j
y
• n
v, > n=l
. b
•\ i a —
- ^ a niT1 + —  e
a J
n '
where = 0,577 (Euler's constant).
Since (y) = “ and a ~ for kb small.we shall have
a b m b
m
+ m
k b - i( k b ) 3 + . . . ^  /
lb  mm
kb TT b ^ V
- ^ T 27T •1 - c + Log r-r- + i e & kb
exp ■ ibiirm 
I TTb
Log 2iTTmbk JJ
n
n=l
Tttnb
, , iirm l bnir 
1 + -r— \ e 
m n
Further,
where F
L ,(a ) ~ mm exp+ m r m(c -1) e nn=l
_ m
1 + —j e n (real)
••••••••(B#1)
since
c m  00
e 6 n
n=l
1 '+ 2 ) e
n
m
n
mT (m)
is Euler's Gamma function, eqn. B.l may be rexrcitten as
L + ( ° 0  ~ + m
m e-m m
m m
m. m. e
m (ei ~ 1»2, (B. 2)
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